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CHAPTER 1
O VERVH: W OF THE STUDY

Ministerial Context of the
Since 1981, 1 have served

as

Study

the director of All Nations' Bible Seminars, Inc.

(ANBS), which is primarily a teaching ministry that sponsors
national pastors in East Africa. As director, I have made
conducted

over

150

pastors' seminars,

most

Evangelistic Fellowship of Africa (PEFA),

and conducts seminars for

forty trips to Africa and

of them for pastors ofthe Pentecostal

a

cooperative fellowship of over two thousand

churches in the East African countries of Kenya and Tanzania. A sister
exists in

Uganda

under the banner of the Elim Pentecostal

organization, PEFA

is

organization

Fellowship of Uganda.

firmly woven within the Pentecostal

strands

As

an

ofKenya's religious

fabric.
In

Kenya,

PEFA had its

beginnings

International Pentecostal Assemblies

with the

(now, the

missionary efforts

of the

International Pentecostal Churches of

Christ, located in London, Ohio) and Elim Fellowship, headquartered in Lima, New
York.

Recognizing the

late 1950s and

winds of independence

early 1960s, the two groups sought to hand over control ofthe Kenyan

work to the Africans. In
the

blowing over the African continent in the

a

meeting in Nairobi

in 1962, the East African churches under

auspices of Elim Fellowship and the Intemational Pentecostal Assemblies

together to form an African-governed fellowship of churches
Evangelistic Fellowship of Africa.
states the nature of the

The

came

named the Pentecostal

preamble of PEFA's Constitution and By-Laws

organization's existence:

co-operative fellowship throughout East Africa and other countries to
promote Scriptural order, worship, unity, and fellowship in die work ofthe
a

Westbury

2

Lord, endeavoring to keep the unity of the Spirh in the bond of peace until
we are come unto the
unity of the faith and knowledge ofthe Son of God,
unto a

perfect man,

unto the measure of stature of the

fullness of Christ.
our deliberations Jesus Christ is to be honored as Head ofthe
Society and recognized as such by each individual member. (1)

In all

PEFA is

currently a vibrant but loosely organized denomination in Kenya.

accurate statistical

reports

are

available since 1990. However, PEFA conducted its

in 1997 and estimates that there

census

Kenya (see Table

5.3 p.

208).

include

and

than 1,900 PEFA-affdiated churches in

are more

A council of seven elders

spiritual oversight for the fellowship.

A brief background

PEFA's national ministries

handed down to

me

to be with the Lord.

Heritage

for

Ministry

regarding the history leading up to the formation

From the outset, I will

helpful.

acknowledge a unique

by my parents. Rev.

S. J. and

as

positive

Also, aspects of spiritual heritage

and

a

blessing from

come to me

congregation on the Elim Bible Institute campus

influence

spiritual heritage
who have gone

through my father's

regard this Pentecostal

vows

on

18

before

July

a

camp

1937 in

graduated from that missions-oriented institute.

served with Dad in

of ANBS

God.

My mother and father shared their nuptial

Both of them

and rich

Dorothy E. Westbury,

association and involvement with the Assemblies of God. I
tradition

provides general

youth department and women's ministries department.

a

A Foundational

proves

own

The total number of church members and adherents in

Kenya is approximately 200,000.
organizational

No

meeting

Homell, New York.

From 1937 to 1981 Mom

pastoral ministry (in New York and Georgia). My father's ministerial

ultimately included national leadership in tiie Assemblies of God, but for him

that world

was

too small. He set his

sights on Africa and South and Central America

Westbury
where he offered

training seminars for national pastors and built church buildings.

connections in missions blossomed from the
with classmates at Elim, whose

relationships

he maintained

over

3

His

the years

ministry careers took them to foreign mission fields.

After graduating from Central Bible College in Springfield, Missouri, in 1975, 1
worked in the

family business (nursing homes)

home administrator

(1976-1981).

At the

same

various staff capacities of the local church.

teaching ministry as

often

as

limited

opportunities

and

in

time, Karen (my wife) and I

responsibilities allowed.

training to pastors

in East

defining events

I

were

active in

overseas

began inheriting

Africa, who would have only

in my life occurred when my father died of

1981, just six weeks after we completed

a

ministry trip togetiier to Costa Rica

Bogota, Columbia. Immediately, circumstances

from

finally as a nursing

for formal Bible education.

One ofthe most
cancer

social worker and

My father involved me in the

work and church

my father's burden of offering

as a

seemed

right to distance myself

day-to-day involvement in the family business and immerse myself in the

ministry that my father had begun in

1968. The

seminar

ministry was formalized under the name

of All Nations' Bible Seminars, Inc.

My father's ministry and business vision became most apparent
his

passing,

in death. Prior to

he made arrangements for his estate to be divided in half�half to take

of my mother and half to fund the continuation of the seminar ministry. His

care

foresight and

provision have proved to be a unique and profound blessing. Since his passing in 1981,
we

have been able to continue the

provide
leaders.

teaching ministry that he began and expand it to

financial assistance and seminars to

an

increasing number of pastors

and church

Westbury
To

seminar

first

summarize,

ministry

inherited burden gave rise to this

an

project. My father began a

in 1968 among the pastors of PEFA. At the
age of thirteen, I made my

trip to Africa with my father who hoped that,

importance

4

of assisting national pastors in the

congregations. When my father died
the pastors of PEFA had shifted

in

one

day,

I would catch

a

glimpse ofthe

responsibihties of shepherding their

1981, the passion to provide ministry helps for

fully to me.
Purpose

A

significant part of my ministry as

of Kenya, East
PEFA

Africa, primarily for PEFA.

director of ANBS
In

occurs

in various locations

early 1998, 1 produced an oral history of

(see Chapter 2) that enhanced my insight into the lives of those to

ministry is directed.

As

a

result of the

project,

not

whom my

only did my awareness ofthe PEFA

organization increase, I experienced a renewal of my love for the people and desire for
their

spirrtual

well

being.

My renewed

concerns

and status of ministry

me

toward this

and structures that inform, enhance,

into die

address

on

an

the

inqiury into the
a

nature

study that

frustrate, and define those

organizational dynamics of the denomination, and into the

impact of indigenous and Western influences
members. Based

project:

practices conducted among PEFA churches;

investigates the systems
ministry practices,

motivated

on

tiie Christian faith embraced

by PEFA

findings of the study, I hope to develop future seminars to

ministry practice concerns

strategies regarding purposeful

in PEFA's

action toward

Kenyan churches

�

offering ministry

meeting those needs (see p. 19).

This

how Kenya's PEFA churches understand and engage the task of

sought to

assess

Christian

development and incorporate effective strategies in ministry practice.

study

5

Westbury
For the purpose of this

study, I considered ministry practices of PEFA churches

Kenya within a broadly defined context

�

and life that promote

a

biblical

encompassing all aspects

understanding of the triune God,

relationship with him through Jesus Christ,
maturity

in the lives of people

backdrop for how I
upon the

(Gangel 44).

considered the

participants

of the

and nurture

of church activities

advocate

a

personal

personal Christian growth and

This definrtion

project; however,

in

provided the biblical

the defimtion

was

not one

imposed

study. The study was performed in cooperation with

designated indigenous leadership of PEFA who assisted in the collection, analysis,

and

interpretive aspects of the study.
Biblical and

Theological

Foundations

One ofthe Church's greatest

responsibilities involves

instruction, for embodied in the Great Commission

is

a

a

vital

ministry of Christian

teaching commission (Matt.

28:19-20; Acts 2:42) (Gangel 29). In fact, the teaching ministry ofthe Church is founded
in God's

character, who, from the beginning of time, has been revealing himself and

teaching his

creation

(Eldridge ix). Throughout the

Old

Testament, God taught Israel the

meaning of their being his people, the meaning of his being their God,
of his

dwelling in the midst of them (Exod. 29:45, 46).

like him?"

ministry.

meaning

declared, "Who is

a

teacher

(Job 36:22). Furthermore, teaching was an integral aspect of Jesus' earthly

Near the end of that

Lord called attention to the

guide the disciples
Without
the

Elihu

and the

a

ministry and in anticipation of his imminent departure, the

Holy Spirit's role

into all truth

biblical

as a

teacher who would succeed him and

(John 16:13).

imperative, ministry has no

principles, standards, promises, directives,

and

essential nature.

Scripture offers

imperatives that ground the ministry

Westbury
practices of the Church.

In

Ephesians 4: 1 1-16

basis for the Church's efforts in
under the

lordship of Jesus

several facts emerge and form the biblical

teaching the community that dwells

Christ. First of all, Jesus calls,

coordinate vital aspects of ministry within the Church
overall
and

ministry practices

ministry (v. 12).

the Son of God"

maturitj^he
Church's

is to nurture the

The ultimate

gifts,

and

(v. 11). The

and

places individuals to

aim ofthe Church's

qualities within the body for productive life

goal keeps "unity

process of becoming

ministry emerge

in the

avoiding doctrinal error,

more

in the fahh and in the

like Jesus. The

awareness

even

that

adequate

theological aspects ofthe
Christian

development

recognize and embrace truth while detecting

when it is

presented in a cunning and crafty fashion (v.

not

produce robotic creatures who

mechanically defend sound doctrine. Rather, the integrity ofthe gospel

Head, who

knowledge of

able to

are

14). The Church's teaching ministry does

believers who

fellowships

(v. 13) in clear view together with a conunitment to foster Christian

produces discerning persons who
and

is evidenced in

effectively combine the virtues of truth and love; they imitate Christ, the

came

"full of truth and

grace" (v. 15). That Christ is both the

all Christians grow and out of whom Christian interrelation has divine

one

are

meaning,

and

significance

in

relationship with Jesus Christ

actively engaged in "internal" character fruit development (the

Spirit) and "external" fruh development (the
this sense, the ministries of the Church
in

(v. 16).

short, the Church is made up of a community of disciples whose members find

individual and corporate joy,
and who

into whom

significance

establishes the need for and benefit of the mutual edification of all members
In

6

relationship

^with the Lord, with

�

fiiiit of service and

fruh ofthe

ministry to others).

In

call, direct, and nudge people toward commitment

one

another, and with a world of people who do not

Westbury
share the

same

fahh confession.

A fundamental

theological

issue which has

bearing on ministry effectiveness

cultural lines is die concept of assigning value to die diverse

across

perceptions
are not

7

and

expressions tiiat

sterilized of tiiose

exist around the world. When God

qualities tiiat give

tiiem their

and cultural

personal
saves

people, diey

unique cultural, etimic,

or

racial

distinctiveness. A concept of "Emmanuel" (God witii us) does not demand that Christ

actually become "black," Asian, African,
dwells among
of cultures

us

or

in die worid of meanings,

American; ratiier, it recognizes that Christ

signs,

and

symbols embodied in

multiplicity

a

(Wessels 164).

Another

key concept for effective ministry

relevant definitions for

perspective.

As

spirituality that encompass

opposed to

a

Western

is the

development of concrete

every aspect of humanity

as a

holistic

conception of the "particularization ofthe totality"

(a thought that divides the whole into particular components),
conceives the universe

a

�

and

whole into which all persons

are

most ofthe worid

integrated. Thus,

as

Fueter

writes, successful gospel presentation and teaching must search for meaningful ways

to

integrate Christian principles consistent with

and

the universe"

whole

an

"I-Thou

relationship with God, man,

(4-5). Therefore, the concept of being related to the Lord must

cover

the

sphere of life.
Finally, Scripture is rich in noting the importance of spiritual heritage

need to

and the

recognize and honor its contribution to personal spirituality. Once delivered out

of Egypt, die Israelites
about the Lord's

were

repeatedly reminded to educate the following generations

goodness, blessings,

the Bible records the

and faithfulness. After Joshua's deatii

devastatmg results of their failure to do

so.

Judges 2:10

(Judg. 2:8-9)
says.

8
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"Another

generation grew up,

who knew neither the Lord

Israel." Also, worth

considering is that Acts 10, 16, and

of entire households

experiencing conversion to

nor

what he had done for

18 record four separate incidents

Christ.

However, today, the integrity of the family worldwide is under assault
number of fronts due to diminished

regard for biblical principles,

on a

economic pressures,

growing urbanization, and increased exposure to all the influences that titillate the
of every culture's
not

only to

means

one

youth population. Therefore, the

salvation issues but to the concept of equipping the

generation to the

next within the context of the

Finally, biblical

and theological

body of Christ on the continent.
strength, the

overall
became

an

ministry must be committed

Church's

to carry out the vital task of preserving the faith and

imperatives

Because its

senses

family

with methods and

meaningfully passing

it from

prevailing culture.
address the African context and the

ministry practices

are

vital to the Church's

nature and status of miiustry among PEFA churches in

Kenya

important phenomenon to examine.

Contributing Issues
This
same

study did not presume that every Christian

beliefs,

or

to the same

that all churches affiliated with PEFA conduct
Most of PEFA's churches

resomces

areas

available to them

rural churches may be

consciously holds the

degree. Different forms and variations of Christianity

African continent structure and handle the truth

population resides in rural

in Africa

as

are

differently.

Nor did the

ministry in the

located in rural

areas

�

same manner.

^79.6 percent

ofKenya's
same

churches situated in towns and cities. However, the
an

appropriate

the

study presume

("Statistics: Kenya" 1) and do not have the

conducting ministry in

on

and successful

more

marmer

for

Westbury
the

people

who attend them. That

Pentecostal-charismatic in nature,

supematuralistic
In the

in

theology,

and

being said,

in its societal

relatively loose

fellowship and organization.

what

practices already exist in the African context.
or

frustrate effective

Kenya. Currently, Kenya enjoys
borders.

By that,

of Christian

I

mean

a

in hs

particular visions

I also

ministry practices within the

or

around the

I

vitality

constantly

testify of their personal

enjoy rurming for exercise. My runs

in the

city of Nairobi

Kenyatta Conference Center, city hall, the high court, the parliament

seldom out of earshot of a choir

young

witness to the

faith, both personally and publicly. While traveling in Kenya,

I

influences

PEFA churches in

Kenyan believers openly give

buildings, and the office buildings of the president.
am

of ministry beliefs and

strong presence of the church within its national

that many

relationship with the Lord.
me

setting,

sought to ascertain what

meet believers fi^om many denominations who are eager to

take

by this study was

predominantly rural

study I sought to understand

either eidiance

the context addressed

While

running in the early evening I

practicing somewhere, a group of believers praying,

people engaged in fellowship and Bible study. My view is that the

influence in the nation is

one

of the critical

reasons

church's

why Kenya has been able to maintain

political stability during the most recent decades while its neighbors (e.g., Uganda,
Burundi, Rwanda, Ethiopia, Sudan, and Somalia) have been plunged into pohtical and
civil turmoil

resulting in bloodshed and death, along with great destruction of property

and national infrastructmes. Whether

Christian

successfully implemented ministry practices

development strategies have contributed toward the

church's presence in Kenya is not clear. The

boimds of this

9

study.

answer

to that

overall

and

strength of the

question falls outside the

Westbury
As stated

churches in
not

a

earlier, I wished to consider ministry practices ofKenya's

broad sense;

imposed, meaning to

of Christian

PEFA

however, I believed it important to allow an appropriate, and

emerge

through linking the concepts of African thought and

ministry practice. National, regional,
categories

10

and local

perspectives define and shape all

thought and content even as those perspectives acknowledge

Scripture as providing the foundation for all forms of ministry practices.
Another obvious multifaceted issue

itself Its constitutional orientation, its

strengths and weaknesses,
on

the

regards the organizational dynamics of PEFA

organizational composition along with

and its view toward future

ministry priorities

its

all had

bearing

project. Limited consideration was given to PEFA's relationship with other

religious organizations and whether PEFA benefited from those
proven

ministry practices and programs that they have

financial

resources

and

ongoing base

of support have

in

who

place.

In

enjoy success from

addhion, PEFA's

bearing on how effectively ministry

strategies and practices within its local churches might uhimately take shape.
Finally,
on

the

globe is

with instantaneous worldwide

sharing of information and ideas,

isolated fi-om the influence of other societies. No

place

is

no

place

culturally

stagnant. PEFA's ability to acknowledge shifting cuhural realities and demographic
trends

coupled with

its

willingness to respond to those changes help determine how

effectively PEFA will conduct ministry among its

adherents in the future.

Contributing Parties
Not

being able to speak Swahili, I recognize that my own contribution to PEFA's

ministry challenges reaches across
have the greatest

a

vast

cultural and

lingual

divide.

Key people who

impact in meaningfully addressing ministry needs in PEFA

are

its

Westbury

leadership at the district, regional, and national

levels

�

^in that order. PEFA is
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a

grassroots-oriented organization with its strength emerging from its popular base.
PEFA's

leaders, working in their various capachies,

the

are

ones

who have to

uhimately

acknowledge the ministry needs reflected by PEFA's membership and have to commit
the time and

resources to

organizational aspects

formulate philosophies upon which all subsequent

and

among PEFA's churches

guidelines

are

With that in mind, to

for

establishing formal ministry programs in Kenya

buih.

help spearhead the project, I depended on a group of PEFA

leaders who share the burden of establishmg dieir fellow
Christian truth.

Among tiie

group

was

the General

Kenyan believers deeply in

Secretary of PEFA,

otiier members of

PEFA's Council of Elders, district overseers, and others who have demonstrated
with and competence in effective
group

was

ministry practice within the PEFA organization.

responsible for guiding the

data

analysis

This group will also determine if the results of the
and

shaping ministry philosophies

administrative issues, and for

concern

and

and

This

interpretive phases ofthe project.

study have merit for later developing

goals, for advising on organizational

and

generally shepherding whatever implementation phases the

study might suggest. Finally, the study was enhanced tiu-ough information and insights
that

came

through many informal, personal conversations with PEFA pastors eager to

share what methods and programs

they use to accomplish ministry goals

in their

churches.

Prioritizing Issue
The writers of the

gospels

wrote

specifically to impress upon the original

recipients an image of Jesus that best communicated him

as

the salvific solution to the

Westbury
varied and nuanced needs of their

behooves

me

to

This

reality

accept the fact that the Holy Spirit, who inspired the scriptural account, is

still interested in

Authentic
so

society and cuhure (Wessels 169).

making gospel truths relevant to the

varied cuhural contexts

Christianity can never claim to have attained its defmhive

negates its existence

as a

dynamic, living,

and vibrant

organism

Westerners' insistence

in

on

judging what constitutes

an

today.

form. To do

made up of many

members, each performing vital roles essential to the whole (Wessels 191).

message is

12

Sometimes,

adequate response to the gospel

preceded by an arrogant presumption that the gospel has been communicated

worthy of a quality response.

a manner

The research

instrument, designed for collecting appropriate data for meaningful

analysis

and

humble

acknowledgment that the Holy Spirit affirms cultural diversity even as he

subsequent assistance

uniquely through all

cuhures to transform persons

interpretation of the gospel
Africans do not need to be
view toward

for the PEFA churches in Kenya,

is embodied in

some

by faith.

As

cultural form"

pulled from their African roots,

was

offered with
works

Newbigin writes, "Every
(144). However, just as

cross-cultural efforts with

a

offering assistance to more effective ministry practices and Christian

development strategies within the African context need not bow to African tradhion fixed
on

preserving African cuhure just for the
I endeavored to refi-ain from

preserve the

sake of preserving it.

imposing my Western values on Africans

dignity of the African perspective

that the content of Christian education in any
cuhure of the

community (92).

regard to ministry issues. Booth says

community must reflect,

I undertook the

acknowledge the African environment,

with

cultural

in order to

in

some

sense, the

project with a commitment to

heritage, and the applicable truths

Westbury
represented in the gospel
In

developing the

presume that

message

(Fueter 6-7).

research instrument to administer to PEFA's pastors, I did not

ministry needs

brand of ministry
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in the PEFA churches go

practice (and the

most

In

largely unmet.
is

appropriate brand!)

fact, the African

being done conspicuously,

instinctively, perhaps even in defiance of Western expectations.
While Jesus lived the forms of a Jewish culture, his Word is sufficient to teach
Afiicans that

they must live

forms of life

(Taber and Smalley 42). Indeed,

centered

on

language

the

and

out their faith in God

�

their life of reconciliation in African

Revelation 5:9 records

redemption that Jesus purchased

a

celebration

^having impacted every "tribe

�

people

and nation." This

and

description contributes to an understanding that a

muhiplicity of perceptions and expressions will be manifested in this heavenly worship
scene.

Even

expressed.

today,

each cultiue

That is, each tribe,

weaknesses, gifts and needs

serves as a

language, people,

to the

universal

Description
The purpose of this

context in which truth is

and nation contribute

and

body of Christ.
of the

Project

practices among PEFA

chmches in

Kenya. The research

fifty item questionnaire utilizing both closed and open-ended questions.

instrument

was a

This

descriptive study of cross-sectional design

numerous

strengths

study was to explore, by means of surveying PEFA pastors,

the nature and status of ministry

was a

perceived and

variables

in the

nonexperimental mode with

operating simidtaneously (Wiersma 169).

I do not assert that the

does not describe the

study was ethnographic; that is, participant-observation

primary means

of the data collection

�

the chief means of

ethnographic research. However, my relationship with the PEFA organization and its
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affiliate members suggests research that has
"an

inquiry process guided by experience

twenty-five
unique

years of ministry

access to

experience

an

ethnographic quality in that

in the research

in the field

"Seminar

oral

setting have provided me

History and Descripdon" (see pp. 93-96). Furthermore,

history of PEFA (presented in Chapter 2) based on hours

PEFA

helps

and enhances the

with

^Kenya's

study

�

in 1998, 1

produced

an

of personal interviews and

short, my relationship with

insure that the data collected represents accurate and reliable

participants

Over

ethnographic claim in Chapter 3,

conversations with PEFA pastors and church leaders. In

the

setting" (Wiersma 250).

the cuhural features that define the context of the

PEFA. I present anecdotal evidence to this limited

it involves

perspectives

of

reliability of the study (Wiersma 273).
Research Questions

The purpose statement of the

ministry issues; however, three
Research

research

an

examination of a number of PEFA

questions embodied the

focus of the

current

ministry practices of the Pentecostal Evangelistic Fellowship of

Africa? Faith commimities

in every societal context establish their

identity,

largely through how ministry is conducted within the community.

sought to

project.

Question #1

What are

context,

study implies

ascertain the

qualities of PEFA that distinguish

it within

within that

The

study

Kenya's religious

fabric.
Research

Question #2

What systems and structures form the foundation for ministry practices

of the

Pentecostal Evangelistic Fellowship ofAfrica? This question probes the organizational
features of PEFA

on

both national and

regional

levels.

Additionally, the availability or

Westbury

unavailability of resources (e.g.,
impact ministry practices.
practices

The

space,

Research

Question

What

or

an

perceived obstacles

what assets enhance

fhistrate effective

ministry

ministry.

#3

belief systems seem

to

Evangelistic Fellowship ofAfrica?
within

finances, time, equipment, materials, training)

study sought to examine

in PEFA and what real

undergird ministry practices of the Pentecostal
The

organization takes place with

project was built on

an

the

premise that ministry

underlying belief system

and

ministry

philosophy that give shape to the pattems, practices, habits, experiences, and traditions
all
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ministry practices.

perspective along with

The literature suggests that
Western faith

make claims of importance

on

indigenous cultural heritage

of

and

traditions, introduced by early mission efforts, both

the lives of African Christians.

Methodology
The

project consisted of administering a fifty item questionnaire to the PEFA

pastors who attended annual seminars conducted by ANBS in the year 2000. Six pastors'
seminars

were

strategically located in five geographical

convenient travel to the seminars
At each

and

seminar, I presented each attending pastor with

Swahili) of the questionnaire (see Appendixes B and C).

Each

question was

Sufficient time
next item.

read aloud

was

All

facilitate

by me,

in

a

bilingual

A statement

research instrument

English,

and

an

interpreter,

copy

(English

regarding

(see Appendix A).
in Swahili.

given for every respondent to record a response before moving to the

Respondents

item(s).

Kenya to

by the attending pastors.

anonymity and confidentiality accompanied the

any

sites in

were

allowed to ask

questionnaires

were

questions to clarify misunderstandings about

collected fi-om

respondents after the

last

question

Westbury
had been read and each

participant had recorded a response.

The data collected from the

determine features of ministry

questionnaire was then organized and analyzed to

practices

interpretations derived from the
to
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data

conducted

by PEFA

served in

analyses

churches in

Kenya. The

drawing conclusions that

related

the research issues.

Subjects
For this

study, the population

hundred pastors of PEFA chmches in

study,

is defined

as

Kenya during 2000.

questionnaire.

approximately sixteen

Kenya. The sample frame, the subjects of the

all PEFA pastors who attended seminars conducted
That

is, all attending pastors of the seminars

In this case,

the creation of the

consisted of all of the

were

(Fowler 20). Historically,

administered the

between 70 to 80 percent of the

simultaneously

approximately

Kenya PEFA pastors attend seminars annually conducted by ANBS. Any
factors in the past have accounted for
year

(e.g., torrential

rains

in

sampling did not occur from an advance list of people; rather,

list and the process of sampling occurred

sample

by ANBS

or

fluctuating attendance percentages

drought in a specific

area, economic

sixteen hundred
number of

from year to

hardships,

transportation difficulties, political tensions in the country, ministry responsibilities,
a

and

variety of personal factors).

Variables
I assert

a

phenomenological

nature about the

study. Thus, except for

preconceptions expressed earlier about the status and nature of ministry strategies and
practices among PEFA churches, a priori assumptions about the phenomenon under
study

were

avoided. I

adopted a holistic view

a

�

view that

regards the complexity of the

Westbury
phenomenon under study rather than reducing it to
instrument
so

that

was

a
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few variables. The research

designed so as to impose only a minimal

influence

on

the data collected

theory, grounded in reality, emerged from the data (Wiersma 251).

Instrumentation and Data Collection
A

researcher-designed questionnaire consisting of both closed and open-ended

questions about ministry practices

primary instrument
questionnaire

was

used to collect data from the

locations in

Swahili)

were

Kenya during the

year 2000.

administered to pastors at

during the

one

names or

of the

names

study.

The

geographically

Bilingual versions (English and
regular moming teaching

confidentiality

given to all participants. Respondents were

the

research

sessions

seminars.

At the time of the survey, I assured
statements

subjects of the

Kenya served as the

administered to PEFA pastors in six seminars in five

strategic

conducted

and issues of PEFA churches in

with both written and verbal

not

asked to include their

of the churches that they pastor. Personal information

age, level of secondary school education, level of Bible school

was

personal

Ihnited to

(or college) education, and

location of home district.
I

enjoy a personal

and ministerial

relationship of mutual appreciation and trust

with PEFA and its affiliate pastors and church leaders.
nature of each

Expectations were that,

due to the

seminar, which provides many opportunities for personal and informal

interaction with PEFA pastors,

supplement, support,

or

a

wealth of anecdotal material would be collected to

refute data collected

by the primary research instrument, the

questionnaire.
I

designed the questionnaire with guidance from faculty mentor Dr. Tapiwa
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Mucherera from Zimbabwe (a

neighboring African country to Kenya),

Director of Doctor of Ministry Studies

Deyahs,

General

the research

leaders,
the

findings

incorporated the efforts

who

study.

Secretary of PEFA

were

The

in

at

The

Kenya.

are

on

work with

me on

Generalizability

probed because those

who

a

when their

to the

perceptions

inquire are thought to
responses

question in the study regarded "The

some cases

survey

respondents

coherent statements. On

Swahili responses into
statements of survey

a

participants of

about issues and

have

an

agenda not

might have been guarded and

reliability

in the

failed to

Church and Its

Purpose" (see p.

provide clearly-expressed

few occasions, the person

statements

or

responsible for translating

English provided his/her own interpretation to the poorly phrased

respondents.

As

the trustworthiness of the data, I must

issue of the

type of intrusion

certain issues.

A survey

the

comprised of PEFA

cooperative effort of this group helped insure the validity of the study's

necessarily trustworthy. Therefore, participants'

even

of

and results.

belief systems

In

interpretive stages

designated by the chief governing body of PEFA to

study. Kenyans tend to become suspicious

134).

and

of a research reflection group

The survey instrument itself represented

reserved

analytical

Tumblin,

and Rev. Peter

Asbury Theological Seminary,

Delimitations and

the

Dr. Tom

analysis of this

a

result of these factors that

might have diminished

acknowledge an uidmown degree

survey

question.

I admit similar

study, "Ministry Planning" (see pp. 168-172).

The

of limitation to

concerns on

positive

another

responses

provided by some participants on the three questions that make inquiry about the topic
probably do not correspond with the prevailing realities.
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in this research grew from my

Finally, the motivation to engage
of teaching

among PEFA pastors and church leaders.

ministry

twenty-five

years

My relationship with the

participants has provided adequate negotiation for entry into the field setting and access
to data for the

provided the

study; however, the closeness

data for the

study,

of my

relationship with the participants,

may have influenced the

who

findings (Wiersma 273).

Furthermore, I acknowledge the language and cultural divide that exists between the

participants
leaders

of the

^who

�

study and me. Still, given the anticipated cooperative effort by PEFA

were

vitally involved in data collection, analysis,

generalize that reliability and validity concems were
that anecdotal material enhanced the internal

minimized.

common

settings

Congregations all

life.

�

are

linked

share

interplay of the social, political,

collective

over

interpretation

I

�

Furthermore, I believe

reliability of the research.

Regarding generalizability, Kenyan Christians

shaped by the

and

Kenya

the

�

experiences

influenced and

and economic realities of

majority of them worshipping in rural

by a common Christian identity.

I believe that the

findings

study are generally consistent for most other groups, but especially for those
up of Christian believers who claim Pentecostal,

of the

groups made

evangelical faith.

Significance of the Study
As

focus

on

a

the

result of the

study, pastors'

developmental

relationship principles
realities of the

and

kingdom

issues

toward the

by ANBS

in the future will

regarding children and youth, interpersonal

dynamics, aspects of pastoral

of God and theh

Although falling outside the parameters
move

seminars conducted

care

ministry,

and the existential

import on the community of Christian faith.

of this

study,

I encourage

Kenya's PEFA

to

development of national and district level ministry endeavors (e.g..
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Christian education, men's
assistance to its

Finally,
affiliation

any

single

to be

a

church

should consider the
and

or

group of churches

no

�

guidance

and

ministry

matter the denominational

importance of how the elements

�

with

offer

approximately two thousand churches.

perceived, embraced,
practices

ministry, ministry to famihes) to

of Christian faith

practiced within the fahh community. Furthermore,

regard to Christian development have

continuing witness to the

any

bearing on the

world of the presence of God, then

a

are

if ministry

Church's

ability

stream of sustained

research, in areas of theory and practice, might inform and improve policy and

methodology in the

realm of the Church's

ministry activities

in all contexts.

Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter 2

focuses

on an

oral

history

of PEFA distilled from

over

forty hours

of

interviews and conversations with PEFA pastors and church leaders.

Chapter 3

work establishes the cultural, biblical, and theological context for the

proposed study.

this

chapter I

also review the various

includes

which the

study was

a

brief history and
conducted.

an

inquiry into

a

overall

Chapter 4 describes the study designed to
by PEFA churches

findings of the study (see p. 122
one

in

assess

the

Kenya. The research

Chapter 5 provides both a reporting and analysis of the

I chose to handle the data in this

descriptive

Kenya. Finally,

host of ministry issues within the context of a Pentecostal

denomination in East Africa.

findings.

in

description of ANBS, the ministry entity through

nature and status of ministry conducted

involves

In

catalysts and factors that have merged with African

thought and perception to shape African Christian faith, particularly
Chapter 3

of this

of cross-sectional

for

design

manner

to assist the reader in

a more

adequate explanation).

in the

considering the
The

study

is

nonexperimental mode with numerous

a

Westbury
variables

operating simultaneously. Chapter 6 provides a summary ofthe study and

concluding concems regarding PEFA, the

denominational

entity under study.
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CHAPTER 2
AN ORAL HISTORY OF THE PENTECOSTAL

EVANGELISTIC FELLOWSHIP OF AFRICA
Oral histories

qualitative

research

are

valid and valuable contributions in

(Wiersma 215). This chapter presents

describes the denomination and demonstrates the personal
me

to propose the

collecting data for

an

oral

history of PEFA

concems

study regarding the theme of ministry practices

that have

within the

which

compelled

particular

ministry context of PEFA.
The

study

institutions of a

considers the foundational and

particular society,

Partly m preparation

for the

with seasoned members

identitying qualities, ideas,

the Pentecostal

and

Evangelistic Fellowship of Africa.

study, I conducted over forty hours of interviews

(pastors

and church

leaders) of PEFA to

examine the

development, strengths, weaknesses, inter-church relations, doctrinal beliefs,

ministry challenges of the organization

as

it exists in

in 1998

origins,
and

Kenya, East Africa.^

Origins
PEFA is

a

cooperative fellowship of about two thousand churches

African countries of Kenya and Tanzania. The
banner of Elim Pentecostal

missionary efforts

organization exists

Fellowship of Uganda.

of the Intemational Pentecostal Assemblies

Pentecostal Churches of Christ located in London,

headquartered in Lima, New

^

PEFA has its

All of die material

Ohio)

in

in the East

Uganda under the

beginnings

with the

(present day, Intemational

and Elim

Fellowship

York.

presented on pages 22-56, "AN ORAL HISTORY OF PEFA" reveal the
author's findings, observations, and perceptions about the 1998 study and do not impose findings and/or
results about the proposed study regarding ministry practices v^thin the organization. However, this
material provides an important backdrop for this study.

Westbury
As

an

organization, PEFA

is
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firmly woven into the Pentecostal strands ofKenya's

religious fabric.
Historical events and the work of the

activity in shaping spiritual

backdrop from

renewal. At least four factors

which the PEFA

the

are

(2) missionaries' efforts

effectively linked literacy with

the

early 1920s; and, (4) the influence

in

Mboya,

a

( 1 ) the

are

educating the Kenyans,

gospel; (3) the first sparks

of Tom

reveal God's

responsible for the

organization eventually emerged. They

Balokole Revival in East Africa;
which

Holy Spirit often combine to

of Pentecostal fire in

key political figure

in

Kenya's

emerging government around the time of national independence.
The Balokole Movement

The Church of the Province of Kenya
East Africa. Its presence in
ca.

Kenya is the direct result of the East African revival (1928-

1965) sponsored by the missionary efforts

of England). This revival
Rwanda in 1928. An

began

of the Church

village of Gahini,

English missionary. Dr. Joseph Church along with

This

experience

of the

represented a starting point for the revival

impact upon

Mugandan

transforming vision of the risen Jesus

that

the Afiican

a

prayed for a "new infilling of the Holy

began in Rwanda and Uganda and

eventually reached other parts of East Africa (68).
churches and their

Missionary Society (Church

in the famine and disease-ridden

named Simeon Nsibambi and another friend

Spirit" (House 68).

(C.P.K.) is the largest Protestant body in

The

success

and

expansion of the

population is directly attributable to the

quality of the African Christians who were witnesses to the transformed life.
The value of the revival is witnessed in that it

experience and testimony of salvation.

The revival

brought a definite personal

even

featured

a

special theme

song:

Westbury

Glory, glory hallelujah!
Glory, glory to the Lamb!
Oh, the cleansing blood has
Glory, glory to the Lamb!
and

a

and

greeting were the

greeting, "'Tukutendereza

in Christ

during the

The
for the next

however,

(Luganda for "We praise you Jesus").

revival

This song

recognition of faith

(Westbury 2).

of the Balokole

(the

saved

of renewal that manifested

ones) revival

is that it

paved the way

unquestionable Pentecostal phenomena;

the Balokole movement demonstrated manifestations of speaking in

even

tongues. Bob Lichty,

(IPA) mission

reached me!

earmarks of Christian identification and mutual

importance
wave

Yesu"
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one

of the founders of the Intemational Pentecostal Assemblies

in Kaimosi,

Dr. Church had

Kenya, in 1938, related to PEFA missionary Bud Sickler that

personally mentioned to him

Church chronicles the

same

this Pentecostal manifestation

in the account of the

(Westbury 3).

renewal. Quest for the Highest (House

131).
and

Literacy, Christian Education,

Evangelism

Missionaries initiated almost all education efforts in
were

either

among

that

a

or

Protestant missions. When the missionaries arrived

primitive people, they had a gospel

literacy

station

begun by Catholic

was

and education

were a

required by colonial

Education

to

preach and a Bible to read.

primary focus

law to start

people that the missionaries hoped to reach.
evangelical

a

of the

The first

When

a

inseparable

from the mission task

missionary arrived in

a new

This meant

missionary task. Every mission

school. This

and taught the Bible in the context of a

was

Kenya. Schools for Kenyans

requirement impacted the

missionary-educators were

personal Christian experience.

(Westbury 3-4).

area, the African saw

no

discernible
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distinction between the mission church and school. The building that served during the
week to teach school

subjects

was

the

same

building that served as

during the week became the preacher on Sunday.
were

almost synonymous.

Africans, church and school

Christianity was cradled with the

community. Thus, to identify with the activhies
the

To the

early African Christians

had to break, to

church. The teacher

a

formal education of the

conducted at the mission school/church,

extent, with their

some

indigenous

culture

(Westbury 4).
The

sigiuficance

efforts to make the

of this factor of education is

gospel

available to the Africans

emergence of a network of Christian witness that

the Students' Christian Union. This

secondary

schools and

jurisdiction

through literacy but

colleges even after most

schools

came

Kenya has a chapter of the

meetings,

early as Standard

gospel

benefited

without the

1

schools. In many

(first grade). Several

message
as

and

evangelistic in nature,

summarize, interviews revealed that many of PEFA's present day leaders

taught in Kenya's mission

not

are

prayer

Students'

and

early 1960s, they were invaded with Pentecostalism (Westbury 4).

profoundly influenced by the impact of the gospel

to the

also in the

under govermnent

actively functioiung with programs of fellowship,

in the late 1950s and

missionaries'

ultimately developed in Kenya called

Bible studies for students. The Students' Christian Uruons

To

only in the

organization has had national hnpact in the country's

and control. Almost every school in

Christian Union

seen not

who

through these schools.

did their

cases

message that

was

the seed of the

were

were

operdy preached and

gospel

was

planted as

interviewed recalled initial exposure

In this

regard, Kenya's

current

youth have

predecessors and, thus, they enter the turbulent adolescent years

guiding influence of routine Christian teaching during their primary school

Westbury
years
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(Westbury 4-5).

The First Pentecostals in
The Friends

Kenya?

Quaker Mission in Kaimosi, Kenya is the first known place where

individuals experienced the Pentecostal
mission station is

phenomenon of speaking

comprised of about one thousand acres

Friends missionaries

developed schools

and

a

hospital

in tongues. This

in Western

in the

Kenya where the

early years

of the twentieth

century. According to PEFA missionary Milbum (Bud) Sickler, sometime in the 1920s
one

of the Friends missionaries

of grace

(identifying

dormitory,
next

some

it with the

teaching in the Bible

baptism

of the students

moming they told the

described their

was

were

praying,

teacher that

experience.

The

in the

school about the second work

Holy Spirit).
and

a

One

few of them

was

occurring in

missionary

America and

that they had to either recant their

spoke

students'

in tongues. The

they knew what he meant by his teachings
was

and

then eager to let them know that they

had gotten mixed up with demons. He informed them that this
in tongues

night in the

splitting churches.

experience or leave the

phenomenon of speaking

The students

were

informed

school. Some left the school

fully convinced that they had participated in a legitimate spiritual experience (Westbury
5).
A friend of one of these students

Odongo

who

was an

Anglican (Kenyan) pastor named Alfayo

accepted the experience as scriptural.

Some report that he, too, received the

Holy Spirit and encouraged his parishioners to seek this experience.
members received the

Holy Spirit and spoke in tongues.

and members from other churches took

exception,

which

A number of his

Some of the church members

ultimately developed into an

opposition faction. Unbelieving men in the community, whose wives had received the

Westbury

Holy Spirit,

were

beer that they

angered because their wives would no longer prepare the homemade

were

used to

factions joined forces and
held him
were

responsible

out. The angry

wanted to
were

brought

spiritual experience that people
he

was

an

immediate reaction

largely untaught,

umest. A

sects still

an

when he

As

underground.

moved into

legitimate Pentecostal

an

come

force

a

where it

was

This

old IPA

saw an

this is the way it

a

people

The ban

result, the Pentecostal believers,

eventually diminished its spiritual

teaching kept the believers

from

becoming an

(Westbury 6).

regions of Kenya.

flourish,

where

practiced.

committed to the

guide the tender movement, histead, the era gave birth to

found in the western

who

unwholesome concept of the Pentecostal

period lacked a Pentecostal missionary

met too many obstacles to

Khasi,

praying and refused to

legal ban was imposed on meetings

value because lack of leadership and sound

who could

they

in his church

by the British colonial government,

experience, displaying bizarre manifestations.

The

as

prayed (Westbury 5-6).

taught about speaking in tongues or in meetings

effective and

unbelieving

crowd, incensed with his refusal, lit the thatch roof of his house and

squelch any civil

were

Christian and

home of Odongo determined to beat him

went to the

forced the Pentecostal movement
who

day both the

they arrived at his home,

burned him alive while he
This

One

enjoying.

for the controversial

When

embracing.
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Even

training of preachers
some

undesirable

though much of this

toehold for Pentecostalism

was

initial

wave

effected. Musa

(Intemational Pentecostal Assemblies) preacher, testified to Sickler

outbreak of revival
was

in the

on

the Kaimosi mission in 1951, "Brother Sickler,

beginning" (Sickler).

Years

earher,

in

1924, Khasi

was

arrested and jailed in Kakamega, Kenya for the sole crime of speaking in tongues.
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According to Sickler,
Bob

Otto Keller of the

Nyang'ori Mission

in Western

Kenya later told

Lichty, an IPA missionary, that he regretted not identifying with those

Pentecostal
that to do

Kenya:

Kenyans, providing them with fellowship and training; however,

so

would resuh in his

America's Cold War

being asked to

leave

in

political ideology.

Ally

That is,

Kenya in which to develop. The

be what it is

today had Kenya's

did in Tanzania
was

or as

brilliant Luo who

Kenya.

^

extent of Christianity's presence in

leaders swallowed socialistic ideas

�

as

Kenya could not
Julius

Nyerere

political atmosphere that

spread in Kenya is attributed to Tom Mboya (1930-1969),

graduate

was a

Kenya

Christianity found a pohtically favorable atmosphere

Milton Obote did in Uganda. Much of the

formative to revival's

he feared

Kenya (Westbury 7).

Another factor that contributed to PEFA's successful emergence in

involves

first

of mission schools and

Mboya successfully courted America's favor,

the American side of the Cold War

a

major political leader

which resulted in

a

in

Kenya being on

(Westbury 7).

Mboya was a prime player in the emerging labor movement in Kenya prior to

independence.

He

Mombasa in the

was

instrumental in

early 1950s,

which

settling a potentially disastrous port strike

catapulted him

into

in

political prominence.

Ultimately, Mboya became a powerful politician during the transitional period of the
Kenyan parliament before independence and a founding member ofKenya's ruling

political party, the Kenya African National Union (KANU).
moved Kenya

^

positively

into the Western orbh

His

position and intelligence

(even though Jomo Kenyatta' s

influence in forming strong attachments between Kenya and the United States during
Kenya's transitional period from colonial to independent status is well chronicled in David Goldsworthy's
lorn Mboya: The Man Kenya Wanted to Forget, pp. 1 16-20.

Mboya' s
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government claimed that it
Cold War).
an

was

not

aligned with either the East or the West during the

Through Mboya' s efforts, Kenya moved forcibly toward free enterprise and

investment-friendly pohtical atmosphere for the West (Westbury 7-8).
Initial

Uniquely, two

locations in

present organization known

as

Development

of PEFA

Kenya are identified as legitimate birthplaces for the

PEFA: IPA's Kaimosi mission in westem

Elim's Bukuria mission in southwestem Kenya. The missionaries

establishing these two

outreaches

Pentecostal missionaries in

were

first associated with

some

and

Kenya

responsible

for

of the earliest

Kenya, Marian and Otto Keller (Westbury 8).

The Kaimosi and Bukuria Missions

Marian

Wittich,

a

Canadian Pentecostal,

came

to

Kenya in

1913 with her

husband, Karl, who died shortly after arriving in Africa. Later, after the end of the First
World War, Marian met and married Otto Keller,
The Kellers

were

able to

buy a ninety-nine

acre

a

missionary from the United

States.

estate near the westem town of Kisumu.

They established there the Nyang'ori Mission Station where they built a complex with
the twofold purpose of evangelism and education
In 1933

in

(Westbury

Roy and Theresa Hill of Elim Fellowship

8).^

came

to work with the

Kellers

Kenya. Strangely enough, the Hills thought coming to Kenya would just represent

stepping stone to Sudan; however, they were not allowed to enter Sudan,
remained with Otto and Marian Keller at Nyang'ori. In 1936, another
Faith

Lichty,

came to

Kenya and also joined the Kellers

(Westbury 8).

^

See Marian Keller's

Twenty

Years in

Africa 1913-1933.

at the

and

so

a

they

couple, Robert and

Nyang'ori Mission

Westbury

Eventually, both the Hills and the Lichtys
no

specific

the three

reasons

for either

couple leaving the Nyang'ori work,

auspices.

At any rate,

(Interviews uncovered
but

Sickler recalls that the Hills and the

couples was reported.)

no

animosity among

Lichtys left

sold to the Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada and

Nyang'ori after the mission was
under its

left the Kellers.

Lichty,

30

came

in his search for mission property of his own,

eventually purchased land marked by the British government as a buffer zone between
the

warring Tiriki and Nandi tribes. Lichty

around five dollars per

Kaimosi Mission

established and served

local

people.

for 26 Y2

acres

as a

base for

a means

In 1952

a

for

negotiate a purchase price

of

of land in westem Kenya. In 1939 the

officially registered as

was

Kenyan tribes and as

acre

able to

was

an

IPA mission. The mission

making evangelistic

imoads among the

was

surrounding

providing humanitarian and educational benefits to the

three year Bible school

was

started

the Kaimosi Bible

�

College

(Westbury 9).
Roy and Theresa Pfill also left the Kellers and the Nyang'ori Mission. During the
Second World War,

Roy Hill joined the Kenyan

campaign while his family

lived

on a

Kenya in 1933 and, because of the
This resulted in

By

an

eleven year

war,

a

were

was

involved in the

Ethiopian

Kitale, Kenya. The Hills had come

to

unable to retum to America before 1944.

unintermpted missionary term (Westbury 9).

1940 educational efforts

However, the Kuria,

farm in

army and

by missionaries had touched most tribes

tribe in southwestem

in

Kenya.

Kenya, had almost no outside influence, and

they existed as they had for centuries. Roy Hill

had made friends with

a

Salvation

Army

officer in Kisumu (a city in westem Kenya on Lake Victoria). In late 1940 this Salvation

Army officer was making his traditional rounds

to the colomal settlers who were used to

Westbury

having a vish by a

Salvation
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Army member to collect the annual Christmas contributions

(Westbury 9-10).
The officer had visited the British
to collect the

Christmas

offering from

gold miners

led to

a

discussion

commissioner

arranged,
Roy

area, to visit die District

(since the

war

had

people, the Kuria.

of Roy Hill

as a

prevented his passage

The Salvation

missionary
to

America).

and the commissioner told Hill to go and choose

and Theresa Hill moved to

the Kuria tribe in 1941

of the Elim

This

.

who

a

A

site for

necessary

stopped in

die conversation

acknowledged the area's backwardness and the high rate

name

days

Commissioner, die

regarding the primitive Kuria people in South Nyanza.

offered the commissioner the
go

for the

Being a guest of the commissioner overnight,

violence that characterized die area's

place to

Lolgorian

them. On his way back to Kisumu, he

Kisii, the colonial government base for diat
area's top civil servant.

in

The

of clannish

Army officer then

was

looking for a

meeting was
a

mission station.

Bukuria, established a mission station, and lived among

was

the first mission station estabhshed under the

auspices

Missionary Assemblies (Westbury 10).

Elim

Missionary Bud

arrived in 1945 followed

Sickler arrived in Bukmia in 1944. Arthur Dodzweit

by their wives. Fay and May (who are twins).

returned to America in 1945

�

after

serving eleven uninterrupted years on the field

stmggled. Only

years. Later, in 1949,

Spirit (Westbury 10).

a

a

and

�

did not retum. The Sicklers and Dodzweits carried
Hills. The work

The Hills

on

handful of people

the work in Bukuria started

came

by the

to know the Lord in the first

few of these Kuria believers received the

baptism

of the

Holy
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Latter Rain in

Kenya

The Latter Rain

late
on

phenomenon"^ that occurred in North America (beginning in the

1940s) had a similar effect

Pentecostal

on

relationships in die

Pentecostal

missionary relationships in Kenya as

it did

United States and Canada. Bodi die Elim and IPA

organizations and missionaries embraced the

movement while the Pentecostal

Assemblies of Canada did not. Prior to Latter Rain, in 1947-1948, die Pentecostal

missionaries in Kenya had been

moving toward consolidating their works

into

one

proposing an organization to be called the Pentecostal Assemblies of East Africa.
Canadian brethren had taken the lead because

melding of Pentecostal missionary efforts
enthusiasm to form this

Kenyan

they had been able to accomplish

a

body,
The

similar

in South Africa. However, reports Sickler, the

larger Pentecostal work was effectively snuffed out when

the

missionaries of the Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada informed the IPA and

Elim missionaries that

hopes of merging the Pentecostal works

in

Kenya would not be

possible because of the opposing position taken by the Canadian body, regarding the
Latter Rain revival

(Westbury 11).

The Kaimosi mission

experienced a dramatic outpouring of the Holy Spirit that

affected the lives and work of many IPA and Elim members and churches in the

Whether this

interviewed

outpouring can be attributed to

no

region.

Latter Rain renewal will not be debated. I

Africans who attended the 1951

interviewed made any connection between the

meetings; however,

term

none

of the

Kenyans

"Latter Rain Revival" and the

renewal that occurred in 1951 at the Kaimosi mission. In fact, PEFA pastors indicated

'*

The Latter Rain Movement

Pentecostal movement of the mid-twentieth century that
became an important, but controversial, component of post- World War II evangelical awakening. It had
worldwide impact and became one of several catalysts for the charismatic movement of the 1960s and
1970s (Riss 532-34).
was a

no

Westbury
that "Latter Rain" factors contributed to PEFA's historical

awareness

any rate, this

period of renewal that occurred

activity of the Holy Spirit

in westem

in 1951 made Kaimosi

At

development.

a

focal
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point of the

Kenya from that time (Westbury 11).

Mombasa
Bud Sickler testifies that in 1953

Spirit's leading became clear.

a

He and his

series of circumstances unfolded, and the

wife. Fay, would go

trip to Kenya's major east coast city was to be a short respite
of mission life in Bidauia. The Sicklers

arriving in Mombasa, the

never

Sicklers claim that

Holy

to Mombasa. Their initial

from the

retumed to Bukuria

as

unique

pressures

residents.

Upon

they found no Pentecostal believers in the

city (Westbury 12).
Joseph D.
Pentecostal who

in

a

strong proponent of the Latter Rain,

pastored an independent church

"last

days revival."

Boze

L. Osbom and

sense

relayed his urgent

encouraged him

T. L. Osbom conducted the first

evangelistic

to

a

Swedish

Philadelphia

sense

that the
a

area was

play

ripe

as a

key role

for revival to

cmsade in Mombasa. In 1957

spiritual

across

a

"bomb

Kenya.

exploding" that

Kenya and ultimately the whole

(Westbury 12).

Immediately after the cmsade, in
Osbom started

called the

that Mombasa would

conduct

phenomenal growth of Pentecostalism

of East Africa

Chicago

cmsade of its kind in Mombasa,

impact of the cmsade has been described

released

in

was a

in Lima, New York, he communicated to the

leadership that he had a strong spiritual

evangelist T.

The

a

Being in fellowship with Elim

Church.
Elim

Mattsson Boze,

a

program in

order to

provide initial economic sustenance,

Kenya whereby preachers

maximum of two years if they would

were

financially sponsored for a

preach the gospel in new areas and pioneer

Westbury
churches. The program
found the program

to be

evangelist to remain
dedicated to the
heard the

called the Association for Native

was

successful in Latin America

unencumbered by secular

(see Appendix F).

Osbom had

It enabled

an

employment so that full effort could be

pioneering and establishing of new churches among those

who had

never

gospel (Westbury 12-13).
(which began in

The program

1958 with about

thirty men) supported an

evangelist for one year followed by a review process to
pioneering efforts of the evangelist. Sponsors,
Osbom' s

Evangelism.
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evangelistic ministry,

also received

by the Kenyan evangelists. (The

equipment, bicycles,
revival that

movie

Osbom

who

assess

were

the progress of the

channeling funds through

periodic reports about the

work conducted

organization also supported the

projectors and films,

work with PA

and vans.) This effort enabled the

empted in Mombasa, Kenya to be furthered by means of systematic

financial

support. The program helped sustain the progressive spread of the Pentecostal faith in

Kenya. By this time

no

churches in doctrinal,
IPA

preachers

National

were

real distinction existed between the Kenyan Elim and IPA

evangelistic, or ministerial philosophy; therefore, the efforts

also bolstered

1947.)

(Westbmy 13).

early 1960s, England began the process of decolonizing the

upon which it boasted "the
In fact all

over

Africa,

African countries, such
an

Osbom support funds

Independence

In the late 1950s and

empire,

by the

of the

as

a

sun never

set."

(India received its independence in

political wind of independence began to blow.

In

some

Congo (a Belgian colony), independence did not come without

ensuing bloodbath that brought death and destruction to both Africans and

missionaries alike (Westbmy 13).

Westbury

During this transitional time, Kenya was moving toward independence.
transhional
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A

plan was hammered out between the British government and Kenyan political

leaders who would be the initial shapers ofKenya's future. This process began in 1960
and culminated in 1963 when

Kenya received her independence (Westbury 13-14).

The Formation of PEFA

Common
not

expect

to

sense

said that with

independence coming,

control and continue to lead the

done. Prior to national

gospel effort

independence, Elim began

constitution that would hand

over

control of the

a

in

foreign mission body could

Kenya

as

Elim and IPA had

serious discussions toward

Kenya work

to the Africans.

way, the IPA wanted to join the effort and be included in the transition.

mindedness among Elim and IPA missionaries
enhanced

a sense

of unity among their

Nairobi in 1962, the East African churches under the

together to

form

constitutional

an

African-governed fellowship

In

auspices of Elim

of churches

Along

the

(Like-

regarding Latter Rain renewal

respective Kenyan churches.)

a

a

may have

meeting in

and IPA

(Westbury 14).

came

The

preamble of this newly formed fellowship reads:

Seeing that the work of God in East Africa done by the ELIM
MISSIONARY ASSEMBLIES has progressed and developed enough to
warrant the formation of an autonomous East African Society; And,
believing that other brethren (i.e., INTERNATIONAL PENTECOSTAL
ASSEMBLIES who attended the Inaugural Meeting) in East Africa would
also desire to be associated with such a Society; And, seeing that God is
moving in the earth to restore the Church to its original power, purity and
order, and in order to provide the Body of Christ with: fellowship, counsel
and instruction in the Word of God, the work of the ministry by the Holy
Spirit and offices of the New Testament;
BE IT RESOLVED THAT

recognize ourselves as a co-operative
fellowship of members of Christ of like precious faith throughout East
Africa and other countries to promote Scriptural order, worship, uruty, and
fellowship in the work of the Lord, endeavoring to keep the unity ofthe
Spirit in the bond of peace until we are come unto the unity of the faith
we
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and

knowledge of the

Son of God, unto

a

perfect man,

unto the measure of

stature of the fullness of Christ.

In all

deliberations Jesus Christ is to be honored as Head of the
and recognized as such by each individual member.

our

Society
NAME

The

name

EVANGELISTIC
Laws 1)

of this

Society shall be, PENTECOSTAL
FELLOWSHIP OF AFRICA. (Constitution and By-

At the time of this merger, the Pentecostal work of both Elim and the IPA

primarily focused

in westem

established in the central
started. Two

reasons

of 1953 had not

rebellion

was

limited almost

Europeans

phenomenon are

cited.

had been

(1) The Mau Mau rebellious spirit

totally vanished in the heavy Kikuyu population of central Kenya. (This

presence of Europeans in

the

Kenya and on the Kenya coast. Very little work had been

region of Kenya; although a city church in Nairobi

for this

was

was

exclusively to the Kikuyu tribe

Kenya. )

As

a

significantly diminished; thus,

missionary superintending the

Africans themselves

was

result, receptivity towards

directed

brought on

imoads until the mid-1960s.

work in the Central

agreed philosophically with the

against the

religion brought by

a

the aftermath of bittemess

by the Mau Mau rebellion prevented strong Pentecostal
Neither the Elim

and

(2)

Region nor the

Osbom program of financial support

(Westbury 15).
Present Status

The

which the
Personal

following material provides

a

general description

of the

ministry context for

study was designed.

Experiences of Salvation and Ministry Development

The interviews conducted in 1998 revealed various salvation
PEFA pastors. One

reported receiving a miracle

of healing when he

experiences of
was two

years old

Westbury

through which his

whole

saved. While

family was

healing and encouraged to find the Lord's
Some present

when

day pastors

were

they accepted the Lord. Often,

message

through street meetings,

the 1960s and 1970s. Some

conducted

by both local

a

a

saved

mission school where he attended

they

were

(Westbury 16).

were

in secular jobs

exposed to the gospel

through evangelistic and healing crusades
(Westbury 16).
as a

young Moran

warrior, he

was

he went to Bible school;

was

as a

converts

although,

he believes that

planted by Anglican pastors preaching in the

young

were

boy (Westbury 16).

encouraged to attend PEFA churches where

immediately involved in discipleship-oriented instmction, teaching about the

baptism of the Holy Spirit,

and activities to

setting, the Afiican emphasis
of the church where

new

on

ground new converts

in the faith. In this

personal relationships was coimected to the family

members

were

nurtmed in the faith

maturity and Christian outreach. Young Christians
body.

Those interviewed testified that

were

the

expectations

for

quickly given responsibilities in

they found themselves in positions of

supervised leadership and ministry in their new church homes.

particular abilities in ministry,

life

(Westbury 16).

Accompanying the nurturing of new converts were persuasive expectations

the local

during

go to Bible school while he "followed his cows." He

"heart after the Lord"

new

told about this

already working

adults

as

(Nkareabali) reported that,

missionary to

After salvation

were

was

of the most effective methods of evangelism

reported that he did not get saved until
the seed for

adults who

and intemational ministers

One Masai pastor
recmited by

were

up he

purpose in his life

those saved

one

growing
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If persons demonstrated

and encouragement by both the church

leadership and members toward a life of ministry were heightened.

This

phenomenon

38
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has had the resuh of breeding

a

pastors because encouragement and trust
the

its

quality of loyalty into the PEFA organization among
was

invested into young

potential

ministers of

gospel (Westbury 16-17).

The

Impact of Traditional Religion^
Among those interviewed,

practices

in their lives

stated that

even

in

the presence and

(prior to salvation) was not as significant as

areas

and among tribes where traditional rituals

teaching overcomes their influence and frees
sway. One pastor said

Christians who

are

impact of traditional religious

Christians from their

might thirdc.

one

are

Most

practiced, proper

unhealthy spiritual

that, when necessary, he offers counseling and special classes for

bothered with

nagging fears of past traditional religious

involvement

(Westbury 17).
The most troublesome traditional
of Kenya and involve rituals

regions

Christians in these
maintain

areas

talk about the dead

Christians believe that the

in the westem and southwestem

dead.

According to

going to heaven, but,

stated belief When

a

in

loved

several pastors.

actuality, they

one

dies,

some

spirit of the dead lingers among the living until the

performed,

involves the ritualistic

occm

conceming the

practices that are contrary to

Makianbusho is

practices

which releases the

spirit to

go to heaven. The Makumbusho

slaying of an animal by the family

of one who has died. Prior to

that, the living can expect restiessness in the home, disturbance, sickness in the family,
other

problems to occur.

This ritual is most

tribes. One pastor testified that when he

'

prominent among the Luhya, Nandi,

preaches against it,

or

and Luo

he is accused by the

By traditional religions I refer to belief systems that tend to recognize, honor,

and promote

localized deities. Those who embrace traditional religions typically place confidence
in diviners, witchdoctors, medicine men, mediums, and seers and engage in ritualistic pracrices to appease
spirits, gain favor, ward off evil, and manipulate circumstances for good or evil.

worship toward

more

Westbury
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Christians in the church of preaching white man's ideas and forsaking the traditions

(Westbury 17).
Doctrinal Beliefs
With the

exception of the above,

firom PEFA's doctrinal beliefs

as

no

evidence indicates any

practical departure

stated in PEFA's Constitution and

"Statement of Faith" appears in the Constitution and By-Laws

PEFA's

By-Laws.

of the Pentecostal

Evangelistic Fellowship ofAfrica (see Appendix D).
Awareness of PEFA's

History by

PEFA Pastors

Most of the pastors interviewed did not possess

PEFA's historical roots; however, many

expressed

responsible for PEFA's ultimate formation.
PEFA's pastors is

of those who

were

experiential history.

own

active

sincere

extensive

knowledge of

appreciation for those

For the most part, relevant

Several

the most influential in their

remembered and related the

an

were

eager to share the

names

early Christian experience.

experiences, formative meetings,

for

history

and details

Pastors

and events that led to their

ministry (Westbury 1 8).

Some PEFA pastors

regard T.

L. Osbom

as a

establishment of PEFA's network of churches in
the support program, the Association for Native

key player in the

However,

to many umeached areas

some

functioned from 1958

growth and

Kenya. The long-term effectiveness of

Evangelism,

is viewed

contribution to the work. Several believed that the program served

furthering the gospel

initial

a

as a

significant

vital role toward

(Westbury 18).

pastors opined that the Osbom support program, which

to the

mid-1970s,

was

not well communicated. That

is,

some

participants in the program did not understand that the support was only temporary.
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When the support
some

stopped,

a

few pastors got

discouraged and left PEFA. Furthermore,

pastors believed that

a

few

in their motivation to insure the continuance

evangelists,

ofthe Osbom support, would leave

church after two years

a

no

�

ability to support itself spiritually and financially

^in order to

�

location and

matter the church's

move

to a

different

begin a new work (Westbury 18-19).

Present Growth

Although

no

current accurate statistics are available

regarding the number of

PEFA churches in

Kenya, between

continues to grow

steadily, although not at the mushrooming rate

seventeen hundred and two thousand exist. The work

of the 1960s- 1980s.

This is not to suggest that the Pentecostal/Charismatic movement has in any way
diminished in
million

Kenya.

people,

a

Almost every weekend in Nairobi, the

Pentecostal cmsade

or mass

overhanging Nairobi's Uhum highway,
cmsades and its

participants.

hundreds of stapled paper

the

Attached to

capital city of nearly three

meeting is conducted in the city.

city's always busy

virtually

every

main artery,

utility pole

in the

^leftovers from posters of previous

fragments

�

Banners

announce

the

city are

meetings,

rallies, and cmsades (Westbury 19).

Especially
independent)

have

since 1970, many Pentecostal groups

emerged

Pentecostal churches with

the

in

Kenya.

time,

country, it

was one

now

city of Nairobi alone

Sunday attendance

city have several hundred people

at one

The

relegated to assimilating its

in the thousands.

boasts

a

number of

Many more churches

in attendance. The consequence is that while

of a handful of major

shares its Pentecostal

(denominational and

in

PEFA,

representations of the Pentecostal faith in the

identity with many other groups. Thus,

share of persons who

come

into Pentecostalism

it is

along with all

Westbury
the other Pentecostal groups in the country. In short, the continued Pentecostal

Kenya

is

now

absorbed into many different groups
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growth in

representing Pentecostal faith

(Westbury 19-20).
The Pentecostal revival that

began

on

the Kaimosi mission in westem

Kenya

in

195 1 and in Mombasa in 1957 has not been contained within the boundaries of any

denomination

church

or

ministries from

a

encourages

contributing beneficial ministry to

growth (Westbury 20).

organizational
growth while

widespread turmoil
as

the national

stmcture of PEFA is built upon

at the same time

a

cooperative members

districts. The districts

of fellowship linked at the local level

together comprise a region.
Each district

The ten

regions form

(made

up of ten to

forty

district overseer, which in tum fimctions under the

supervision

of a

overseer

(Westbury 20).

The national ministries

organizations.

constitution that affords and

prohibiting a renegade faction from effecting

organization (the PEFA Society).

chinches) has

a

and division. The constitution empowers the local churches to

autonomous and

by geographical

regional

one

of PEFA

The

function

God has raised up all sorts of people and

number of backgrounds, each

the revival's continued

Strengths

organization.

ofKenya's PEFA comprise active women's

PEFA's women's

and

youth

department is fairly well organized at the local

level and is service oriented. The active

church is often made up of the older

membership of the women's ministries

women

in the church; many

are

illiterate

church
in each

(Westbury

20).
Another factor that contributes to PEFA's effectiveness is that most of its

Westbury
preachers

come

that its pastors

from within the

recognize,
and

ministry potential

for its

opportunities

meetings, crusades,
lives. In this way,
their

organization. Indeed,

a

prominent feature of PEFA

ability. These

etc. ), and

young

people are brought along in ministry, given

encouraged to anticipate and respond to

people with obvious gifts

willingness to release ministers

in

and

areas

organization.

of leadership has fostered

encouraged loyalty

and continued

appreciation for the

a

quality of flexibility

growth. Several pastors

freedom that PEFA affords each

quality describes the churches

vitality and growing power" (59).
empower members

freely develop

This

minister in the local church without disturbance from the outside. On this
says that this

street

God's call in their

have been able to

callings

fi-amework of the PEFA

personal ministries within the

interviewed cited their

is

encourage, and mentor young persons who demonstrate

practical expression (in youth activities, music ministry,

within PEFA that has
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to

one

point.

Snook

in AfHca which "demonstrate the most

That is, hierarchical structures do not suppress, but

by encouraging members to develop and use their gifts

in

ministry

(Westbury 21).
At the

same

time, young PEFA ministers

of ministerial life. No

made

aware

a

awareness

of this

reality has resulted

in

an

of the

Those who

paints rosy financial pictures.

life of ministry know that hard work and sacrifice

of God for

are

one

are

are

negative aspects

respond to the call

required.

An

army of PEFA pastors and church leaders who

serious and committed to the call of God and to

a

life of ministry to others

(Westbury

21).

During a pastors' seminar
PEFA's district leaders who, at

in 1998, this truth

one

was

time, turned down

best

an

expressed by

one

of

important and lucrative

Westbury
government job. This leader shared with

Serving the Lord."

He

said, "God has

over

250 of his fellow pastors

called

not

us

as

he served"

He

concluded, "God has called

(Mwangi,

us

of self-

to work and be servants ofthe

"The Rules of Serving the

Several interviewed pastors

"The Rules of

to carry briefcases and eat chicken in

peoples' houses" (an illustration that depicts a minister with an attitude

importance).

on

church

leadership and ministerial abihties
Lord's

expressed that PEFA's leadership

is

a

profound

keys

to PEFA's

in them while

strength of PEFA is

of the churches within

the fulfillment of mutually-held

high

goals

a

practically encouraging them to

call to

The

seek the

ministry (Westbury 22).

hs district chairmen

vitality and continued growth.

inspire the pastors

and

elders, missionaries, and overseers who recognized

leading in their lives about a personal
A fundamental

Lord, just

Lord").

strength ofthe organization. Many present day pastors hold fond memories
opinions of former pastors,
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ability

(overseers) who

of the district

are

the

leadership to

particular district to unite and work toward

is essential to PEFA's overall

success

(Westbury

22).
Political realities within

a

country

can

influence the tenor and nature of what is

espoused and taught in that country's religious institutions. Another significant strength
of PEFA is
that

for

in its

ability,

so

far,

to

keep itself distanced fi*om the political

keeps the country on the brink of umest.

forced

its

seen

Kenya into

own

a

multi-party form

Since the world's donor nations have

of government,

brand of democratic rule. Several

turmoil

Kenya has been struggling to find

opposition political parties constantiy jockey

positions of supremacy but have, thus far, been frustrated by the ruling KANU party.

Kenyan politics often revolve around tribal affiliations that sometimes erupt

in skirmishes
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resulting in destruction and death.

To its

credit, PEFA has seemed to maintain a neutral

political position and channeled its energies
eternal issues of the
A further

kingdom

strength of PEFA

the focus has been to
new

of God
is

in its

seen

are

nature. From its

evangelistic

umeached

churches among them. New converts

peoples

in

faith

inception,

Kenya and to establish

encouraged to have

brought into the

are

partisan politics and toward more

(Westbury 22-23).

spread the gospel to

testimony by which others

away from

a

personal and vibrant

(Westbury 23).

Weaknesses of PEFA
Lack of adequate finances within the
PEFA

organization

uniformly lamented among

members, pastors, and leaders. Many of PEFA's rural congregations do

worship in permanent buildings. Many of its pastors
support from their churches

interviewed believed that
secular

so

that

they can engage

employment. Although no hard statistics

outside

not

is

more

The

employment.

in full-time

exist

same

adequate

ministry

�

financial

uidiindered

Kenya must work

in

proportion applies to the PEFA congregations who
or

brick walls and metal

do

roof). One district

reported that of the twenty-eight churches in his district, oidy five congregations

worship in permanent buildings. Indeed,
structures

(mud walls and thatch roofs)

many

or

congregations meet in semi-permanent

in school

buildings and rented halls (Westbury

23).
These realities

worship
young

by

regarding these deficiencies, many

than half of the PEFA pastors in

worship in permanent buildings (block

overseer

do not receive

not

structures

�

lack of financial support for PEFA pastors and

present

�

a

growing problem

for PEFA

inadequate

today. Many

of PEFA's

people, particularly ministerial prospects, are not enthusiastic about immersing

Westbury
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themselves into ministerial environments with such bleak financial realities. Kenya's
young

people, through education, are increasingly exposed to the advanced hfestyles and

philosophies

ofthe West.

opportunhies

for self-advancement and

They emerge from their educational experiences anticipating
a

level of economic

prosperity that exceeds the

generations that preceded them (Westbury 23-24).
One of PEFA's greatest

congregations.

challenges

is

providing qualified pastors

PEFA has established three Bible schools where

candidates prepare for

courses are

taught

in

English; (2) Manna Bible Institute,

school that allows students to attend for short intervals
and conducts its classes in Swahili

or

College,

a

or

is exacerbated by
a

a

a

supply

younger

generation of PEFA

Ministry candidates who graduate

receptivity among some of the

often

time

with these three schools, less

training in Bible

higher quality of ministerial personnel

feel intimidated

a

far

or

ministry-related

outstripped the

of academically-prepared pastors. This

with substance, relevance, and competence

men

even

inception, the growth of churches has

organization's ability to provide

and demand

of study at

residential, three year school with classes conducted in Swahili

than one-third of PEFA's pastors have had formal

cmricula. Since PEFA's

(three weeks)

a

English (with Swahili interpretation); and, (3)

English (with Swahili interpretation). However,

problem

potential pastoral

ministry. They are (1) the Nairobi Pentecostal Bible College, a

three year institute in which all

Kaimosi Bible

for its

church attendees who expect

to conduct the affairs of ministry

(Westbury 24).

from Bible schools do not

older and established ministers. In

by the energy and education

always

find

some areas

of the younger breed. This

the older

problem is

aggravated because the younger generation exudes a sense of superiority in that it is

Westbury
more

educated and, therefore,
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academically qualified for effective ministry (Westbury

24-25).
Effective

Evangelism

Methods

According to interviews,
evangelism

that resulted in

1970s. These
where

meetings

meetings

phenomenal growth
usually conducted

were

Kenyans typically

street

came

to do all

Members of a local church would

highly

were a

in PEFA,

in

or

effective method of

especially during the

around

a

busy outside market place

shopping for daily essentials.

of their routine

gather to sing, worship,

and

give testimonies to what

God had done in their lives. One of the leaders of the group would
message followed

by

an

altar call. Sometimes the

participants immediately returning to the
This method of evangelism still

effective in Kenya

religious
often

today.

A

preach a salvation

meeting would conclude

church for the

produces

some

1960s and

with

evening service (Westbury 25).

results, but it is

not

nearly

major reason for its diminished effectiveness is that

groups conduct street

meetings
In

perceived as public nuisances.

critical articles and editorials

on

the

in

Kenya's cities

and

persons who

religious

groups

well

as

are

street

meetings

as a

whole.

some

the activities of certifiable demented

unceasingly "preach" nonsense in city markets.

nature are broadcast

many

fact, Kenya's newspapers routinely contain

undesirability of religious

as

so

major towns; they

Contributing to the problem are the public activities and meetings conducted by
less-than-credible

as

When

through substandard portable PA systems,

the

meetings of that

product is truly

intolerable (Westbury 25).
Interviewees indicated that the most

realized in the

personal

productive evangelistic

witness of Christians

living their daily

lives

results
as a

today are

testimony of

Westbury
their faith before

colleagues

church-sponsored crusades
are

at work and school. Door-to-door

have also

witnessing and
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local

results. Small crusades

yielded good evangelistic

preferred over the larger ones (with intemational speakers) because meaningful

follow-up is almost impossible
workers to deal

personal

with

large crowds. Smaller meetings allow for Christian

effectively with new converts who

attention

are

then directed to local churches for

(Westbury 25-26).

PEFA and Inter-Church Relations
For the most part,
in

organizations

and townships

meaningfully in cities

pulphs

religious

might be described as more cooperative than in rural

Interdenominational ministerial

PEFA pastors

other

Kenya. The relationship among PEFA and other organizations in

metropolitan areas
areas.

animosity exists among PEFA and the

no

are

and towns

invited to

as

fellowships that

include PEFA pastors function

churches work toward broad mutual

goals.

speak in other churches and are comfortable

with fellow ministers in the

area.

Pastors in

more

mral

areas

surrounding groups. Overall, PEFA churches

relationship

with

atmosphere

of mutual respect with other

relationships exist with organizations

in

reveal

seem

to

Some

sharing their
a more

distant

enjoy an

religious organizations; however, warmer

of Pentecostal faith than with those of non-

Pentecostal faith (Westbury 26).
In

one

sense, PEFA and the Pentecostal Assemblies of God

might be considered Pentecostal siblings who were bom in Kenya
from the 1930s to the

churches is

^

a

tribal

present.^

one.

The

(PAG) organizations

and

developed together

The greatest distinction between PEFA and the PAG

growth of the PAG, which began from the Nyang'ori

The PAG is die Pentecostal Assemblies of God
Pentecostal Assemblies of Canada.

(in Kenya), the missionary product of the
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Mission in westem Kenya, has taken

place primarily among the Luhya family of tribes.

By contrast, the revival that spread from the Kaimosi
1957 has infiltrated

virtually every tribe of Kenya (see Appendix J).

PEFA and the PAG have
widi each other

acknowledge
Central

run

parallel

For the most part,

to one another without conflict and interference

(Westbury 26-27).

PEFA's Central
PEFA

mission in 1951 and Mombasa in

Region

pastors both inside and outside of the organization's Central region
administrative

an

dynamic that is xmique in PEFA.

region, headquartered in Kenya's capital city

of Nairobi,

The

leadership of the

oversees a

systematic

strategy for growth and development that provides for church expansion and support for
the

region's pastors (Westbury 27).
In the Central

are

submitted to their

region, all tithes and offerings

particular districts, which

collected by the individual churches

serve as

custodians for the funds. A

district committee, in consultation with the elders of each
determines

pastoral transfers,

region,

would not be

to

possible otherwise.

.

.

.

that

have

pastors' salaries,

The system allows the district and

identify and address needs

[individual churches]

sets

and allocates funds to best address the district's needs and

plans for future growth and development.
the entire

church,

more

and

ultimately

accomplish ministry projects that

One leader in the Central

region said,

"In Central

we

property with clear title deeds [than the other regions]

[our] system makes possible" (Musau).

strategy, churches in the district are able

As

a

result of this

to borrow money

unique administrative

from the district

"pool"

to

buy

land, build permanent stmctures, and pursue other nunistry projects. Furthermore, the
district

provides

financial assistance for pastors who

serve

in churches too

financially
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weak to pay their pastors

Central

a

sustainable

salary. Also, the Nairobi district (within the

region), consisting of over forty churches, provides

a

young ministerial candidate at the Nairobi Pentecostal Bible
Most

recognize the development and progressive

region; however,

a

number of factors

strategies

in other PEFA

�

tribal, and cuhural factors that give each

and

a sense

least

prohibh implementing the

regions. Every region

are

not the

�

Kenya's capital city, Nairobi

make-up,

College (Westbury 27-28).

nature of PEFA's Central

unique to the region

surrounds

because of their tribal

scholarship each year for a

area a

is

being that it

same

administrative

comprised of different economic,

distinctive character. Some areas,

conflict prone, hi those areas, levels of trust

run

of wariness and

suspicion runs high among people.

size

people) tend to spht when leadership rivalries erupt and

appreciable

(e.g.,

parishioners take

60-75

sides, hi those areas, effective PEFA strategy

dividing the work before

it

splits;

pressures characteristic of the

manageable.

that is, districts

area.

are

church members

more

Churches of any

seems to

be to

keep

subdivided to release the inevitable

This has the effect of keeping the work

Communication is clearer between leaders and

troublemakers have

low,

more

followers; potential

difficulty inserting wedges of division among pastors

and

(Westbury 28).

The Executive Committee of the Board of Administration
One stated weakness within PEFA is its failure to follow

procedural
the

decisions made

Society;

younger

by the lawmaking body of PEFA (comprised of the officers of

the Council of Elders;

the Annual General

through with policy and

Meetings.

and, regional, district, and departmental leadership)

To address the frustration

at

expressed by many of PEFA's

generation with this weakness, a middle tier of administration called the
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Executive Committee of the Board of Administration (ECBOA) has been formulated
more

effectively implement the Society's (PEFA's) resolutions.

up of two members of each of the ten

regions (the regional

member), the officers of PEFA (General Overseer,
and

Treasurer), and the

seven

The committee is made

overseer

in the

Prior to the committee's

areas

of PEFA's

inception,

leadership had little opportunity to
ideas

some

other

Secretary,

dealing with the

by the younger generation of emerging leadership who

practical expression

one

(Westbury 28-29).

The formation of the committee has also been effective in
pressure exerted

and

Assistant General Overseer,

members ofthe Council of Elders

to

want some

decision-making and policy implementation.

of the younger ministers in lower levels of

influence the

organization toward more progressive

(Westbury 29).
However, experience and old age (eldership) still hold

hierarchical fabric of African

society.

African

as

prominent place

in the

society maintains that as long as an elder

lives, he should be ascribed the highest respect and regard in

leadership. (Presently, women do not serve

a

areas

of wisdom and

members of the Council of Elders.) For

the most part, PEFA still accommodates that cultural value. In fact, PEFA's constitution

rigidly guards the security of the positions held by the
the Coimcil of Elders. The constitution

seven

"God-appointed persons"

provides for an annual "ballot-vote

of

confidence" for members of the Council. However, any person who renders
must appear

within

an

personally and explain the reasons

African context,

looks forward to

for the

a

"no" vote

negative vote. This provision,

effectively quashes the boldness

personally stating openly the weaknesses

formed committee

of

to vote "no" because

no one

of an elder. Still, this

newly-

(ECBOA) seems to be addressing the transitional

pressures

brought to
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bear when younger,

more

educated, and energetic individuals confront the reality of the

fading vitality and (sometimes perceived)

ineffectiveness of more seasoned

leadership

(Westbury 29-30).
ECBOA has also addressed the need for
PEFA pastors and

and

overseers

accompanying

seminar.

topics and

the seminar

are

kind of systematic

Though still

in

overseers

a

developmental stage,

have attended

a

for the past four

training seminar that covers

issues of ministry within PEFA. A few of those

the PEFA

training for

through the development of a PEFA leadership handbook

years, PEFA pastors and district

various

some

topics

addressed in

constitution, PEFA's history, church management, leadership

skills, the role of the pastor, planiung, PEFA ministries, and church ceremonies. This

training seminar follows a current trend within PEFA to bring about a greater sense
national

of

uniformity to the organization (Westbury 30).

PEFA's Youth
As all

over

the world, the Christian commuiuty in

increasing challenges
own

of adequately

dealing with

"Generation X." Exposure to the world's

Kenya is faced with the

its young

people. Kenya's PEFA has

its inherent Ihnitations for

and

political, technological, economic,

social climate is contrasted with the frustrations of life lived in

meaningful opportunities

a

its

third world country with

for self-advancement.

Kenya has

computers, the hitemet, MTV, America's sit-coms, cellular phones, Hollywood's movies,
and exposure to

cutting edge world trends.

These all titillate the

Kenya's youth. Sitting in a small, cmde church
all

�

educated pastor

preaching a seemingly

many of PEFA's young

people.

stmcture

irrelevant

senses

and minds of

listening to a marginally

sermon

^if at

�

brings little satisfaction to

Westbury
The pastors interviewed in 1998 feel this fhistration. Some

restlessness of the young

teaching.
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misinterpret the

people and say that they just need to be established with better

Some pastors express

awareness

that the church needs to "modernize" its

facilities, equipment, and methodology in order to adequately address the needs of

youth (Westbury 3 1 ).

PEFA's

PEFA's

is

youth department has a national leader; however,

hampered by lack

youth

leaders

are

of finances and moral support from

some

its overall effectiveness

PEFA

not hesitant to express their frustration with what

imderstanding from

some

in the

organization.

they feel

In the Annual General

18-19 November 1997, the armual report of the

leadership.
is

a

PEFA's

lack of

Meeting of PEFA,

youth department presented to

die PEFA

delegates openly lamented a situation of perceived leadership weakness.
We submit this report with mixed feelings in oiu hearts. Mixed feelings
because while we believe, trust, and have confidence in the power of the
Almighty God, yet there [have] been some men who have been of great

discouragement and disappointment. Apparently some who have no
proper vision for the youth work became quite a hindrance to the same in
some regions. Were it not for the encouragement and comfort from the
Lord's word we woidd have lost hope 1 Cor. 15:58. In brief, the year
1997 was a difficvdt year for us. It all happened due to lack of support
from some Regional and District Overseers. (Mwangi, "Annual Report")
�

PEFA's Future
Some attention

of PEFA's

Kenya

was

given to soliciting interviewees' thoughts about the prospects

maintaining an effective Pentecostal

witness of faith in

Kenya.

and Its Need for Missionaries
I

posed a series of questions to several PEFA pastors regarding Kenya's continued

need for missionaries. Kenya has had the

gospel

for many years and the chinch

enjoys a

strong presence and voice in the country; therefore, perhaps Kenya has little need for

Westbury
continued
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missionary involvement. Nearly 75 percent of Kenyans claim Christian

affiliation ("Statistics: Kenya" 2). For the most part, PEFA pastors disagreed with the
conclusion that

Kenya has outgrown its

significant obligation to accomplish the
unreached

peoples

need for missionaries. Some

Great Commission

of Kenya still exists.

finances that PEFA does not have
Interviewees

They say, to

pointed out that a
among the

by working

reach these

people

will

require

(Westbury 32).

acknowledged that foreign (Westem)

missionaries

bring levels

of

expertise, training, leadership, and administration that are legitimately desired and needed
by the Kenyans.

As

one

One pastor

(Musau).

pastor said, "The presence of the missionaries matters much"

expressed that missionaries are important for the

purpose of

exchanging ideas (Westbury 32).
One of PEFA's

prominent leaders compared the African

missionaries with almost every African
assistance. That is, in the
financial

resources

same

country's

need for outside

and aid for stabilization,

The best

with the local

(Mwatha).

plan,

people to

He

was

(Westem) economic

way that African countries and governments need
so

the Afiican church needs the

said, "Kenya still needs missionaries, but not to lead people

(Mwatha).

church's need for

he concluded,

do "the hard

was one

...

that partners

but to

He

help them stand"

foreign mission support

things that local people are not able to

referring to those projects that require

same.

extensive

capital

do"
to

accomplish

(e.g., church buildings, Bible schools, training centers) (Westbury 32-33).
Without

apology, Kenyans who

outside finances to fund programs and
some

were

interviewed

acknowledge the need for

projects needed for effective ministry.

missionaries have become offended because they believe their value

In the

to the

past

Africans
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perceived as solely a financial

That is, the

one.

missionary is the

link to American

dollars. I believe that the concept of the fully functional indigenous church in Kenya is
not at all

hampered by acknowledging a continued Westem responsibility to provide

financial strength

so

that both material and

spiritual progressiveness

are

for

assured

(Westbury 33).
Some PEFA pastors
roles in

Kenya. They

expressed candid opinions about missionaries' continued

said that

Kenya does

advance the purposes of the church.

evangelists

of its

demonstrate

an

be

come to

willing to

Kenya

locate in

as

The

Kenyan church does need

and submit themselves to the

an area

faithfully address the need with financial

function

to

Kenya has plenty of outstanding preachers and

independent quality of ministry.

superintendence.

preachers and evangelists

Some added that Kenya does not need missionaries who

own.

missionaries who will

leadership,

not need Westem

that represents
resources

legitimate need, and then

and abilities under PEFA

Some interviewed believed that these

co-laborers with

a

indigenous

are

the missionaries who will

Kenyans to further an Afi-ican vision for the church

(Westbury 33).
Rural

vs.

Urban

Presently

always been
been

a

75 percent

ofKenya's population resides in rural

areas.

PEFA has

grassroots organization; therefore, its philosophy for effective ministry has

geared to the rural congregation. However, increasingly, Kenyans are moving to the

towns and cities.

Among the Kenyans who remain in rural

families go to the urban
homes

areas

only once or twice

a

for

areas, male members of some

employment opportunities and retum back to theh rural

month

(Westbury 33-34).

Westbury
Furthermore, the

urbanization of Kenya presents

inner city ministries where drastic needs
and street children

are

real

some

challenges regarding

represented. Beggars, drutdcs, the hungry,

(who walk around in glue induced stupors) have received only

attention. Pastors and church leaders from PEFA's Nairobi district
call attention to the real and

desperate needs
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are

scant

only begiiming to

within Kenya's cities and towns

(Westbury

34).
Oral
In 1967,
was

saved

as a

Stephen Waihenya,

young

Immediately, he was
Spirit,

and

man

in

a

History Conclusion

one

of PEFA's present pastors and district overseers,

Nairobi street

meeting conducted by PEFA's city church.

immersed in the activities of the church,

began growing in the

faith. At the time,

senior pastor of the church; however, because the

mirustry
the

load with

a

a

was

white Elim

baptized in the Holy

missionary was the

missionary shared

so

much of the

Kenyan assistant pastor, Waihenya believed that the missionary

and

Kenyan served as co-pastors of the church (Westbury 34).
In 1969

Waihenya felt a burden

for his home

Pentecostal effort existed. At the time, he
ministerial

training, but wanted to

know how to

preach, but he

had

a

was

start a Bible

testimony.

area

in Kiambu where

no

employed by Kenya Railways,

had

study in his home. Waihenya did not

Armed with that

testimony,

the

encouragement of his pastor, and the prayers and support of the church, he began
outreach. As

a

result

nine PEFA churches.

Waihenya founded the work in Kiambu,

on

an area

that

now

an

has

thirty-

(The Kiambu District has grown to the extent that it had to be

divided. Waihenya is the district

Railways

no

overseer

of Kiambu North.) He retired from

31 December 1993 and became

a

Kenya

student at the Nairobi Pentecostal Bible
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College
later

on

6

new

1994 at the age of fifty-six. He received his

diploma three years

(Westbury 35).
This

and

January

single account reveals four factors that have

contributed to PEFA's

strength in Kenya: (1) a commitment to evangelism; (2)
believers in the faith

through

sound

a

growth

commitment to establish

teaching and Christian fellowship; (3) practical

encouragement toward the discovery and development of ministry gifts for the purpose of

witnessing to Pentecostal faith; and, (4) a willingness to provide the

freedom and

environment that accommodates the

single account is,

essence, the

expression of those gifts.

story of PEFA (Westbury 35).

This

an

in

Westbury
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CHAPTER 3

PRECEDENTS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
This

defines

chapter will examine foundational

ministry practice within an African context.

theoretical fi-amework for the
to

material that

The literature review

study and considers a number of themes

it. Also, because of the cross-cultural nature of the

material that addresses

indigenous cuhure

categories

for which the

A

project, I give

of thought from, themes

Complexities

research

provides the

and issues relevant

careful attention to

of, and insight into the

project was designed. Finally,

history of the ministry vehicle through which the
Social

informs, supports, and

was

I will

present a brief

conducted.

of the African Context

primary feature of African society is that a muhitude of ethnic, linguistic,

cultural divisions tend to

keep homogeneous groupings

small. Even within

and

Kenya's

boundaries, many tribal groups and subgroups represent different languages, cultures, and
ways of life. Klem calls this

phenomenon "horizontal" divisions because they can

obstruct the horizontal flow of information fi"om
Communication

differences have

3). Wherever these divisions
a more

intense and

various communities of groups exist

one

occur

segment of society to another {Oral
in

a

limited

geographical area, the

usually negative influence on how peacefully the

together.

Contributing to the complexities of the multidimensional societies
forces at work to maintain survival of the tradition of each

persuade Africans toward westernization.
of schooling and

and the social

community are the forces that

The intrusion of the westem world in the form

literacy expectations, industrial economies, negative and hostile

attitudes toward indigenous cultural and societal beliefs and practices, and patemalistic

Westbury
and
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condescending treatment of the African people created "vertical" divisions within

African communities. The resuh has been a
of both horizontal divisions

divisions

(degrees

distinction

as

(tribal, ethnic, clan, traditional,

of schooling,

informed

and

linguistic) and vertical

English and literacy proficiency,

by the West).

between group to group and

multi-segmented African society consisting

even

and economic

Klem says that the vertical differences fluctuate

within each group due to

geographical, sociological,

economic, and political factors {Oral Communication 4-7). For example,

deeply imbedded
slower in

in its historical and traditional

a

group that is

heritage (horizontal features)

responding to the Westem forces (vertical factors) working to

may be

influence the

group.

Theology
One vital

area

mission of the church,

ministry in general.

of the Church and Mission

of research for the

project includes

an

understanding of the

particularly on how Pentecostalism shapes the expression of

A biblical

understanding

of Scripture and reflect God's character

reconciliation in Christ's

name

as

of mission must be founded

Church's purpose, mode, and
of the

The
'

(Klaus 568).

methodologies

entirety

I believe that Pentecostal faith not

are

a

only

view of how the

personally actualized through the

study transcends the notion that Pentecostalism is merely a "tongues

integrate a theological self-understanding that

incorporates Pentecostal dynamics with
�

the

Holy Spirit.

movemenf and instead endeavors to

education

on

central to the work of humanity's

enriches other Christian traditions and mission perspectives but offers

baptism

overall

building a body of believers

a

priority

in the

for Christian edification and

image

of Christ. The literature

Westbury
demonstrates that Pentecostal fahh uniquely engages people

across
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geographical,

cultural, and denominational landscapes to accomplish God's redemptive and restorative
mission

through the Church (Klaus 580).

In this sense, the Church maintains

a

continuing witness to the presence

power of the crucified and resurrected Lord. Jesus'
not mark a

the earth

which

The Church exists

(Anderson 31).

more

Church

1 :22-23). Believers

comprise

�

who live each

another

as a

"continuing

not a

as

function of the institution

the fullness of Christ who fills

^in

�

more

relationship with God as

than

a

people who

one

of the

Father and Jesus

have encountered God.

goals of ministry is to

commandments that Jesus identified

as

foster

the greatest

The commandment to love the Lord with the whole
a

serves

as

through

to nurture the

everything in every

day developing and deepening relationships

on

way

(Eph.

joint

They make

up those

with the Lord and with

one

(37).
Thus,

in

of his presence

witness" to his presence and

information about Jesus is disseminated; rather, it

reality of the

heir

from the earth in Acts 1 did

discontinuity in his ministry nor did it indicate a removal

Therefore, the Church's ministry is

power.

departure

and

an

are

atmosphere in which the two

best fulfilled

heart, soul, and mind is best achieved

community with primary goals of worshiping, honoring,

commandment to love your neighbor
which each believer

recognizes the

God (1 Cor. 12). Those

as

(Matt. 22:36-39).

and

serving God.

The

yourself is best achieved in a community in

iidierent worth of others within the

community of

"neighbors" not related to the faith community of Christ (the

unsaved) are best served when the mission of God for reconciliation is stimulated by the
mandate of the mission,

a

mandate of God's love to the world.

Westbury
The most

realities and

helpful

hterature avoids

trying to lay a first century grid over the

challenges of the present day Church.

Church mission

theology must

acknowledge the biblical principles paramount to church life yet have
last century

(the

end of the

age)

fulfilled at Christ's retum. A

in which all aspects of the Messianic

forward-looking vision,

one

a

view toward the

kingdom become

that looks to the end of the age,

keeps the Church's ministry relevant in an ever-changing world; therefore, the
must

continually evaluate
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its effecdveness in

ministry

grounded in and faithful to scriptural principles

while

�

Church

remaining uncompromisingly

applying those principles to

contemporary realities.
Mission
A

History

and Christian Ethics

body of literature pertinent to the project addresses

particularly relating to historical missionary

efforts of the nineteenth and twentieth

centuries. An examination of this literature is
have

issues of Christian ethics

important because those mission efforts

shaped the nature and character of the ministry context addressed by the project.

Many have criticized the motivations, methods, and results of Westem mission endeavors
on

the

the African continent. Elizabeth Isichei reacts to traditional

European missionary as

(74).

Her work contains

represents

an

an

a

"hero/savior" to the savage and

biographers who portray

degenerate African pagan

underlying critique that Westem analysis

"invention" of African

thought

that Westemers

�

sometimes

assign categories

including "religious," that Africans do not recognize (7). Isichei and others
balance the one-sided

descriptions

of African responses to

of ideas,

seek to

Christianity provided by

European missionaries by exposing the often insincere, self-serving, exploitive, and

politically-motivated efforts of missionaries. According to many, European missionaries

Westbury
sometimes

came

to

Africa with ethnocentric, racist, and

Afiicans. Some writers

bloodshed,

lay significant blame

condescending views

gospel

senders and

proclaimers.

of Christianity in the world to colonialist,

One writer attributes the

imperialist, expansionist,

policies emerging out of the West (Kung and Kuschel 82).
wake

are

economic and social

Africa into unnatural sections

a

doorstep of

prominent position

and

patriarchal

Left behind in the

repressive

injustices, trampled indigenous cultures, the division of

imposed by English, French,

colonial hosts, and the continued

Indeed,

of

for the turmoil, destruction, hatred,

and death that has occurred in many AfHcan countries at the

Eurocentric
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and

Portuguese-speaking

suppression of women.

number of authors of books, conference summaries, and journal articles

write with strong and bitter undertones. The literature is rife with indictments leveled at
historical efforts of Euro-American missionaries who, in collusion with colonial powers,
created

only an alien, mostly-meaningless

One writer described the

form of Christianity

on

the African continent.

product of those missionary efforts as "Euro-Semitic bastards"

(Appiah-Kubi 74).
I understand that much of this literature represents the natural

from the wealth of material that portrays the white

rescued the heathen African from
to

pendxdum swing

missionary as the "hero/savior" who

spiritual darkness. However, I believe it simply unfair

allege that most past missions' efforts and endeavors to promote Christianity and

Christian education
In the

often

development were undertaken only

with

repressive motivations.

article, "Great White Father," Mark Shaw acknowledges that missionaries

employed patemalistic

and narrow-minded methods in

However, God's ultimate supervision

over

discipling African converts.

his Church resulted in

a

burgeoning crop of
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competent and empowered African leaders who would
same

time the countries

on

the continent

assume

leadership roles

at the

discovering their independence (42).

were

Charles Kraft addresses, contemporarily, the ethical issue of Christians working

cross-culturally who

intend

on

bringing about change

in other societies. He believes

by nature. Christians are usually committed to assisting people; however,
well-intentioned efforts resuh in sociocultural
in

disruptions

genuine help and betterment of targeted condhions.

that,

sometimes

in the host cuhure rather than

Christians who commh time,

effort, and ftmds toward cross-cultural efforts (say, missions) sometimes automatically
assume

that they understand

godly ethical standards,

anthropologically-different definitions that prevail
own.

That is. Christians tend to believe that the

standards of their

own

environment

are

in societies and cultures unlike their

prevailing culturally conditioned

of my

ministry with ANBS,

about the desire for

or

value of the

Kraft argues that

even

the

I just think it's

ministry that I

if the

transculturally-ethical standards.

an

general

conduct.

aims and purposes of cultural intervention

Kraft offers

those who do them must abide

helpful insights that focus attention

culturally-conditioned perceptions of receptor cultures.
look at

is

position fails to regard "those people's" opinion

projects and programs that outsiders do are worthwhile,

cultiire (20-25).

"

often

superiority and the assumption that an American point of view is the

only valid perspective; furthermore,

to

(20-24). People

you're doing to help those people." Packed into the compliment

attitude of cultural

attempt

stopping to think about the

Gods' ethical standards

respond to me, after I explain the nature
wonderfid what

never

on

the

Persons of donor cultures must

things from the point of view of people who represent the receptor

by

Westbury
I wish to restate

whose ministries
other cultures

"good"

�

few ofthe considerations that Kraft reviews. First, Westemers,

comprise cross-cultural intervention,

automatically aspire to the things

must not assume that

Westemers

people

from

might categorize as

i.e., material prosperity and financial independence, individualism, women's

equality (as

Westemers define

democracy. Second,
the

a
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it), family values, spiritual goals,

donor cultures must not attempt to

permission of their members

intervention

by outsiders

breaking of ethnic
sociocultural

and

multiparty

change receptor cultures

and involvement in the decision process. Third, cultural

must assure that advocated

cohesion because all

changes

do not contribute toward the

persons/groups require

some

form of meaningful

stmcturing that undergirds the personal and psychological

members. Cuhural breakdown leads both to individual and social
those who attempt

improvements

in

persons/groups

bring to the relationship. Unequal

well

being of its

denigration. Finally,

of other cultures must make every

effort to minimize the intimidation factor that money, education, and

intentions and

without

power differentials infiltrate and

accompanying efforts to effect positive change

perceived expertise

spoil the best of

in receptor cultures

(20-

25).
Kraft summarizes how cross-cultural intervention should

proceed if

transcidturally-ethical principles prevail:
I propose that whether on a religious or a non-religious basis, the Golden
Rule be regarded as a transculturally ethical principle of intervention. We
are

to treat others as

we

would ourselves like to be treated

were we

in their

position. This means we are to seek to understand, respect and relate to a
people and their way of life in the same way that we would like them to
to us and our way of life if the tables were
It also means that we need to find out from them how they would

understand, respect and relate

turned.
like to be treated, what their (not our) definition of understanding, respect
and love is and to treat them that way. (24)

Westbury
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Christian Education in the African Context
Several factors have affected the

African

integration of Christian concepts

within the

society.

Mission Schools

(1900-1960s)

Astonishingly, at the present, more than half of Africa's population
eighteen years of age, with
old
had

or

51.3 percent of the

29,137,000 Kenyans being fifteen years

younger. As of 1979, 58.6 percent of the

no

formal

schooling;

32.2 percent had

secondary education; and, oidy
higher education.

primary education;

1.3 percent had

majority of the people,

73 percent, claims

colonial

era

a

Kenya

frustrated in the present

era

This shift has resulted in

a

reduction, in

those schools because of non-Christian

with this

still embraces various traditional

efforts have been

Most of the former

some cases

Another consideration is that

significantly enhanced

primary

schools in the last three decades

largely
and

(Sales 476).

elimination, of Christian teaching in

at the

change is the increasing exposure to both

ideologies.

From 1900 to the 1960s the

people. Those

pervasion

(1) and a

history, religious education was an

by a number of factors.

secondary schools have become government

areas

(2).

schools in the country

among its young

school and received

live in rural

Christian affiliation

integral part of the overall educational policy (Ter Haar 2).

Christian education in

some

in 1995 stood at 78. 1 percent

people still

of much of Africa's

missions-sponsored primary and secondary

7.9 percent had

completed secondary

About 79 percent of the

("Statistics: Kenya" 4).

During the

population over the age of twenty-five

literacy rate of the entire population

The

is under

staff and teacher level.

Coupled

Westem and Eastem influences and

roughly 20 percent of the Kenyan population

religions.

Sales reports that many of that group believe

Westbury
that

Kenyans should retum to the

roots of those

religions

still

practiced
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in the nation

(476).

Community

as

Village

Where is the best

place to begin ascertaining the dynamics of Christianity

Kenya? Many believe that for Africa the
the church is the redeemed
and

community,

Christian

village

service and

qualities

locus is die vision of an ideal

village. That is,

where the characteristics of village life

celebration

�

sharing, education and growth

�

of God and

in

combine with the essential

humanity (Sales 476). (This aspect of community reality

might account for why predominantiy African-American congregations often

enthusiastically engage the minister in vocal
delivery of the

sermon

itself is

a

the

�

Christians

community,

are

both

at home with

community in the Bible

living and dead (109-10).

the

people of Israel

the Church in the New Testament

patriarchs,

sermon.

The

experiences humanity in fellowship with
John Mbiti writes that African

concepts of community and relate readily

as

�

throughout the

community event.)

Wessels also notes that the African

others

affirmations

to the

in the Old Testament and

images of

as

members of

(35). The concepts of genealogical roots, ancestors,

and descendants found in the Bible translate immediate

meaning to the land,

tribe, clan, subclan, and family realities of Africa. Life is experienced in community;

therefore, the Bible is read and interpreted under the umbrella of community orientation

(36). Community mns both horizontally (with kin and neighbors) and vertically (with the

departed, the living, and yet to be bom).
Eucharist in full,
the

Some African

expressed appreciation of the

"living dead."

In

doing

so,

congregations

saints who have

celebrate the

departed from this world,

they are reminded that God is the God of Abraham, Isaac,
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and Jacob

not

�

the God of the dead, but of the

hving (36).

Fueter wrhes that much of tradhional African education occurred through

participation in daily life
regarded as members
household tasks and
learned

and in rituals

of the tribe.

foreign to the traditional

role which

"words"

as

They were and still

initiated into roles of vital

are

by watching the actions

give way to

(6). The children, just as much as the adults,

task of imparting

even

"words"

way of teaming. Fueter comments, when actions and

are

gestures

the chief means of instmctions for Africans, then "words"

knowledge

enterprise;

play a

analytical categories, oral

cultures

with close reference to the human lifeworld. The

and skill from

one

generation to the following

is not

it embodies the full interaction of all involved humans. The

for the necessary trades that sustain
are

in written

structuring knowledge

culture that is not stmctured with the

and

life. Children

responsibility early in

of their elders. Thus, forms, desks, and

conceptualize and verbalize knowledge

vocations

given responsibility for

they were not assuming traditionally (6).

Rather than

abstract

are

were

teamed

technology of writing has no how-to-do-it

village life. Ong writes that various

an

village
manuals

skills and

through the process of apprenticeship where novices hear, observe,

practice what has been modeled by those who have mastered, through lives of

experience, their skills and talents {Orality 42-43).
Given the above observations, the
frame African

village metaphor is

an

Christianity because the metaphor gives everyone

attractive context to
a

place both in the

leaming-teaching life of the church and in its life of action and reflection

its

�

hi

fact, the African

context diminishes the

issues that exists in the West. This raises

ministry.

dichotomy between education and relational

concem

about the effectiveness of the

mostly

Westbury
Westem, middle-class-biased literature used

in

African churches for Christian

some

education purposes. Even though the material has been
remains Westem with strong individualistic

its

core

Society

According to Abogunrin, semi-illiterates,

an

adapted to Africa,

underpinnings (Sales 477).

The "Oral"

very
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whose

knowledge

ofthe

Scripture

is

limited, lead many of the African churches (15). Some might argue that illiteracy is

evil that must be

overcome

before Christian concepts

can

be

effectively taught and

understood. Herbert Klem addresses this issue of teaching Bible content to oral societies.
His argument

acknowledges that much of the world's people has always existed as

fimctionally illiterate by
Jesus tailored his

("The Bible as

and insist that

(479)

Westem standards. He contends that in the

ministry to the "95% reckoned to be illiterate peasants

Oral Literature"

of non-readers must
the notion that

some

and farmers,"

mission and Christian education efforts. Klem resists

is the foimdation for Christian

people, who

way

483) a loving attitude toward cultures comprised largely

undergird all

literacy

same

"do most of their

conform to Westem communication

development.

To

require literacy

learning and teaching without writing,"

strategies

is to almost guarantee failure in the

enterprise of teaching the Bible (479-83).
Klem advocates the

oral cuhures:

of rabbinic

(1)

Use

theology,

adoption

of popular language
Jesus

�

teaching those who comprise

Instead of teaching in Hebrew, the

taught in Aramaic, the more popular language

reading masses of his day; (2)
in nature

of Jesus' methods for

Use

of memory helps

�

Some of Jesus'

of the

language
non-

teaching was poetic

(i.e., the Beathudes, the Lord's Prayer, the parable of the sheep and the goats)

and was, therefore, easy to remember; and (3) Use of common experience

�

Much of
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Jesus'

teaching drew from common and well-known experiences of life

masses

could

easily identify and appreciate.

"Certainly a knowledge
Jesus gave the

with which the

Klem concludes his argument

of the Word of God is essential for

by stating,

spiritual maturity. However,

people the Word of God in a form they could both leam and teach without

passing through the needle's

eye of functional

literacy" ("The Bible

484). Thus, Klem endorses oral systems for oral cuhures

necessarily a prerequisite

for

spiritual maturity.

because

as

Oral Literature"

literacy is not

He encourages the

use

of song, poetry,

drama, audiocassettes, indigenous group media, and other creative oral forms for the

presentation of messages based on Scripture (483-85).
John D. Wilson also

gospel

value of the vernacular in

in oral cultures. He states that "oral cultures have their

which foreshadow
on

appreciates the

ones"

literary

(155).

genealogies, myths, fairy tales,

For centuries

songs, poetry,

storing of knowledge relevant to culture, life,

devices and media

of oral cultures have relied

people

proverbs,

own

communicating the

and riddles to enhance the

and tradition. In

fact, oral societies have

refined oral skills which enable them to "memorize, recall, and transmit various forms of

knowledge

in

particular situations" (155).

Wilson suggests that effective transmission of knowledge is

certain oral communication skills
listener is

are

heightened when

developed and implemented: {\) Participation

the

�

incorporated into the speaker's understanding when the event becomes a shared

experience; (2) Memory

the

�

strength of oral

cultures is demonstrated by the

presentation of material in ways that nurture memorization of the "meaning" of the
material, which makes possible meaningful and expressive recital of the material
others (vs. "verbatim"

memorization); and, (3) Mnemonics

oral cultures utilize

�

to
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rhythmic, balanced pattems, repetitions, antitheses, alliterations, proverbs,

and
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epithetic

forms to enhance memorization (155-56).
Wilson adds that

people

the sharer ofthe information.
context

in the occasion and

�

remember information when

They remember when the

an

material is rooted in the

place of living everyday life. Indelibility of information

and events is enhanced through ritual and festival.
reinforce lessons because

they have participated with

entire group

Indigenous

songs prompt and

participates together through repetition

of

themes, rhythm, pattems, and oral mnemonic devices. Scripture-embedded indigenous

hymns transmit and adapt Christian principles within the
Wilson concludes that social and

ingredient of warmth to communication,

culture

(156-58).

participatory characteristics, which add the
are

vital to effective transmission and

acceptance of the message. Translatability of the gospel fi-om cuhures of mass literacy
oral cultures is

significantly contingent on an appreciation of the

to

attributes and

capabilities of people who comprise oral cultures (158).
Kurewa joins Wilson and Klem in

assessing the value of oral communication in

the Afiican context. He says that to communicate

Afiican

people

have. Accounts of African elders

relay and preserve cultural heritage
hours to present their

Verbal skills

cases

are

are

enhanced in

metaphors employed by persons

can

skillfully make their cases
one

telling stories to younger generations to

legend. Uneducated village dwellers

to the chiefs council without

and

many times how

orally is one of the greatest gifts the

and

predominant oral
in social

skills not

take

using written notes (83).

societies. The

figures of speech

settings uniquely demonstrate that the users

negotiate sensitive

speaker's oral

can

social

settings.

I have witnessed

only convey a personal viewpoint but also
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provide for the expression of the

whole

group's identity (Klem, Oral

107). One particular and endearing example which involved me

Communication

is included

on

pages

119-21.
Mbiti writes that Christian educators should take heart that
correlation exists between the

Christians to the

population.

the African continent,
illiterate

one

do

In

might

argue that

Christianity spreads more rapidly

societies

That

form, the

area

of oral

neglected or delegated to the margins

among

is, the fundamental truths of

through the means of oral

spirituality

channels of

in Christian education must

of African church life

oral communication carries

exploit oral tradition.

never

be

(30).

significant potential in disseminating

Christian truth. The literature suggests that effective
facilitate and

across

(30). While efforts must continue in providing meaningful teaching

material in written

Clearly,

of

fact, given the explosive growth of Christianity

percolate into African

communication

apparent positive

literacy rate of a population and the proportion

people than among those who read (28).

Scripture

no

ministry in Kenya's PEFA

The tmth of the Bible should be

should

taught through

public readings of the Bible, through creative storytelling from the Bible, through
memorization of passages,

through songs

through biblical plays, dramas,

and

portrayals

that nurture inculturation. I have sat

witnessed children,
faith

as

young

as

and

on

hymns based on actual Bible
�

church

utilizing all the strategies

platforms

all

over

four and five years old, joyfully

passages,

and devices

East Africa and

singing the

songs of the

along with the adult choir and congregation.
A

Comparison of First-Century Palestine and Contemporary Africa

The obvious cuhural differences

notwithstanding,

some

situational parallels exist
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between the land of Christ in his time and Africa today. The

study involves the dependence

on

one

most

pertinent to this

oral communication in both societies. As in first

century Palestine, employment of the literate media in African society has limited
effecdveness because
communication
For the

a

(Klem,

large percentage

of Africa's

Oral Communication

same reasons

essence

and

communication

African context. The

ministry (as depicted in the gospels), his personal
use

of Aramaic

(language

and

poetic images are

and the

use

all evidence that Jesus

frame of reference of his Palestinian hearers

of parables,

training

of the

people) over

mosdy illiterate, and often

easily remembered metaphors,

purposefully and effectively entered the
(Klem,

Oral Communication

Jesus'

75-83).

teaching was "culture-specific," his speech styles resonated with the "folk-identity"
people,

and his selection of imagery

was

are

informality of Jesus'

avoidance of the formal

Hebrew to teach, his strong identification with the common,

marginalized people of the land,

strategies of oral

principles of his message, those strategies

m an

systems for rabbis of his day, his probable

oral

72).

that Christ would utilize certain

communication to convey the

appropriate for effective

population is committed to

of the

rooted in the "immediate milieu" of his hearers

(85).
Jesus'
In

style of preaching and teaching did

not exclude the elite group of his

fact, they understood too well the indictments that Jesus cleverly and incisively

into his message. The

code

point here

is to

highlight that Jesus bypassed the more

a

wove

restricted

employed by the religious elite to convey the message of his ministry to the

and minds of people with

day.

hearts

strategy that trusted and exploited the rules that govern

communication within an oral society. Only when Jesus' sayings

were

later written
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(thirty-five to sixty-five years
cultural context
are

were

his

after his

earthly ministry) for people living

in

a

Greek

teachings subject to private, critical, and intellectual studies that

familiar to the Westem world

(Klem, Oral

Communication

87).

In

short,

one

should

expect that the oral strategies that effected meaningful information flow during Jesus'

ministry should thrive

in contemporary mral Africa.
An "Oral" and "Written"

An

Synthesis

emphasis on oral tradition in communication does

of sustaining

congregations through written means

simply acknowledges the reality of the

not diminish the

importance

of teaching the Christian faith. It

context in which effective

ministry must take

place. Mbhi believes that a strategy of promulgating Christian tmth through oral
takes

advantage

of a central and rich vehicle of communication in African culture

Furthermore, it preserves dignity and worth to those that cannot read and extends
the

life-giving and life-sustaining qualities

ministry strategies.

languages has the

In

to

appreciate the importance of the written

right into the heart of African

the motive of the translator, for Africans to read the Bible in their
hear it, to wrestie with it, and to

use

it in all ways within the

adds that the Bible has often been the first

publication

Lamin Sanneh writes extensively about this
on

in

a

language with new concepts

translated Bible helps shape the language and other

that mission efforts

to them

fact, Mbiti writes that the Bible translated into African

effect of putting it

has the effect of emiching the

(31).

of the Word of God.

However, still plenty of room remains
text in

means

the African continent

were

areas

cultures. No matter

own

language means to

indigenous culture (27).

He

given language and, therefore,
and terms.

of literature

Ultimately, the
(28).

phenomenon. Many historians write

the surrogate of Westem colonialism

Westbury
and, therefore, had a hand in destroying indigenous cuhures. Sanneh does
missionaries presented
the role of the

languages

in Westem

had the

(mostly unintentional) consequences
vemacular

pride, social awakening,

deny that

cuhure; however, he insists that

missionary in the arduous task of translating the Bible

self-understanding,
cultural

Christianity packaged

not

into

indigenous

of preserving African cultural
as

well

as

providing for cross-

dialogue and religious renewal (2-8).

Finally, the Bible
order to be

represents

a

book

What is

conveyed.

a

is

containing words that must be read and understood in

sought, then,

is

a

content of mimstry

practice that

synthesis that acknowledges the modes of thought and leaming that lie

subconscious of every Afiican while

adequately presenting the book through which

God's nature,

and purposes have been communicated

thoughts, will, actions,

This oral and written

requires

some

synthesis

dilution of its

prevailing oral society is

not

is not founded

heritage,
adequate

Christian faith. Written materials
to
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are

nor

for

on

the

assumption that the

is it founded

on

the

people living in mral

areas

African culture

expressing Christian tmth and relating

not an

indigenous church must take

(Booth 91).

assumption that a

imperative for people within an oral society

leam, teach, and grow in their Christian joumey; therefore, strategies

mature and

in the

into account that

have chosen to remain in the

a

vast

to

produce

majority of the

a

African

sphere of oral communication

(Klem, Oral Communication 33-35).
"The Teacher"

Sunday school

is

one

as

Key

Resource

traditional facet of Christian

development that

acknowledges the dynamics of the teacher-student relationship.
General Secretary for PEFA, reports that, at present,

no

Rev. Peter Deyahs,

organized or nationally
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recognized Sunday school department for PEFA exists.
on

formulating philosophies

and

guidelines

nothing was officially adopted. Sunday
many churches have

Sunday school

no

(Personal interview).

adults may be in different
coincide with the
the Bible is

phases

general phases

The rural
limitations

are

no

worship.

for all church members

of human

development that do not necessarily

development.

From
a

a

didactic

diverse group

point of view,
(Roux 10).

flannel boards, and other visual material.

leaders

are

According to

generally ignorant of the importance of a vital

and

if at all.

are

poorly trained,

are

found offers very real

immense.

setting in

which most of the PEFA churches

regarding physical

simple, single room

but

rural churches that do have

mimstry for children (Personal interview). Teachers

short, the needs

cases,

of religious

plans, literature,

Deyahs, pastors and church

In

committee worked

that, apart from the Bible, few teaching aids exist such as

also reports

lesson books and

a

troubling situation exists because children and

extremely difficult to simultaneously teach to

Deyahs

relevant

a

time

school programs do exist at the local level, but

only one functioning class

If this is true,

one

establishing such a department,

Deyahs reports that the

programs.

programs have

for

At

accommodations. Most of the rural churches meet in

structures built to accommodate less than

auxiliary rooms

or

offices

are

Most of the churches have

no

fifty people.

available other than the

room

In many

used for corporate

electricity or rurming water in the facilities.

As

mentioned, materials and equipment to assist in teaching (i.e., printed lessons, books,
blackboards, chalk, and craft materials)
limited

access to

any of the

are

practically nonexistent.

With

no or

severely

above, the notion of considering what might be ideal

conditions for conducting Christian education sessions

cannot be

remotely entertained

Westbury
from

a

Westem

perspective.

These limitations

factors
the
and
me

are

considered:

might cause

some to

throw up their hands in

dismay until

(1) rural churches have always dealt with the limitations,

two

and

(2)

training ofthe teacher becomes the vital strategy for effective Christian development
spiritual formation. This strategy

is

solidly biblical:

"And the

say in the presence of many witnesses entmst to reliable

qualified to teach
Without

odiers"

(2

Tim.

question, the key to

notes

a

view to

Successful

1.

Knowledge of the subject,

2.

Knowledge

3. Skill in

as

a

way of life

Christian instmction must have,

worthy

as

its aim,

The teacher must consider the group and

She also

evidenced in Christ:

of their

of emulation, and

advocated

some

(2).

response

by the hearer of the message.

appeal both to individuals and to the

significance to each other.

interaction. One person impresses another from

(6).

rise

teaching must be intentionally planned

The greatest

interpersonal relationships because they provide minimal

up close

can

pupils,

living example of the principles

recognition

educational system

conveying knowledge,

4. Character and
5. A

no

chiefly because

enhancing the quality of leaming outcome (1 ).

five cmcial characteristics of the teacher

of the

you have heard

who will also be

effective instmction is the teacher,

higher than the quality of its teachers.
and stmctured with

men

tilings

2:2).

few other variables exist to consider. Joubert states that

full
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a

group with

relay of tmth is through

distortion with maximum

distance, but

one

person

impacts a life

Westbury
Regarding those who teach young people, Nel
reduced to

simply teaching proposhions to teenagers

with those

being taught

students

�

are

asserts that when Bible

�

^with

no

teaching young people

their emotional

stmggles,

and

teaching is

effort to invite interaction

robbed of the freshness of discovery that

when persons confront themselves in the pages of God's message to them
than ever,

cannot

bypass

some
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comes

(28).

More

insight into their thought pattems,

sensitivity and volatility, their moral development, needs, resentments,

even

spiritual

student must be rooted in
virtues if a teacher

Furthermore, the interaction between teacher and

openness.

authenticity. Honesty,

hopes to

have influence

on

openness, and

sincerity become premier

students.

Superficial Christianity?
David Kasali, President of the Nairobi
in

Kenya,

asserts that

spiritual superficiality

Christians. He attributes part of this
who

segregated their private

people.

prohibited any meaningful
missionaries and the
open and sincere

Another

significant problem among Kenyan
detached lives of early missionaries

public ministerial

Christian

As

a

result, Afi-ica is still in desperate need of
mature Christian character for

lay people

(56).

problem

that Kasali says contributes to shallow

present day Afiican church is early missionaries' emphasis

was

lives to the African

modeling or discipling ministry between the

leadership that demonstrates

separating themselves

School of Theology

deprived Afiicans of needed identification, which

indigenous people.

to observe and emulate

a

problem to the

lives fi"om their

This method of ministry

is

Evangelical Graduate

from the world.

on

Christianity in the

African converts

Although the concept is certainly a biblical

misapplied to insist that African converts separate themselves from politics.

one, it

Westbury

business, worldly forms

of recreation, and normal social

arenas

served to silence needed contributions of the African church

conditions of the years

1960s).

leading to the independence

This undue stress

Afiican church from

on

the

(1950s and

of many African countries

world has also

kept the

assuming responsibility in practically addressing the pressing needs
That

is, preaching the whole counsel of God ought to

ministry which takes into account all aspects of human need and not just

spiritual (56).
The realities that

pervade the Kenyan ministry context regarding competent

teaching and the spiritual
to

emphasis

during the turbulent

separation from the affairs of the

represented in African society.
result in holistic

of society. This
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formation of believers represent

a

continual

challenge and seem

support Kasali 's hypothesis. Wendy Strachan, who works with the Scripture Union in

Kenya,

a

ministry that focuses

on

children's

evangelism through teaching,

lists

formidable obstacles to confront:
1

.

Allocations of funds from church budgets for Christian education
almost nonexistent, although churches say that this ministry is an

are

truth, many churches don't have enough money to
pay their own pastor.
2. There is a willingness to accept anyone who will volunteer for Sunday

important one.

school

In

teaching.

This

means

that teachers

are

often very young,

untrained, and sometimes unsaved.
3. A lack of commitment by some teachers, possibly due to a lack of
training and encouragement means that no one is sure who will show
4.
5.

up to teach at scheduled services.
Lack of teachers often results in large classes with

a

wide range of age

groups.
Lack of materials and the accompanying sentiment that adequate
teaching cannot be done without these materials results in weakened
efforts.

6.

7.

Classes often

evangelistic

in nature rather than

building toward
maturity. The result is that children respond time and again to
salvation appeal.
Sunday school class time is often filled with singing rather than study
of the Bible. This may be due to the above factors resulting in imderare
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prepared teachers. (1)
Christian
A rich

doctrine and
On the

and African

Concepts

Thought

variety of factors that comprise the African society inform theology and

give shape to the Christian faith on the

continent.

Supernatural
Some authors assert that many Africans believe in numberless

good and bad spirits,
like wind, thunder,
African's world is

and that belief in witches and wizards is

lightning,

one

informed

in this context, Africans seek

(328).

and rain have

To illustrate how this

spiritual

forces

and tradition

by myths

explanation, prediction,

animated

Spell

drawing, described how evil

"happily ever after" (Manji 4).
an

Is Broken

"enchanted worldview"

by

was

a

Natural forces
The

(Abogunrin 9). Gifford adds that,

and control of space-time events

Sunday edition of the Nation, Kenya's main newspaper,
section called "A Witch's

common.

controlling them.

is sustained at the

phenomenon

divinities, of both

popular level,

featured

a

a

recent

story in the kids'

Ball." The story, which also featured

overcome,

These kinds of stories

an

freeing the main characters to live
are common.

helps explain why Pentecostal

Abogunrin

churches constitute

notes

that

a

significant realignment within African Christianity. They acknowledge the reality of

supernatural phenomena (329). Indeed, the ministry of Christ in the gospels
aposties in the book

of Acts record

frequent encounters in the spirit world.

and because of their openness to the

spiritual realities
In

advocated

supernatural realm, Africans

by Scripture than

are

In this sense,

seem more

in tune with

Westemers.

fact, meaningful Christian instmction, from

considers the role of the Church with regard

and of the

to the

a

Pentecostal

kingdom

perspective,

of Satan. The Church exists
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not just to

register a complaint against his kingdom but to

in direct and open

opposition to the evil that enslaves the members

Church's mission is to exercise the

Through kingdom transformation
redeemed and

are

declare and demonstrate itself

brought

into the

victory obtained by Jesus'

Satan's

kingdom of God.

evangelical ideals, Christ's victory is

bringing of wholeness

grip and rule

demonstrated

In

of humanity. The

death and resurrection.

is broken in the lives of those who
a

church that embraces

through the saving of souls and the

and purpose to the lives of broken

people.

The aim of ministry

and Christian instruction must be congruent with those ideals. As Jesus aimounced that
he

was

anointed for

so

the Church's mission is

ministry,
a

which

provided deliverance for the captive (Luke 4:18-21),

continual demonstration of that

ministry by the

same

anointing (Fee 14).
On

Images

of Jesus

Every culture utilizes methods, ideas, symbols, images, motifs, and metaphors
describe

theology, belief,

in the Images

and

and the Christian

experience (Gifford 26-27).

to

Anton Wessels

ofJesus examines how Jesus has been historically understood, conveyed,

integrated into non-Eiuopean cultures.

He laments that mission efforts

African continent after 1 884 represent endeavors that failed to

quality of the African experience (100). Christological

on

the

acknowledge the essential

tides that

relay the African's

experience and the African's need for God portray Christ as the one who is triumphant
over

all evil

(Chief),

as

(Victor),

as

superintendent over the vast sociological

the human-divine link to God

web of relationships

(Ancestor), and as the miraculous provider and

protector against evil powers (Healer) (109-15).
Kofi

Appiah-Kubi presents an African Christology that posits Jesus

as

(1)
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Mediator

or

Intermediary, (2) Redeemer,

and

He states that Africans

(3) Liberator.

operate within well-observed and well-respected social orders that require

intermediary to pave the
economic
the

or

way for

access

to persons who occupy

social strata. Thus, Africans understand Jesus

intermediary for human beings

in their

dilemmas
any

As

(67).

Redeemer, the African looks

brought on by "forces

African's traditional

forces that

to

religion that

As

mystical

Oppression can
It

foreign regimes.
as

well

as

can

spiritual

also

and

(70). Appiah-Kubi concludes that these images of Jesus

society and are, therefore, authentically

(74).
the person of Jesus

clearly according to pattems of tme historical thought.

attributes this to the fact that African

a

and

images of Jesus might revolve around real life, still,

may not be understood

danger and calamity

that God intends.

uncertainty, disease, tribalism, racism,

inculturated into AfHcan Christian faith

that

extension/replacement of the

represented in socioeconomic, political,

revolve around real life in the AfHcan culture and

because

an

or

Liberator, Christ offers hope for those impacted by the oppressive

forces of oppression

While

as

bring deliverance from

served to protect and deliver fi-om

�

include poverty, want,

due order

witchcraft, death, drought, floods, sickness,

keep the AfHcan believer from attaining all

be man-made

preserving the

guih do not carry meaning for the

Christ to

This notion of Christ becomes

epidemic" (68).

brought on by evil.

of evil,

positions of higher

hopes of approaching God. Appiah-Kubi adds

that Westem concepts of Christ's mediation for sin and

AfHcan

as

an

religion offers little conception of time

mythical attitudes, by their nature,

do not include these

categories.

Westem contribution of the historical Jesus assists the AfHcan

that illuminates the God who has revealed himself He is not

a

Fueter

and space

He believes

conception with

one

shadowy, mythical figure
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but substantiates himself (through Jesus) in time and
truth: "He is the

image

place. Scripture clearly declares

of the invisible God, the firstborn

all creation"

over

this

(Col. 1:15).

Thus, the African is confronted with a biblical (not a Westem) concept. Posits Fueter,
when African students grasp that

one

Abraham trekked to

land, when Moses and Israel crossed the Red Sea, and

an

when the Christ child

unknown

was

consciousness emerges

laid in

a

of their forefathers walked

Bethlehem manger,

a new

on

African soil when

dimension of Christian

(10-1 1).

On Sin and Salvation
The

sphere

majority

of life. The

meaningless in
victory

over

daily needs,

of African Christians'

understanding of salvation

preaching of salvation that is limhed to the

soul is not

the African context. Salvation must be related to

demonic powers and continued
the

security of the society in

protection

which

one

covers

a

the whole

enough

and is

person's body, health,

from those powers,

provision for

lives, and the individual's total well

being (Abogunrin 16).
Fueter notes that foundational concepts such

different connotations in Africa than
is not

so

much rebellion

pantheistic

they

against God as

as

"sin" and "conversion" have

do for Westem thinkers. "Sin" for the African

it is the

breaking of a taboo

balance. Christian "conversion" does not

necessarily take

transformation of the person; rather, it is often linked to
moral code

�

a

an

upsetting of the

into account the

decision about

following a new

(10).

On Time
Benezot

conceptual

Bujo addresses Africans' concept of time.

world is

He notes that Afiicans'

solidly tied to the here and now. Furthermore,

the present is

nearly

Westbury
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always perceived as a prolongation of the past. Every present experience points
backwards to its origin and

For Africans,

cause.

present. Foundation and creation myths
about the future do
achievements

moves

easily discerned
For

not

are

of undying interest for many of them.

exist. The idea that the

from

a

lower to

in African culture

Africans, the

center

towards which the present

a

history moves backward from the

development of human activities

higher degree

�

of gravity for human thought and activities is the past

moves.

The future lies with God

(Bujo 28).

transportation,

and

within the

norm

of standard

conducting many

matters that God alone should

languages

future is there in

as

on

are

much

as

day or two before

the Westem mind but is

clearly

Even when

she does not want to talk about the

and

a

young

anticipated

willingly do) because to do

so

infringes

superintend.

regarding Africans' concepts

and the present. The future is
many African

not worked out until a

discussing unbom babies.

(as Americans commonly

concurs

hosting

personal experience, which demonstrates Bujo's

Kenyan woman is obviously pregnant,

Mbiti

confirm this

operational procedures for Africans.

centers on Africans' uneasiness in

birth of the child

are

planning works havoc

Another observation from my

on

while

can

(i.e., making provisions for adequate water, food, seating,

sleeping arrangements)

the seminar begins. Such

point,

I

seminars in East Africa. Often, the most basic of preparations for

hundreds of seminar attendees

^is not

(28).

phenomenon through several personal experiences that took place

pastors'

and

the concept of progress

�

Myths

of time and their

emphasis

thought about only in vague and indirect ways,

hard-pressed to

on

hi

the past

fact,

express the distant and indefinite future. The

it falls within the

rhythm of nature (i.e., rainy

and

dry
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seasons;

day and night; procreation, birth, growth,

societies maintain

a sense

relevant to the present

of their

and

death) (34). Ong adds that oral

equilibrium by "sloughing off' that which is not

{Orality 46). Thus, the eschatological themes

easily expressed Bujo adds that African Christians
parousia, but the tendency is

to

ofthe Bible

not

are

cherish and look forward to the

collapse whatever time remains

before Jesus' retum

by

interpreting world circumstances and events as announcing the approaching end of the
world. The wonders of modem technology, instant communication,
wars,

famines, earthquakes, and other phenomena all point to

wars

"zero time"

and

rumors

of

eschatology

(35).
What would this concept

imply

with

regard to ministry

development programs in PEFA's churches? First,

it

seems

to

and Christian

represent

a

challenge in

teaching the meaning of the Christian community that lives in a tension between what
Christ has

aheady attained and what remains

anticipated aspects of the kingdom
mediiun and

of God.

to be fulfilled

between the actualized and

�

Secondly, the literature indicates that

long-range goal planning in the PEFA rural churches might be

concept to incorporate into overall ministry strategies. If this is the

phenomenon is probably culturally based
that both

and not

ability based.

point that Africans fail

primary purpose of the local

body for productive

members

case, this

All that said, I suggest

to consider the future or

A Definition of Christian

the

difficult

Bujo and Mbiti, in their insistence to romanticize the African's perspective

the past, may overstate the

A

a

life and

(Eph. 4:12-13).

church's

mimstry

plan for it.

Development

ministry is to nurture the qualities

to foster Christian

�

on

maturity

among its

within

Westbury
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Existing
What definition best fits

development?

PEFA is

a

an

African

vibrant but

out of a revival that

emerged largely

1960s. Its national ministries

are

loosely organized denomination in Kenya that
swept

across

limited to

department. "Article 11, Objectives,"

following as

understanding of Christian growth and

of tiie

a

East Africa in the late 1950s and

youth department and a women's

youth department's constitution lists

the

its aims:
1

.

2.

Unite Christian young people for the purpose of taking
for the Lord Jesus Christ;

a

definite stand

Establish Christian young people in the basic doctrines and truths of
God's Word so they may be effective witnesses to their unsaved

fnends;
3.
4.
5.
6.

Provide

whereby unsaved young people may hear God's
Word and His plan of salvation;
To give them an opportunity for fellowship and worship together and
to develop leadership among themselves;
Encourage them to dedicate their hves in service unto Him;
Make the young people's society a part of the work of the church
rather than an organization and program in itself

The PEFA women's

a means

department is fairly

well

organized at the

service oriented. The stated purposes for PEFA's women's

local church level and is

department are:

2.

To accord teaching of the Word of God to the women;
To teach the women their responsibilities and roles in the home and
family as well as in the community;

3.

To work

1

.

as an arm

of the church.

(Deyahs,

"PEFA's Women's

Department Notes" 1)

Although no national

youth and women's

men's

ministry exists, these listed purposes

and aims of PEFA's

ministries indicate that PEFA is not bereft of Christian

development

goals.
Proposed
The literature indicates the

importance of including in questionnaires

initial
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questions that are clearly connected to the purpose of the study. Therefore, the first

question on the research instrument offers nuanced definitions ofthe local church's

ministry that are potentially "selectable" by participants.
church's

Each

possible

ministry below was purposefully broad based and frames

perspective to stimulate the thinking of the participants
1.

Evangelistic

^The

�

enthusiastic witness of the
2. Individualistic

gospel to the
The

3. Intellectual

life and
The

�

of the survey

particular
(see Appendix B).

ministry of the church prepares the believer to be an

�

responsible Christian

a

definition of the

whole world.

ministry of the church prepares the

believer for

leadership.

ministry of the

church

develops knowledgeable

and

capable

students of the Word.
4. Growth

�

^The

ministry of the

the believer in order to know and
5. Service

�

service and

^The

mimstry

experience

God's purpose and

of the church prepares God's

growth and maturity

of

plan.

people

for works of

productivity.

6. Relational/communal

a

church seeks to promote

worshipful relationship with

member of the

�

The

ministry of the

church prepares

God and to relate to others

as a

people to develop

functioning, cooperative

body of Christ.
Postmodernism, Globalism, and the African Culture

Some consideration must be

given to the impact of postmodern thought as it has

moved from the arts and the academy to the matrix of global pop culture. Africa is

longer isolated from prevailing postmodern

The

descriptive labels preceding each

no

currents because of its exposure to cable TV

definition did not appear

on

the

questionnaire.
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and satellite

dishes, cellular phones, the Internet, multiple

news

Hollywood movies, the West's message-packed music videos,
that

and information sources,

and the many other factors

persuade cuhural shifts around the globe. Zwingle writes that, today, ideas

goods move rapidly, jet travel

is

cheaper, and less-developed societies

are

and

pulled into

ever-changing and ever-experimenting cultures of more developed societies driven by
consumeristic

engines (12).

A worldwide

mass

of 800,000,000 teenagers, who

latest trends, pay little attention to cuhural boundaries.
to

be linked is

concurs

a

a

principal force

in the emergence of a

a

global

politico-socioeconomic interdependence

is

growing population of the world's youngest inhabitants.
isolation from the

emerging global

(126). Globalization

indigenous

cultural

is forwarded

radically different from
preserve the

recommends

its

own

by such

a

(the Communist/Socialist bloc),

overtaking a massive
No local

and

community exists

brute force that it threatens to

The old merges with the

new

either. Davis advises that there

purity of the indigenous

or

in

trample

adopting beneficial

are

and

usually forms something

probably no benefits in either

to eradicate it with the modem. He

trying to offer the core cuhure ingredients

terms,

(17). Schreiter

structure. The encounter between cultures is constant

beneficial transformation. This strategy
on

culture

identity.

Change is inevitable.

trying to

of edifying

gives the indigenous

quahties to

culture the

strains of the modem world while

effect

authentically African points

of reference are, many times,

rejecting the

detectable. Some say that U. S. culture is reinventing itself every five

no

a

ability to change

aspects that intmde and harm the host's spirit and heritage (65).
The

the

Zwingle believes that their need

and adds that since the fall of the Second Worid

desire for

crave

longer

to seven years.

Westbury
While such
rural
are

its

rapid rate

a

of cuhural

metamorphosis

would not be

society, the global forces that shape categories

undeniably at work.

To endeavor to

expected

of thought,

identify and honor the

within

symbol, ideals,
features that

87

Kenya's

and fahh

give Kenya

unique cultural identity is worthwhile. However, Kenya's identity can no longer be

divorced from the irreversible process
rest ofthe

connecting Africans' backyards

with those ofthe

planet's populace.

Sometimes the church is the last segment of society that accepts that every aspect
of life

under the dominion of change. While the chiuch in Africa continues to

comes

grapple with

the issues necessary for the establishment of formal

valid African

experience of being related to God through Christ,

increased
on

complexity

of the task

brought on by global

theologies based on a
it must deal with the

fusion. Besides, those who insist

acknowledging and respecting the reality of an "African perspective" on issues

pertaining to who

God is and how to be related to him risk

oversimplified categories,
the worldwide

excludes

minimizing, through

the contributions of millions of individual African believers to

body of Christ.

To demand

recognition of an Afiican perspective that

integration with the rest of the believing world can be just as patemalistic,

prejudiced, and exclusionary as any condescending views that prevailed in Africa during
the colonial
never

era.

The notion invokes

the twain shall meet"

(425)

Kipling's "Oh, East is East,

and Africanizes the Christian

and West is West, and

perspective to

an

unhealthy extreme.
Fueter asserts the tme
says, "We

are

image" (4).

all the

sons

unity of humankind relative

of one Father, and

our

psyche

to the

body of Christ when he

is fashioned after the

The African Christian civilization must be allowed to

same

participate in the

Westbury
totality of the experience
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of being related to God in Jesus Christ. In Christ, East, West,

North, and South relate in an interdependent fashion

relying on mutual assistance,

�

support, cooperation, and interaction between all members and perspectives. This notion
of interdependency does not
that

as

African way of life. It

the world has been consolidated through

with computer and satellite
what

deny the

a

into account

communication and information web

Christians of every

technology.

simply takes

bearing this reality has on a fresh reading of 1

society must acknowledge

Corinthians 12:18-21 :

arranged the parts in the body, every one of them, just
as he wanted them to be. If they were all one part, where would the body
be? As it is, there are many parts, but one body. The eye caimot say to
the hand, "I don't need you!" And the head caimot say to the feet, "I don't
need you!"
But in fact God has

The uiuque visions of life

represented in the God-ordained cultures

remarkable arrays of his embodied and
This is the

concem

of the world offer

expressed love and grace.

of a research

project that reaches across a span comprised of

culture, language, and tradition. Some may believe that the task of surveying the
of mimstry

practices in PEFA

presence of the Church in

years

is

one

for the

Kenya is strong and theological education

since the

has existed for

forty

(ca. 1960-2000). This notion, however, denies the realities and the interactive

features of global culture from which
is

indigenous leadership, especially

status

multiple cultures might benefit.

The secular world

already fully engaged in global conversation and information sharing. Should not the

global community

of Christ join

varied contexts in which the

mutual

accountability to

together in

gospel

serious discomse and

acknowledgment of the

flourishes? Would not this exercise demonstrate

God?

Since Christ ascended into heaven, the

gospel

has

passed through many cultures
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and

of cultures, both Jewish and Gentile. African

eras

voice, but its distinctive richness should
world. Global realities that demand
AfHcan

ChHstianity

and will

deserves hs

amalgamation will not allow it.

undergo further transformation as

shaped by the

it continues to "interact

As

Oduyoye opines,

forces of yesterday

spatially within a

(1 10).

Bonnie Jensen endorses the notion that every Christian culture is

countless

gifts of expression from iriany locales.
available

increasingly

place and

not be enshrined and isolated from the rest of the

is what it is because it has been

world of changing cuhures"

Christianity

access

to the richness and

Within

a

comprised of

global commimity,

the

diversity of cultural expression around

the world informs and enhances dominant cultures of particular faith communities
I

view it

expected that the

as an

participants
relentless

survey

participants

who

completed the questionnaire would

awkward document, that the survey process would present to many of the

a

difficult and uncomfortable

global

culture that

experience.

These

are

the realities of the

impacts the members of virtually every town and village

Christians from all

must grope toward some

planet.

and

perspective if the body of Christ is to be strengthened and have voice
resomces

comers

and mutual benefits

then every effort should be dedicated to

growing body

even as a

and the

development of mature believers,

Kenyan

Church

of literatme addresses the role of the church

people face the challenges of the future.
ofthe church

and the

the earth. If

realizing those benefits.

The Future of the
A

on

might be shared between my culture

Kenyan culture in the area of ministry practice

on

integration of thought

the

valuable

(95).

as

Some writers lament the past

number of the continent's countries

the AfHcan

insignificant voice

stmggle toward multiparty
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democracy, increased awareness
determination
While

dignity,

and movements

advocating self-

(David 22).

Kenya's PEFA has traditionally

alignment with politically
serious

of human

concems

that

sensitive

impact the

or even

emphatically

flames of tribalism

shimned any

as

dramatically

the

a

predictions prove tme about the

future and the number of AIDS

continents combined, David asserts that

Health concems,
and

patients

says
to

positively,

"In

one

of the greatest

If

family.

in Africa

ministering to AIDS

patients, to those infected with the Human Immunodeficiency Vims, and to the
of both groups will become

and

resulting in property destmction, bloodshed, and death.

particular focus on the AIDS epidemic, threaten every community

exceeding that of all

faces

The winds of political and economic turmoil

Population explosion dangerously stretches adequate food distribution.
with

public

socially-shared causes, Africa presently

lives of PEFA church affiliates

directly as they do the general populace.
readily fan the

and

families

challenges for mission and ministry.

relating to those who suffer, the church will

have

a new

He

opportunity

experience new depths of love" (23).
Additionally, growing urbanization contributes toward unique brands of crime,

families stmggle with
poverty, homelessness, need, and human desperation. Kenya's

marital and relational crises that threaten societal wholeness.

Indigenous church leaders

and teachers, trained to deal with these relational issues, will have to formulate
and teach

strategies

methodologies to strengthen the insthution of the Christian family within the

prevailing cuhural context.
Kenya's astoundingly large youth population demands a voice.

The church ofthe

future in Africa will be the church of the young. David characterizes tiiis group of young

Westbury
Christians
over

the

as

dynamic,

with strong

continent, they will be

hope, but because of the economic

poor

(24). Africa's youth will

Africa's colonial

experience

dehumanized the

indigenous population.

motivated

�

when the whhe

government in

some

future survival and

and

of the African

economically

countries. Gross

mismanagement of natural

resources

threatens

quality of life.
enter the job market every year

only 100,000 available opportuiuties for employment (30). Chrysanti

the economic

and serious crime which

(16).

claims that

quagmire in Kenya featuring unemployment, discrimination, nepotism,

inflation, and poverty fiiistiates young people, often leading them

attention

and

Rampant cormption seems to infiltrate virtually every level of

Chepkwony reports that 400,000 young Kenyans

bring condemnation from

Added to the

the

African traditionalism

right into the uncertainties

nonexistent

and counsel to

resources

to

rebellion, tyranny,

society that pays

problems facing youth are the transitional

by the developmental complications of adolescence

schools, and churches impose
no

resources

The young of today and tomorrow may be

regimes that have politically, psychologically,

bmtalized the citizemies.

to find

land and

by resentfulness and deep bittemess rising in reaction to many

countries' totalitarian

hang

not carry the memories of

exploited the

man

realhies that

crises

brought on

of postmodemism with almost

guide the process.

to "control young

them little

and the tumultuous joumey from

The solutions that

people's behavior"

intentions to listen, understand, accept, and support the

famdies,

are more

mles with

youth in their predicament

(Chepkwony 30).
In
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addition, churches in Kenya are generally behind in beginning to recognize

(much less address) the xmique challenges that face young people. Mbuy complains

Westbury
about the outmoded concepts, the
to

neglectful
In

stance

concurs

necessarily being rejected outright by contemporary youth but

fading into insignificance

it

and the closed eyes of the church that fails

irrelevancy,

fully integrate the youth into the fabric of the Kenya church (3-4). Chrysanti

that the church is not

in young

92

people's minds because

of hs

pointless

is

message and

regarding the dilemmas of young people (21).

short, the Kenyan church has

never

been

more

challenged to contemplate

how

might creatively and meaningfully engage human need and suffering through its

ministry.

In

particular, the church faces an urgent job of convincing hs

it considers them

important and integral

members of the

youth experience (Chepkwony 35).

vital, addressable issues for the church
task of grounding the faith

In my

even as

community in the

people that

body of Christ through the

development of ministries that reflect the language, signs, customs,
African

young

and

symbols ofthe

view, the above-listed areas

it dedicates itself to the

more

are

all

traditional

Word of God and the sound doctrine ofthe

Church.
Frustrations with the Literature

Much of the literature

development,

and

touching on missions, ministry issues. Christian

theology in the African setting is in the form

academic papers, articles, and books

of conference summaries,

primarily consisting of dialogue between professors

and students and contained in the lecture halls and

city-bound

seminaries and

universities. Bujo laments that African educators and theologians
intemational
studies

on

gatherings but never in the bush. They

African

intemational

theology in Europe

prestige

and

are

eager to

are more

often

seen at

publish their heady

and America. Sometimes their desire for

recognition overwhelms their desire to help the plight of the

Westbury
average African Christian

(72). While not dismissing the fact that intellectual theorizing

might (in some form) finally drift
experience

�

as

into ruml Africa and

almost exclusively centered in rural

value of some of these

not

need

of ANBS for two
conducted the

reasons.

a

Bediako notes, African

literature to validate

or

and

describe it before it

existence and

ministry function of ANBS represents

grace in the form of a viable cross-cultural

Rev. S. J.

are

Westbury, began conducting pastors'

by a passion

ministry

worth

a

in East

outiining.

seminars in East

for missions and the desire to

help African
at Elim Bible

financially sponsor and conduct teaching seminars. Although an ordained

Assemblies of God minister who

leadership with
for mission

Christianity

experience

pastors, he joined his missionary colleagues, from earlier Bible school days
to

to the

history and description of the teaching ministry

Africa; therefore, the circumstances leading to its formulation

Institute,

as

First, ANBS constitutes the ministry body that funded and

imique expression of God's

AfHca in 1968. Motivated

questions

History and Description

short

project. Second, the

My father.

own

my

("Five Theses" 21).

Seminar

This section will present

as

evokes

�

substratum of vital Christian

scholarly

becomes vital to those who live it

yield some fruh,

Kenya

scholarly efforts. Besides,

expressed in daily AfHcan life, the

consciousness, does
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was

involved in district and

the Assemblies of God, he did not

trips but personally financed all

ultimately national

depend on the raising of ministry

the expenses associated with

funds

conducting the

seminars. Successful business ventmes from 1959 until the time of his death in 1981

enabled him to take

on

the financial burden of sponsoring seminars and to fund

construction of many church buildings in East AfHca.

Westbury

Regarding the teaching seminars, they were
National pastors, who served small Pentecostal

organization, PEFA,

came

Friday evening) with Bible

school

meetings. Attending pastors
than the

were

equivalent of one U.S.

were

or

sophisticated in any sense.

congregations of the still-young church

to the seminars from the

hundred miles away. The seminars

not

surrounding areas,

held for five

church facilities

some

from

one

days (from Monday evening to

providing accommodations for the

required to pay a small registration fee (usually

dollar in Kenya
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shillings).

All other expenses,

less

including

food, lodging costs, and financial assistance for pastors who traveled a considerable
distance to attend
were

covered

were

filled with teaching sessions conducted

church leader/teacher.
and

by Rev. Westbury.

by him,

a

days (Tuesday through Friday)

local

missionary,

Among subjects taught at the seminars

development, areas

sections of the Bible,

The

of biblical and

were

and

leadership principles

systematic theology, individual books

and

spiritual formation ^d personal discipline, church govermnent and

church administration issues, fundamental doctrines, and other topics related to

ministry.

An African

predominant language
Swahili.

interpreted Rev. Westbury' s teaching from English to
in

with altar services where attendees

were

relationship with and service to the Lord.

Today,
with

a

were

inspirational

Swahili

(the
in

in nature and often ended

challenged to deeper commitments

of

A ceremony concluded the week of meetings

receiving a certificate of participation.

ANBS is

a

non-profit, private foundation, formally established

primary focus of training national pastors

has conducted

pastoral

Kenya). Missionaries and African teachers usually taught

Evening meetings, held each night,

with each pastor

African

an

over one

hundred

in 1981

in East Afiica. Since 1981 this

mimstry

fifty seminars with over twenty thousand pastors and

Westbury
church leaders in attendance. As director of this
in cross-cultural

experience

South America,
seminars.

of Africa,

leadership

Kenya and Tanzania, East

equip

pastoral task.

in fifteen locations in

sponsored and conducted twenty-six (five day)

The conviction behind this

of practical

seminars

Kenya and Tanzania with 3,070 pastors and church leaders

teaching ministry is that, although the

rapidly growing in many regions of Afiica,
area

fifty trips to parts

most of whom have had limited Bible education to

hi 1999 and 2000 ANBS

the

years of

twenty-five

of conducting these

most of the seminars are conducted in

Afiica, for national pastors,

attending.

I have

made almost

Europe, and Russia for the purpose

Presently,

them for the

ministry and have

ministry,
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its leaders

are

church is

in great need of assistance in

teaching and training for the challenging task of shepherding their

congregations (see Appendix I).
My relationship and ministry experience with the Kenya, PEFA pastors
a

long and immensely rewarding one. Twenty-five years of annual trips to Kenya to

conduct seminars for the pastors have afforded

meaningful relationships.
acceptance,

Personal

opportunities to develop rich and

ministry takes place among them

care, and trust. Over the years, based

presented teaching material that touches
I

has been

taught material regarding the

parenting.

The

missionary

or

relational

resulted in

�

one

that

sensitive and

relationship, ANBS has

personal

areas.

In 1999 and

2000,

dynamics of marriage and principles of effective

teaching on marriage relationships

Afiican

on

with mutual

�

not

of my greatest

easily handled by either resident

ministry experiences. Meaningful

insight, engaging discussion, embarrassing revelations, along with uproarious
knowing laughter pervaded every teaching session.

A

signal

and

moment in the seminar

Westbury
conducted in Karatina, Kenya, occurred when

fifties,

stood up and

declared,

a

PEFA women's

"I know that my husband will
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leader, probably in her

come

home from this

seminar and know how I want to be loved."
The above incident suggests that I
the

subjects based on years

hold that

study

participatory

is collected

of respect,

enjoy a certain "participation"

of relationship with and

status becomes

a

vital

in the lives of

ministry among them. Furthermore,

quality to

insure that reliable data for the

(Ellen 22-66). Cross-cuhural friendships that feature

mutual atthudes

humility, and love open up opportunhies for meaningful ministry and help

maintain faithfulness in mission

(McConnell

and McConnell

39-41).

I
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The

disciples
one

the

is

study acknowledges that embodied in the
a

teaching commission (Matt. 28:19-20;

ofthe Church's greatest

theological underpinnings
Church's mission entails

Acts

responsibihties involves

spiritual formation of believers.

The

Great Commission of making

a

2:42) (Gangel 29). Therefore,

vital

ministry of contributing to

teaching ministry of the

in God's revelation of himself to his

Church claims its

people.

As

vocation, the

articulating the meaning of being God's people and the

significance of his dwelling in the midst of those who belong to him.
God's

community is

rooted in God's mission of reconciliation at every level.

Thus, the overall ministry of the Church unfolds the meaning of the redeemed creation.
Its essential aim is to nurture Christian
among believers. The

relationship
share the

This

of Christian

maturity

ministry of the Church calls and directs people to commitment in

with the Lord, with

�

same

growth and the qualities

one

another, and with a world of people who do

not

faith confession.

chapter will

describe the

study designed to

ministry conducted by PEFA churches in Kenya.

assess

the natiue and status of

The research involves

an

inquiry into a

host of ministry issues within the context of a Pentecostal denomination in East Africa,
Research Issues
I claim
context and

as

an

informed

perspective based on years of experience

evidenced in

an

oral

history produced in

in the

1998. With the

ministry

ministry

experience and the oral history serving as a backdrop, the data for the study was primarily
collected by administering

a

researcher-designed questioimaire consisting of fifty items

Westbury

pertaining to ministry practice

issues among

examined the nature and status of ministry

activity, ideas, perceptions, values,

Kenya's PEFA

practices

churches. The

in PEFA

and beliefs of the
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study

by probing the ministry

respondents who participated

in the

study.
Closed and
into

inquiry

a

open-ended questions

number of issues. I

included

on

the research instrument made

acknowledge that multiple open-ended questions posed

interpretive challenges that emerged in the analysis stage of the study and that potentially
jeopardized high reliability
residted in greater

26)

and

were

standards. However, I believe that

insight into the values

appropriate to

the

goal

open-ended questions

and beliefs of participants

of an accurate

(Fink and Kosecoff

description and interpretation of the

phenomenon imder study (Wiersma 216).
The research examined the
the church's

concept?
based

I

ministry

following ministry concems. (1) Is there evidence that

is rooted in any

particular definition and understanding of the

composed the first question of the research instrument to offer various broad-

perspectives that might frame

a

definition of ministry from which

respondents may

have identified:

Which statement do you think best defines the ministry in the church?
1
The mimstry of the church prepares the believer to be an enthusiastic
.

2.

witness of the gospel to the whole world (evangelistic based).^
The ministry of the church prepares the believer for responsible

3.

Christian life and leadership (individualistic based).
The ministry of the church develops knowledgeable and

4.

students of the Word (intellectual/knowledge based).
The ministry of the church seeks to promote growth and

5.

The

capable

maturity of
the believer in order to know and experience God's purpose and plan
(growth based).
The mimstry of the church prepares God's people for works of service
and productivity (service based).

parenthetical

labels

were

not included

on

the actual

questionnaire.

Westbury
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6. The

ministry ofthe church prepares people to develop a worshipful
relationship with God and to relate to others as functioning,
cooperative members of the body of Christ (relational/communal
based).

While

offering the above possible options

respondents

were

Christian

ministry involves

marriage

concems,

the

Effective

developmental

of children and

and doctrinal
on

survey, the

question to express a particular

of ministry conducted

concems

A number of questions

by the church. (2)

including relational issues,

youth,

social issues,

as

well

teaching for the benefit of younger

the research instrument

probed these

areas.

(3)

ministry regards organizational issues, leadership training and development,

and evaluation of overall

questions

that

resources

ministry effectiveness.

approach these issues

ministry makes

demands

on

(printed material

necessities from

a

Westem

when all of the above
context.

next

question ofthe

attention to the needs of families

imparting of faith claims

generations.

the first

given an opportunity on the

perspective that considered the purpose

as

on

from

a

The

questionnaire

number of perspectives.

contained

a

series of

(4) Adequate

time, church finances, and space. Furthermore, teaching

and

teaching supplies) to nurture

perspective.

resources are

I

Christian faith

are

assumed

sought to examine how ministry is conducted

profoundly limited in availability within the ministry

(5) Much of the literature maintains that traditional religions

still claim

importance

in the lives of African Christians. The research instrument made

that claim.

(6) The research instrument afforded respondents the opportunity to express

what

they perceive

are

the obstacles

(negative) that prevent PEFA churches

achieving ministry goals. (7) Finally,
age,

a

group of questions

inquiry

into

from

sought information regarding

ministry experience, and educational level of the respondents and insight into the

financial

strength of the churches they serve.

Westbury

Admittedly, the questionnaire represents
and status of ministry

a

broad-stroked

practices among Kenya's PEFA churches

inquiry
and is

ambiguity; however, the research represents a seminal study into
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into the nature

susceptible to

issues that have

previously escaped the attention of formal inquiry. Furthermore, the purpose of the study
was

less

an

attempt to evaluate

particular cultural

context.

commitment to pursue
the

as

it

was an

effort to describe

Notwithstanding this admission,

answers

to the three research

a

phenomenon within a

I did not shrink from

questions that embody the

a

focus of

project.

Research

Question

What

#1

are current

ministry practices ofthe Pentecostal Evangelistic Fellowship of

Africa?

Faith commuiuties in every societal context establish their

context,

largely through how ministry is conducted within the community.

identity, within that
The

study

sought to ascertain the qualities of PEFA that distinguish it within Kenya's religious
fabric.
Research

Question #2

What systems and structures form the foundation for ministry practices

Pentecostal Evangelistic
features of PEFA

on

Fellowship ofAfrica?

both national and

unavailability of resources (e.g.,
impact ministry practices.

The

or

question probed the organizational

levels.

space, finances,

study sought to

practices in PEFA and what real
Research

regional

This

of the

Additionally,

the

availability or

time, equipment, materials, training)

examine what assets eidiance

perceived obstacles frustrate

effective

ministry

ministry.

Question #3

What

beliefsystems seem to undergird ministry practices of the Pentecostal

Westbury
Evangelistic Fellowship ofAfrica?
within

organization takes place

an

The

with

project
an

buih

was

on

the

premise that ministry

underlying belief system

and

ministry

philosophy that give shape to the pattems, practices, habits, experiences,
all

ministry practices.

The Hterature suggests that

perspective along with Westem faith tradhions

�

efforts

�

both make claims of importance

on

Population
For this

study,

is defined

ANBS in

as

all of the

Kenya during 2000.

1,212

^introduced

and

Sample
of the

approximately sixteen

Kenya. The sample fi-ame, the subjects of the

PEFA pastors who attended seminars conducted

That is, all

people present at the

advance list of people; rather, the creation of the

seminars

were

sampling did not occur from

sample

by

an

list and the process of sampling

simultaneously (Fowler 20).

The

study followed a modified analytic

explanations

of the

phenomenon imder study.

typically attend ANBS

seminars

evangelists also attend.
leaders, who
who

by early mission

the lives of African Christians.

administered the research instrument. In this case,

occurred

and traditions of

indigenous cultural heritage and

study, the population consisted of all

hundred pastors of PEFA churches in
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were

are

not

are

The data

pastors,

a

induction

That

approach, which

said, while the majority of those who

few women's

generated by the

seeks universal

small

leaders, youth pastors, and

representative

group of church

pastors, seemed consistent with the data collected from respondents

pastors. I believe that accommodating the respondents who comprised these

minority categories enhanced the study and provided for a more comprehensive,

descriptive model
Kenya's PEFA.

of the

phenomenon

�

the nature and status of ministry

practices

in

Westbury
In the year

2000, ANBS conducted six pastors' seminars that

1,212 ministers of PEFA. The dates and locations

were as

14-18

February 2000

at the Suna Mission Church in

(2)

21-25

February 2000

at the Mt.

(3)

17-2 1

April

(4)

24-28

April 2000

(5)

1-5

(6)

8-12

Based

Suna, Kenya

Nairobi, Kenya

at the Kaimosi Bible Insthute in

2000 at the Kaimosi Bible Institute in
at Elim

by

Kenya Training Center in Karatina, Kenya

2000 at the Manna Bible Insthute in

May 2000

attended

follows:

(1)

May

were
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Kaimosi, Kenya

Kaimosi, Kenya

Evangelistic Church in Mombasa, Kenya.

the past fifteen years of seminar attendance, between 70 and 80 percent

on

of all PEFA pastors attend annual seminars conducted by ANBS. Any number of factors
in the past have accounted for

torrential rains

or

drought

in

a

fluctuating attendance percentages from year to year (e.g.,

specific area,

economic

hardships, transportation

difficulties, political tensions in the country, ministry responsibilities, and

personal factors).
total

The

a

variety of

1,212 attending represents approximately 75 percent of PEFA's

pastoral population.
Instrumentation
The

primary research

instrument consisted of a researcher-designed,

fifty item

questionnaire surveying seven areas of ministry among PEFA's churches in Kenya.
developed the questionnaire

in consultation with

faculty mentor Dr. Tapiwa Mucherera

from Zimbabwe

(a country bordering Kenya), Dr.

Ministry Studies

at

me

for

Tom

Tumblin, Director of Doctor of

Asbury Theological Seminary, and Rev.

Secretary of PEFA in Kenya. Rev. Deyahs is also
served with

over

I

a

Peter

Deyahs, General

staff member of ANBS and has

twenty years. Deyahs assigns local leaders

to make

Westbury
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arrangements for the Kenya seminars in each regional locale, translates teaching material
into Swahili and arranges for its
serves as

the final

my

printing and availability for seminar attendees,

interpreter for all teaching and preaching sessions.

English version of the research

Rev.

instrument into Swahili and

and

Deyahs translated

produced a bilingual

format.

Mucherera, Tumblin, and Deyahs offered several suggestions during the

composition stage of the questionnaire to insure

the

validity

Deyahs targeted a number of terms on specific questions
meaiungs for

respondents.

PEFA pastors

Deyahs
have

are more

also identified

For

example,

in

a

Kenya, "follow up mirustry" is

a

controversial

Mucherem

that

troublesome issue. Mucherera
or

that

the

urged me to

suggested bias or

pressed the importance of each question having a specific

that contributed to the overall
I considered

a term

practice regarding baptism cards. Thus,

questions that were redundant, that lacked specificity,

presupposition.

potentially unclear

question about "attendance records" that PEFA pastors might

question was reworded to avoid raising the

goal

that carried

likely to understand rather than "ministry to help new converts."

perceived to touch on

eliminate

of the research instrument.

goal of the study.

utilizing Likert scale options for the closed

survey

questions

�

allowing participants to render degrees of responses along some continmmi. However,
after discussion, Mucherera and I determined that,

scale of qualifying

would be better

an answer

although in a few cases

a

continuum

might prove helpful, the overall purposes of the

accomplished by asking for either "yes" or "no"

questions while providing for the respondent to include any

answers

comments.

survey

to closed

Westbury

Deyahs, after discussing aspects
recommended that the

of the

English is preferred to

Swahili. That is,

English and responding to them
and

more

Swahili.

bulky document,

instrument in this
well

as

a

on

in

a

bilingual booklet

opposing pages.

some

In

form with both

some areas

English rather than reading the questions
majority

of Kenya,

respondents prefer reading the questions

of the

in

in Swahili

participants preferred reading and

Producing the questionnaire

in this

bilingual

format created a

but I determined that the benefits of composing the research
would enhance the aesthetic

maimer

quality of the questionnaire

as

ultimately produce better results (Fink and Kosecoff 44).
The first two

questions

purpose of the survey

practices
the

in

responding in English. Still,

responding in

questionnaire with Kenyan colleagues,

questionnaire be produced

English and Swahili versions side-by-side
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as

on

the research instrument

defined in

among the churches

Chapter

1

were

clearly connected to the

to assess the nature and status

�

ofKenya's PEFA.

From those initial

of ministry

questions, I arranged

remaining items of inquiry to flow in a logical order, grouping questions loosely

around

topical

issues

relating to various ministries performed by the local

chiuch. The

questions were presented in an independent manner. Questions that might be regarded as
personal

intrusive

or

were

presented at the end of the research instrument.
Reliability

Replication

of the

organization and its affiliates.

subjects,

Internal

group of PEFA leaders to

descriptions

Validity

study may not be possible due to the unique features

cross-cultural contextual realities, the

indigenous

and

and my

of the

relationship with both the

validity issues were monitored by utilizing an

help analyze, interpret,

and offer

from the collected data. To enhance and to argue the

phenomenological

study's external

Westbury
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reliability, I sought to produce an organized and persuasive presentation of the study's
contextual
I

shuation, the procedures utilized, and the deduced results (Wiersma 222).

acknowledge that the research instrument was devised in a literate setting and

presented in a predominant oral-aural context; however, the issues addressed by the

questionnaire

were

relevant and

appropriate. Optimal

participants; however, respondents
that

appeared on the

questionnaire

survey

of the nature

were not

instrument,

used to

nor were

The seminars conducted

and ministerial news,

represented a legitimate

introducing the teachers

for

a

few

days

for

a

faithfully

in

ministry

time of physical and

The seminars

are

concem.

and

subjects to

be

taught,

atmosphere usually prevails

and burdens

are

at

and

region

come

time

outlining

on

personal

personally and corporately,

in often-difficult circumstances break away

spiritual refreshing.

important for several

settings, the seminars represent the only time
entire

a

the annual

another up to date

shared both

with

reasons.

First, although regular leadership

meetings regarding district affairs require some of the pastors to get together in

an

with

Survey Setting

acquaintances, friends bring one

concems

and pastors who labor

of questions

by ANBS typically open on Monday evening

the schedule for the week. A reunion-like
renew

being asked the kinds

survey

they used to completing a written

ANBS Seminar Format and

seminars. Pastors

sought from

were

presented to them (Ong, Orality 55). Lack of familiarity

the survey instrument and the survey process

of welcoming attendees,

responses

small

in the year where all the PEFA pastors from

together for fellowship, worship, prayer, and spiritual

renewal.

Many of the attendees pastor churches in areas that afford them little contact with their
fellow ministers. The seminars

provide

an

occasion for them to be

encouraged and to be

Westbury
reminded that they

are

not alone in

limited Bible school education to

congregations
the

same

over

attending and graduating

a

number of the pastors who

ministers, but many of the

young persons who attend

of families and vocations that make

responsibilities

years of their life to attend Bible school

believe to be

a

a

servants of the Lord

that

are

are

not

and

are

pastoral

seasoned

yet saddled with the

realistically committing months and

college difficuh.

The seminars offer what I

something within the

equipping themselves to be more competent

Furthermore, the seminar setting creates
men

basic to

ANBS seminars

through ministry development at a theological

the hearts of these young

seminars do not offer

theological institution;

"taste" of the academic environment that may stir

hearts of young attendees to consider

and

or

from

courses

come to

pastors have had

of shepherding the

given them responsibility. The

however, the seminars do offer brief intensive study

ministry. Third,

most of the PEFA

equip them for the task

which God has

benefits derived fi-om

ministry. Second,
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an

women

environment for the

who

institution.

Holy Spirit to speak to

might be contemplating issues of ministry

preparation for it.
Methodology
The purpose of this

study was to explore, by means of surveying PEFA pastors,

the nature and status of ministry

research instrument

was a

questions.

This

mode with

numerous

The

was a

practices among the churches ofKenya's PEFA. The

fifty item questionnaire utilizing both closed and open-ended

descriptive study of cross-sectional design in the nonexperimental

variables

operating simultaneously (Wiersma 169).

project consisted of administering the questionnaire to the PEFA pastors who

attended annual seminars

sponsored and conducted by ANBS

in the year 2000. Six
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pastors' seminars
to

were

conducted in five strategically located

facilitate convenience of travel to the seminars by the
The research instrument

teaching

sessions of each

was

administered in

one

geographical

sites in

attending pastors.
of the

Thursday moming

pastors' seminar. Each teaching session is

to 2 hours in

1

duration. I selected

Thursday because the seminars begin on Monday evening

time of welcoming,

greeting,

Seminar

and

establish rapport
sessions. In
ease

on an

identity and personality.

everyone has

Teachers and

featuring inside jokes, good-natured ribbing,

short, by Thursday, the social dynamics

during the

survey process.

would have diminished the

participants

were

in

ministerial

�

place

for the

Waiting any later to administer the

At each seminar

a cover

(i.e.,
some

pressing

seminar.

Because

a

number of questions

on

the

might be regarded as delving into the personal ministry performance

participants, the

included

survey

location, I presented each attending pastor with a copy of the

questionnaire, both in English and Swahili.
research instrument

participants to

potential number of the target sample because

usually depart the

in."

and full-blown discussion

those who have difficult travel home and those who have

responsibilities

fully "settled

participants

�

of the

a

participants not only attend teaching sessions together but eat, sleep, and

The week together takes

Friday)

with

providing information for how the week will evolve.

fellowship together for the entire five days. By Thursday,

be at

Kenya

letter

issue of confidentiality

was one

of concem. The

questionnaire

(see Appendix A) that explained the purpose of the

survey,

assured respondents of confidentiality and anonymity, and thanked the respondents for
their participation in the survey. Prior to

administering the questionnaire, I verbally

reinforced my commitment to protecting the identity of all participants (see Appendix E).

Westbury
The fact that all seminar attendees

minimized

concems

performance
The

or

for any other

allowed and

to utilize eitiier the

English or

allowed

Swahili. I

Swahili version ofthe

enough time

on

each

question

item to

I also

encouraged participants to ask questions to clarity misunderstandings about
All

questionnaires were collected from respondents

The described

combined survey

after die last

procedure was somewhat interactive and utilized
and interview

are

not common

survey

strategies

methodology (Fink and Kosecoff 19-20).

approach (questionnaire and group interview format)

surveys

question

participant recorded a response.

questionnaire

First, social

targets for inquiry into ministry

participant had sufficient opportunity to record a response.

had been read and each

from both

survey further

reason.

to record all responses. I

that each

item(s).

were

participate in the

interpreter and I read each question aloud, both in English and

questionnaire

any

invited to

that individual persons

insti^cted the participants

assme

were
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was

phenomena among Kenya's populace.

The

appropriate.
I

anticipated

having to educate the participants about the process even as they contemplated and
completed the

items

on

the survey instmment.

Furthermore, Kenyan's

are

suspicious of hidden agendas when their beliefs, perceptions, preferences,
are

interrogated. Second, the

cultural and

sometimes
and interests

language divide between participants and

myself necessitated a survey procedure that took advantage of the benefits of both

questionnaire and interview methods to diminish misunderstandings. Third, I was
concemed about
In

some

some

participants' ability to negotiate a self-administered questionnaire.

regions of Kenya, particularly among the Luo tribe,

preferred language, although it is Kenya's

national

Swahili is not

indigenous language.

necessarily the

At the

same

Westbury
time, many Kenyans do
such

as

the

one

proposed by the

of literacy. Past
to

not know
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English well enough to complete a survey instrument
project.

survey

experience suggests that not all

Another related

concem

of PEFA's pastors

can

regards the

read well

issue

enough

competently complete the questionnaire on their own. Fourth, to employ a multiple-

item, bilingual questionnaire within a large group setting (160-300 persons) required
careful

oversight.

for the

study

was

The best way to insure that
to

participants provided accurate

information

slowly and methodically proceed through each item of the

instrument, providing verbal instmction, explanation, and guidance

as

research

the need dictated.

Questionnaire Pretest
The research instrument
in various

was

pilot tested with a group of six Kenyans

capacities of leadership in PEFA churches.

Suna Mission church in Suna,

Kenya.

Peter

This trial test

was

Deyahs (my interpreter)

who

serve

conducted at the

and I conducted the

pilot test session.
Data Collection

Seminars conducted

serving PEFA's

ten

by ANBS take place in five geographical

designated regions (see Appendix H). Regions

subdivided into districts. Each district is comprised of ten
the

to

locales in

are

Kenya

further

forty churches.

I collected

questionnaires completed by survey participants and grouped them by district

affiliation. This

procedure provided foundational organizational

task of constmcting

ended

stmcture for the arduous

adequate and reliable codes for classifying answers to the

open-

questions on the survey (Fowler 130).
Data

The purpose of the

study was to

Analysis

assess

the nature and status of ministry

practices

Westbury
among the churches

ofKenya's PEFA; therefore, the study was designed to generate

descriptive statistics.
were

the
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Since the

practices, beliefs,

and

perceptions of those being studied

focus, I utilized an analytical mediodology that allowed for considerable overlap

between data collection and the construction of descriptive
categories. That is, given that
this

project represented survey research, drawing conclusions

constituted

one

ofthe final

steps. Hypotheses, theories, and explanations, though tentatively speculated prior to the

study,

were

generated during the analytical phase ofthe research data (Wiersma 269).

The data collected

the

required both quantitative

and

Because of

qualitative analyses.

large number of open-ended questions, I directed considerable effort toward

constructing codes that translated the
analyzed (Fowler 128).

"own words"

The system of analysis

answers

was

based

into

on

a

system that could be

captured pattems

of

thinking or reported behavior (performed ministry), words, phrases, expressions, and
other featmes that seemed to form
A team of indigenous

1 7).

worked with

me

to create

interpreted to

study

individuals, who demonstrated

answers

determine featmes of ministry

interpretations derived from

will

that

were

different

among PEFA churches in

The collected data from the

the research

characterizing information (Wiersma 216-

describe the characteristics of the

mimstry practices

�

basis for

categories that grouped answers

and to differentiate between
was

a

as

a

genuine interest in the study,

that

were

analytically

similar

(Fowler 129). Finally, the data

phenomenological

focus of the

Kenya.

questionnaire was organized and analyzed to

conducted

the data

by PEFA churches in Kenya. The

analyses

served in

drawing conclusions that relate to

problem. Though beyond the bounds of the study,

the deduced conclusions

hopefidly lead to effective first steps and strategies regarding purposeful

action

Westbury
toward

addressing ministry and Christian development needs in Kenya's PEFA.
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CHAPTER 5

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
This
assess

the

chapter describes

nature

Three research
of PEFA?

and seeks to

and status of ministry

(3)

Since its

of the

What

are

current

structures form the foundation for

What belief systems

seem

to

ministry practices of

as a

witness of

denomination, it

assets in the form of financial resources and cash

property, buildings, theological schools, and denominationally connected health

and medical facilities.
a

physical

Kenya.

ministry practices

founding in 1962, PEFA has remained a vibrant Pentecostal

cannot boast of significant

in

undergird ministry practices of PEFA?

the Christian faith in the East African nation of Kenya. However,

reserves,

study designed to

practices conducted by PEFA churches

questions have guided the study: (1)

(2) What systems and

PEFA? and,

interpret the findings

Working with PEFA are less tiian a dozen

Westem missionaries in

country of thirty million people. The mission organizations in the United States that

supported and participated in PEFA's founding do not contribute routinely to its financial
sustenance. Few of PEFA's churches would be considered

nestie in
in

Kenya's rural

large.

Most of die churches

areas, situated in her hundreds of small towns and

semi-permanent buildings,

some

in rented

facilities, and

some

villages�some

congregations under the

shade of ti-ees. A limited number of PEFA's pastors have received what might be

considered adequate secular and biblical education to effectively pastor congregations. A
cursory view of PEFA's

present condition leaves

an

image of incredible ministry

challenges, impressive obstacles, many problems, and few ready solutions,

sti-ategies to confi-ont tiiem.

At die risk of over-spiritiializing PEFA's

means, and/or

plight, the

tiiat he would build his
organization has as its greatest assets: (1) die Lord's proclamation

Westbury
Church against which the gates of hell would
Acts 1:8

�

that

not

prevail (Matt. 16:18); (2) the promise

of

recipients of the Holy Spirit would be endowed with power to be

witnesses of the risen Lord; and, (3) God's promise
him
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to never leave those who embrace

by faith.
The

The

sponsored

subjects

for the

and conducted

seminars is

Subjects

ofthe

Study

study comprised those who

by ANBS

presented in Table

in

attended

pastors'

seminars

Kenya during 2000. Registration for the six

5.1 below:

Table 5.1

Subjects of the Study
Attendance

Seminar

203

Nyanza Region 14-18 February 2000
Mt Kenya Region�21-25 February 2000
Central Regioit� 17-21 April 2000
Westem Region�24-28 April 2000
lUft Valley Region� 1-5 May 2000
Coast Region�8-12 May 2000
�

167
191
270

161
220

1,212

Total Attendance

The total attendance of 1,212

represented the number of potential participants in the

research project. Of that number, 1,181 surveys
and their data

analyzed. Twenty-three

surveys

were

were

completed by

considered

survey

illegible

participants

and could not be

considered for research purposes.
Administration of Questionnaire Pretest
To validate the

reliability of the test instrument (the questionnaire), I conducted a
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a

women's leader,

a

youth leader, and two local pastors. The pilot test session was conducted in a manner that

duplicated,

as

closely as possible, the conditions in which the questionnaire

actually be administered to

survey

participants.

Areas of concem for the

would

pilot test

included the clarity of language (both English and Swahili) used in the research

instrument, clarity and suitability of verbal directions
and value of individual

question items, general

transition of topic

included

areas

responses, and time

on

the

and

format of the instrument, flow and

questionnaire,

required to complete the

explanations, appropriateness

sufficient spaces for

survey.

The pretest session confirmed the wisdom of employing

the six

participants,

four persons utilized the

the Swahili version. The

Afterwards,
more

one

thoughtfid

errors were

group, that

a

bilingual

format. Of

English version ofthe questionnaire and two

questionnaire took fifty-seven minutes to administer.

participant suggested that additional time
responses to the

open-ended questions.

noted and corrected. I observed,

given the

shoidd be

given to provide

A half-dozen

informal

typographical

setting of the small

participants constantiy engaged one another with comments regarding specific

questions and issues presented in the

survey. The

tendency of the pretest participants

confirmed my presupposition that the survey process would involve
the Kenyan

recording

participants.

a

novelty

factor for

After the pretest session, I judged die research insttimient to be

satisfactory for data collection.
Research Reflection Teams

The research reflection teams for this

project were not comprised of a fixed

number of members who attended every working session. The population for which the

Westbury

study was designed, the pastors ofKenya's PEFA,

Kenya and

is

is

spread over the entire nation of

geographically demarcated into ten separate regions (see Appendix H).

Meetings of reflection teams
maximum benefits in

were

guiding the

held at

strategic times

research

region were included who

not able to

were

and locations that

of the

attend

project, church leaders of a specific

meetings

outside their

travel and time constraints. In short, the research reflection team for the
of a fluid group of persons who
enhance the

A

were

project consisted

strategic times during the

key meeting for research reflection purposes was conducted after administering

Issues of discussion included:

clarity of the questions

the survey, and the

questionnaire
items that

utilized at various and

region due to

rehability and validity of the study.

the research instrument to the first

the

yielded

project toward accurate data collection and

analysis. Especially in the interpretive phase

study to
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items

as

participants

in the South and West

Nyanza regions.

(1) the actual time taken to administer the questionnaire,
indicated

by the participants' responsiveness while taking

degree to which participants

through the

survey process;

seemed to remain

(2) special

engaged with the

attention to

questionnaire

might need more specific instruction or explanation; and, (3) how

questionnaire results might be enhanced or diminished by encouraging participants to
include written comments when
continue
answers

the

answering questions.

On this last

issue,

we

agreed to

inviting participants to make written comments of explanation or to clarify their
and also to instruct the

participants that comments

requirements of completing the

were not

necessary to

satisfy

survey.

A second research reflection

meeting was conducted after the participants

in the

Central region of Kenya completed the survey. A chief item of discussion included how
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demographic and tribal differences in Kenya might be reflected in the responses from
each
or

region and how those responses might impact the

Although no study

survey results.

analysis ofthe research data had yet been made, participants from the different

regions,

so

changes

in the administration of the

far, seemed to be reasonably open and engaged with the survey process. No

The

invited the
valuable

questionnaire

were

recommended.

day after administering the questionnaire to the Coast region participants,

participants to comment on the survey experience.

insight

on

surveys. Below is

what

a

impact the

survey process had

on

This session

those who

I

provided

completed the

sampling of some ofthe participants' observations. (Comments

are

paraphrased.)
(I) The survey experience opened my mind to some of the reasons for
ministry failure in the church where I pastor. I am going home with a
new vision about some of these challenges.

(2)

questions in the survey reflect how ministry should be taking
place in the church and how to improve the overall ministry ofthe
The

church.

helped me leam what ministry should focus on.
challenge my own personal performance in my ministry.

It will

(3)

The survey

(4)

The survey helped me to see what kinds of programs that ministers
should be developing in order to be effective in this new century.

(5)

The

questions in the survey showed that the teacher (researcher) is not
afraid to be open and challenging with those who participated in the
smvey.

(6)

The survey

represented a good gauge to tell

us

how PEFA is

doing in

ministry.
(7)

The survey was somewhat discouraging because it revealed many
areas of negligence in ministry.

These and other comments made

by participants after taking the

survey revealed
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insightful

reflection

by the participants.

The observations made

by the project

participants revealed a growing awareness by the participants that a full range
does

not

nurtures

necessarily translate

into

more

programs but that

of ministry

fully integrated ministry

personal application which leads to life-affecting results within the

congregations where ministry takes place.
The

PEFA,

study benefited from

to my home in

worked both

on

my

a

visit

by Rev.

Peter

Deyahs, the General Secretary of

Atlanta, Georgia. During the three week visit. Rev. Deyahs

project and on compiling data fi-om PEFA's most recent efforts to

determine the current number of its churches and pastors.
value of analyzing the

particularly to the
research

data in

conjunction with PEFA's

data should be

internal data,

issues.

February 2001, during a research reflection

PEFA's national

own

extent that both PEFA's intemal statistics and the data fi-om the

project corroborated on census

hi

in

questionnaire

Deyahs and I discussed the

leadership,

an

session

involving members of

important decision was made regarding how the

compded and organized for analysis.

PEFA exists

as

survey

ten different

regions

Kenya (see Appendix H); however, several of die current regions have been formed

due to

growtii ofthe denomination over the past ten to fifteen years.

existed

as

five distinct

regions (see Appendix G).

similarities that exist among the

more

We discussed

recentiy-formed regions,

one

time, PEFA

diat, due to the

data collection and

analysis should be conducted along affiliation lines of five regions.
the research

At

For the purposes of

project, the data was compiled accordingly: (1) die Soudi Coast and the

North Coast regions

were

combined and

Centi-al region and Mt. Kenya region

were

were

considered

combined

as

as

the Coast

region; (2) the

diey were prior to

1985 and

were

Westbury
considered

as

the Central/Mt. Kenya region;

East Westem regions

were

(3) the

South Western, North Western, and

combined and considered

Nyanza and West Nyanza regions

were
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as

the Westem

combined and considered

as

region; (4) the
the

South

Nyanza region;

and, (5) the Rift Valley region had not been subdivided as of the date of the study.

Finally,

for assistance

during the

executive committees of two PEFA
which survey

topics

were

data

analysis stage

regions, conducted two

study,

I met with the

fomms for PEFA pastors in

discussed, and conducted a personal interview with Rev.

Samuel Mwatha, the General Overseer of PEFA in
enhance my

of the

Kenya. Each setting served to

understanding regarding matters pertinent to PEFA as a whole, to matters

particular regions,

and to

specific mimstry
Administering

issues of concem
the

Precautions to

overcome

question.

Questionnaire

I knew that the survey process would be

participants.

or

of

an

unfamiliar exercise for most of the

the awkwardness,

difficulty, discomfort, suspicion,

and

unfamdiarity were implemented: (1) by reading a statement that assured participants

that

no

each

adverse consequences would

occur as a

resuh of their

participation, (2) by reading

question in both English and Swahili, (3) by inviting questions from the participants

for clarification if needed, and

(4) by allowing sufficient time for those

who needed it to

respond to each item.
Most ofthe difficulties
first time, I

were overcome.

administering the questionnaire the

implemented a couple of strategies to help maximize positive outcomes of the

research process. One involved amending
learned to direct respondents
answer that

After

to "tick"

they wanted to indicate.

a

simple instiiiction for survey participants.

(British term)

rather than "check" in front of the

Another strategy involved

a

reminder

on

each

I

Westbury
survey item that
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participants were to answer according to the circumstances and/or

conditions at the local church where they ministered. Perhaps the greatest adjustment
made

was

incorporating constant encouragement and praise to the participants

waded through the
I

age,

sources

of income,

I include the

and

tenure)

but I believed it

on

of

the last page. Some

important to

reserve

to the

end

Kenya Post-Survey Surprise^

following experience because

quality of the study.

That

from whom the data

was

study.

overall

While

it reveals

a

certain ethnographic

is, I enjoy a participant-observation relationship with those

collected. Over twenty-five years of ministry

setting have provided me with unique access

in the

(questions regarding level

questionnaire any items that might produce anxiety in the participants.
Mt

field

items

ministiy position,

might consider this strategy manipulative,
ofthe

they

eight page, fifty item questioimaire.

intentionally placed the most personal

education,

as

experience

into the lives of those who

in the

participated

asserting that this quality enhanced accuracy in data collection and

reliability ofthe study (Wiersma 273), I acknowledge that the relationship

made the data
enjoyed with the participants may have impacted the findings in a way diat
less accurate and the

The

reliability ofthe study

less

so.

questionnaire for the Mt. Kenya Region was administered in the moming

teaching session of 24 February 2000. After the

last

question on the

survey had been

to leave the
read, many in the group recorded their responses and immediately got up

know that I had
meeting room for the scheduled break between sessions. They did not

specific instiiictions following the last question, as to
^

how the

The incident described in this section occurred after the
the findings.
group and did not impact

questionnaires were to be

questionnaire was

administered to the
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collected after completion. As

a

result, the instructions for collecting the completed

surveys

were

given in an atmosphere of noise

talking,

some

trying to

listen and follow the instructions,

survey conversational "buzz." The surveys

my facial

was

moming,

one

of the district

the

overseer

dimiiushed size in

displeasure

about how

asked to address the

I had

no

matter.

idea what

an

was

meeting

about to

illustration about

a

occur.

rat who

(Obviously, the rat, by virtue of its

comparison with the cat and its precarious position in the food chain

relative to the cat, risks its life to confront the

Ecclesiastes 10:1 : "As dead flies
wisdom and honor." I,

larger animal.) Then, the

give perfume

a

bad smell,

by now, was ready to receive

offensive document

an

along with the general post-

of concem and

introduced his comments with

approach a cat regarding a controversial

with such

people leaving and

eventually collected and secured, but

overseers

began teaching the schedided session.

Nervously,

some

�

ending.

The next

must

were

expression revealed a noticeable level

the session

before I

and confusion

as

the

a

so a

littie

overseer

read

folly outweighs

scolding for presenting the

group

questionnaire that had been administered the

previous day.
I had

anticipated wrongly.

honor the group

The

overseer

by allowing them to have

a

told his fellow pastors that I had

place in history maybe to have their

and Europe when the
responses recorded in libraries in Nairobi

said that
tiien

one

day other people might read the study's findings

relayed to die

shown respect the

come to

group tiiat the dead flies in die

He

study was completed.

and

appreciate PEFA.

He

perfume were tiiose who had not

previous day when they got up and left prematurely; that they had

spoiled the beauty ofthe occasion by not honoring die project.

Then he read Proverbs

Westbury
27:19: "As water reflects

a

face,

so a

man's heart reflects the man."

expression of displeasure the moming before

directly to

me

and

placed us close to

need you to embrace
I wept at the

us

your heart and

I knew that this

was

and the
not

himself to do, but that many in the group felt

researcher and

evident.) The

This event is

day before.

some

we

my

turned

overseer

are

tumed a cold shoulder. We

again."

humility, the openness,

expressed by this man.

episode exposes

all too

said, "We apologize for leaving class before permission. We

ashamed. You have

their behavior the

was

(Obviously,
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of the

a

sensitivity to the Holy Spirit

something that the

need to

overseer

took upon

publicly express their regret

deeply registered in my heart.

for

That said, this

complexity of a phenomenon under study when the

participants of the study are not just relationally linked but personally

connected.

Request for Questionnaires
After each seminar,

a

few pastors

approached me to ask for leftover

questionnaires that they coidd take back home to their churches.
that

they woidd like to use the

church level among those who

document to do their
serve

own

witii them in the

These pastors indicated

ministry

evaluation at the local

ministry context.

This

unexpected,

secondary benefit ofthe study could yield valuable assistance to pastors who seriously
where diey serve the Lord.
apply the evaluative process to the ministry setting
The Breadth,

The research instrument
data files for computer

Length, Depth,
was

not

a

and

Height of the Data

document that could be

easily transformed into

analysis. After administering the bilingual questionnaires, the

Swahili versions had to be translated and dien collated by district and region. The data

Westbury

(including "Yes," "No," "No Response," open-response answers,

and
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participants'

computer and tabulated by district and region.

comments) was then entered into

a

Tabulation for the open-response

answers

after I reviewed every survey, identified

and

participants'

comments

was

categories that emerged from the

accomplished

answers, and

developed codes that imposed order on the responses and comments (Fowler 125).
The total number of surveys

twenty-three completed surveys
tabulation and

analysis.

comments and then

were

After the

computer files, I developed

a

completed by participants
determined to be

data into

Some

.

Another

illegible and not included in

code system for the open-response

organized the

1,181

questionnaires were translated and the

region affiliation.

subregions was then collapsed into five main regions
The data

was

for

answers

data entered into
and

participant

The data from ten

analysis.

generated by the fifty item questionnaire was initially overwhelming.

questions yielded more meaningful information than others for the purposes ofthe

project.

I chose to focus

on

the

questions and responses that provided the most

appropriate and beneficial data for describing and characterizing the nature and status of
ministry practices

in

Kenya's PEFA.
Presenting and Analyzing the Data

The remainder of tiiis

the relevant

interpretive analysis of die data.

determination
assess

chapter will both report the findings of the

to

The

data and present

following represents the criteria in die

handle and present die data in diis way: The purpose of the

the nature and status of ministry

stiidy

is to

practices among the churches ofKenya's PEFA;

therefore, the study is designed to generate primarily qualitative statistics. The study is

descriptive

one

of cross-sectional

design in the nonexperimental

mode with

numerous

a
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variables operating simultaneously. Presenting the

raw

data

(in the form of the figures

distributed throughout the chapter) along with the accompanying analysis provide the
reader with a
of the

more

convenient and less cumbersome way to consider the overall

findings

study.

Response Language of Participants
Figure

5. 1 demonstrates the

language (Swahili or English) that survey

respondents chose to complete the questionnaire.
regions

survey

instmment.

percent).
to 49.8

In the

respondents overwhelmingly chose

Swahili to

complete the

Nyanza participants opted for Swahili (58.2 percent)

Central

over

region participants slightly favored English over

research

English (41.8

Swahili

(50.2 percent

percent).
Survey participants

of the Coast

region recorded the

utilization at 13.6 percent, with the Westem Region
I met with the executive committees of the three

region to

discuss this

made up ofthe
a

Coast, Rift Valley, and Westem

only slightiy higher at

17.4 percent.

subregions that comprise the

Westem

phenomenon. (The executive committees of PEFA regions are

regional chairman, secretary, treasurer,

regional representative.)

findings.

lowest percentage of English

women's leader,

youth leader,

The group believed that two factors contributed to the

and

Westbury
Total
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Respondents: 1,181

100

80

60

40

20

r � 1
English

Swahili

13.6

86.4

50.2

49.8

? Rift Valley

28.2

71.8

�Westem

17.4

82.6

O Nyanza

41.8

58.2

� Coast
� Central/Mt.

Note: All niunbers

due to

Kenya

percentages. Totals for each region may
roimding to the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figme

not add up to 100

percent

5. 1

Response Language of Participants

The first has to do with the age of the pastors in these two

of Westem

region pastors is the oldest of the

5.2 and Table

5.2).

five PEFA

Their median age is also the

group of pastors is that

comprising the

region pastors are 43.4

years and 41 years

Coast

highest at 45

region.

The

respectively.

that the older pastors of the Westem and Coast

regions

regions.

The

at 43.9 years

mean

age

(see Figiue

years. The second oldest

mean

and median ages of Coast

The reflection group

suggested

regions are not as well educated as their

counterparts in the other three regions; therefore, given the option of completing

questionnaire in English or Swahili, they woidd choose the latter.

a

Westbury
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Table 5.2
PEFA Pastors'

Table

Region

Mean Age

Median Age

Coast

43.4 Years

41 Years

37.3 Years

38 Years

40.9 Years

40 Years

Westem

43.9 Years

45 Years

Nyanza

40.3 Years

40 Years

Central/Mt.
Rift

On this

Kenya

Valley

point, the Coast region pastors are

results. Of the group, 50.4 percent
of education

Age

or

less educated

according to

survey

reported having achieved only a standard eight level

less, 0.4 percent indicated that they had

no

education, and 15.1 percent

(the highest among PEFA regions) did not respond to the question (see Figure 5.3).
Research reflection groups believed that "no
that the survey
no

response" on this

issue

generally indicated

respondent did not want to be embarrassed about having either achieved

level of formal education

or

very

little; therefore, a "no response"

was a

way to be

spared that embarrassment.
What historical factors would have diminished abihties in the

among survey

participants on Kenya's east coast? During die era of African explorers,

colonization by Europeans and mission movements tended
establish themselves

on

efforts did not have the

die coast.
same

push inland rather than

Therefore, die church schools established by mission

leaming of English on die

achieved level of education beyond high school; "form
(American educational system); "form three" is considered
some

high school diploma equivalent
eleventh grade; "form two" is tenth grade; "form one" is
eighth grade or below (American educational system).
a

to

consequence of encouraging the

"Above form four" represents

four" is

English language

ninth

grade; and,

"standard

eight

or

below" is

Westbury
coast as

they did further interior. Also, the people on the coast were subjected to

heavier influence of Islam, which did

not

have
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a

educating the indigenous population as a

focus. In fact, Bediako points out that the Islam faith has historically suppressed the
notion that its doctrine could be translated into any other

language.

Arabic is

regarded as the

sacred

language than the

Arabic

language of the Islam faith {Christianity in

Africa 109).
The research reflection group

the Coast and Westem

regions.

highlighted a second feature that pertains to both

The Westem

region has Mombasa, but still the region is large, arid,
that

provide

interconnectedness. Much of the

people of both regions is
area.

The Coast

region has few large towns.

and lacks infirastructural features

commerce

and business conducted by the

done at the local level in the tribal

languages

and dialects ofthe

English is not required in day-to-day living as it is in regions featuring larger

metropolitan areas; therefore, the leaming of English is not a primary educational
in the

regions'

schools.

In summary, these two factors:
an

impetus

colonial

to leam

era

and

(1) the lack of an educational focus

(2) demographic realities in botii die

instrument that is
on

and the lack of

English on Kenya's coast, rooted in prevailing conditions during the
Coast and Westem

Swahili the language of choice when survey respondents

factors

focus

must

negotiate a survey

already somewhat awkward and uncomfortable.

ministry philosophy and praxis witiiin PEFA will

chapter's attention to data analysis.

regions make

The effect of these

be elaborated

tiuoughout this

Total

percentages. Maximum percentage value of vertical axis is 30 percent. To
100 percent due to rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

up to

Respondents: 1,181

are

Figure
PEFA Pastors'

5.2

Age Graph

Westbury
Total

128

Respondents: 1,181

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
due to rounding to the nearest tenth percent.
Abbreviation Legend: St. 8 or below Standard 8 or below; No Resp No Response
"Above form four" represents some achieved level of education beyond high school;

Note: All numbers

are

=

=

diploma equivalent (American educational system); "form
three" is considered eleventh grade; "form two" is tenth grade; "form one" is ninth grade;
and, "standard eight or below" is eighth grade or below (American educational system).
"form four" is

a

high

school

Figure

5.3

Secular Educational Level of Pastors

Definition ofthe Church's Ministry
This

question asked participants to

select

one

definition that best described die

ministries. Of the five regions, the Coast region respondents
purpose of all the church's

registered the highest identification with evangelism (22.1 percent) (see Figure 5.4).
might be expected given that the T.

L. Osbom cmsade conducted in the coast

city

of

This

Westbury
Mombasa in 1957 is regarded by many
revival fires that blazed

today,

a

across

as

the

East Afiica

spark responsible for the Pentecostal

immediately afterwards (see pp. 33-34).

remarkable, multigenerational, spiritual family tree

connects the

many Christians associated with PEFA back to the Mombasa
1957. That
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Even

relationships of

evangelistic crusade

of

is, to interview present-day believers who became Christians through

someone

who is linked to

meetings

in Mombasa is not

someone

else who

came

to know the

Lord at the Osbom

uncommon.

Total

Respondents: 1,181

Abbreviation Legend: Intellect/Knowl.=Intellect/Knowledge; Matur. Growth=Maturity,
Personal Growth; Relatnal=Relational; No Resp.=No Response
Note: All numbers are percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
due to rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Figure

5.4

Definition of the Church's

Ministry

Westbury
The crusade in Mombasa, the

emphasis

on

signs

an

evangelistic impetus of Osbom' s ministry, the

and wonders to confirm the

planting new churches

and the financial

gospel,

primary focus

and the

importance placed on

sponsorship program that encouraged it have left

imprint on the spiritual psyche of the region.

as a

That is,

gospel propagation

and mission of the church. Even when obstacles

keep evangelistic-oriented goals from being realized, the historical
continue to exert

a
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ritualistic pressure

on

is still held

(real and perceived)

foundations of PEFA

the attitudes and rhetoric of Coast

region

pastors. Articidated ritualized history revisits the excitement of days gone by and is often

employed for the purpose of inspiring people.
Central/Mt.

Kenya respondents indicated a higher connection with the

"growth/matmity" category than the other regions.
participants from this
church's

ministiy:

area

"The

selected the following

ministry of the

the believer in order to know and

interpret that more pastors
to other

as

More than 28 percent of survey

the most

adequate definition for the
growth and maturity of

church seeks to promote

experience God's purpose and plan."

and church leaders in the Central/Mt.

Some may

Kenya region (compared

regions) believe that the church ministries facilitate deeper commitment among

believers and that ministry programs offer assistance and

guidance to that end.

interpretation need not insist that access to written materials

more

�

Central/Mt. Kenya region�are the direct

reason

(i.e., literacy

=

Such

an

available in the

maturity) for the

survey

findings. Church leaders in the region may benefit from the materials encouraging them
to more

creative and skillful

use

of the

indigenous communicative media to the end of

Christian maturity.
That the Cential/Mt.

Kenya region selected this option

at

a

percentage higher than

Westbury
any other
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region may have to do with the fact that churches in this region are influenced

by being located in and around a major metropolitan city like Nairobi, the capital city of
Urban churches with their

Kenya.

departmentalized, specialized,

and

more

sophisticated

approaches to ministry may indeed have developed and established more progressive and

comprehensive ministry strategies.
the Central/Mt.

This may lead

Kenya region are better equipped to

environments that nurture
Of particular

deeper spiritual

offer believers' favorable

importance regarding this question of ministry definition is how
The

personal relationships in African culture and in the Christian fahh
the literature. An East African

gruel;

two or three

Sybertz 104).

proverb of the Kuria states:

linked,

not

Afiicans

belong to

a

only to the

and

value of being

an

individual. One's

answer to

porridge

in which
To be

identity

a

is

family but also to the clan and tribal

Ongoing interaction, maintaining mutual relations,

and the

give

and

obligations and responsibilities characterize the Afi-ican

I have discovered that the Swahili

bad." The

"One person is thin

impart perspectives and belief systems.

immediate and extended

take of intimate communal

society.

is well documented in

multigenerational, community-based culture

community transcends the

affiliation (106).

significance of

people are a handful of ugali (stiff cooked com meal)" (Healey and

they pass information, teach skills,
member ofthe

ministry

life among congregants.

high the "relational" category registered in every PEFA region.

or

in

respondents to believe that churches

any request is

saying is tme:

always "no"

"To ask for

something

is not

if one does not ask.

Survey findings underscored that what is tme of immediate and extended families,
clans, and tribes in Kenya regarding personal relationships is also reflected when the
Christian life is considered in the equatioa Interconnectedness of the Christian life calls
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for

intimacy with God and with each other;

this

reality into

account when

and PEFA pastors and church leaders take

they define the distinctive characteristic of the church and

describe the purpose of its ministries.
The

option

on

this survey item that featured

an

"individualistic" bent

In the Afiican context, the

preferred by most of the regions' respondents.

was

not

one

concept ofthe

"person-in-community" will usually trump the idea that champions an individualistic
distinction. Individualism is often associated with weakness,

(Healey and Sybertz 1 17-18).
related to

mutuality, community,

Interestingly,
nation of Israel, after
from tiie

Person-centered

people.

one

and

aspirations

inadequacy, and loneliness

are

subordinated to the values

interdependence.

of the worst fates threatened upon the members of the

fledgling

they had been delivered from Egyptian bondage, was being "cut off

The term is used in Exodusl2:15 and 19, 30:33 and 38, 31 : 14; Leviticus

17:4, 9, and 14, 18:29, 19:8, 20:18, 23:29; and. Numbers 9:13, 15:30-31, 19:13 and 20.
In

some cases

meant that

execution

meant, in some, banishment, but in both

guilty parties lost their inheritance

Yahweh and continued
are

was

and

privilege

cases

of offering

the formula

worship to

relationship with the covenant community (Harley 100). Africans

not too far removed from this

community represents the

source

negative perception of community isolation.
of sustenance,

well-being, value,

and

The

meaning.

Individualism with hs related features of personal independence, achievement, self-

sufficiency, and privacy

are

not the attractive

qualities that Westemers

sometimes

applaud.
Although
other

every

region considered the "relational" category more often than any

option, the Nyanza region participants

exceeded the next

highest region by 6. 1

Westbury
percent. The

Nyanza region of southwest Kenya

Kenya's third largest tribal

group. As

an

populated mostly by the Luos,

is

ethnic group, Luos have the

country's most tight-knit integrated society. Their communrties
in many
a

areas

of life that promote the

unity

block in support of candidates that their

point, elaborate

solidarity.

The

of society.

stiongly

reflect cohesive

qualities
as

To further illustrate the

demonstrate the Luo's

quality of

Nyanza region indicated the highest percentage of ministry activity

involving community service (see Figure

5.6 p.

141). In short, this heightened relational

feature among Luos manifested itself on this issue

and several other issues
The

reputation as the

Pohtically, Luos generally vote

leadership advocates.

funeral customs and rituals
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probed by the

(definition ofthe church's ministry)

survey.

question emerges, "If the maintenance ofthe community through

interdependence
results indicate

is

an

important part of the African society, then why did the

relatively

low responses in the

area

of 'service'

on

survey

this issue?" While

unity, togetherness, and fraternity are rich qualities of community life, theh presence
does not translate into

charity. Solidarity is closely linked to mutuality and reciprocity.

Investment of time and treasure takes

kindness

or

place

with the

expectation of retum, that the act of

service will be reflected back through mutual

Sybertz 1 17).

The

expectation is an essential element of participation in the community.

Untethered benefaction is

not a

large part of the societal landscape.

Finally, one can be too idealistic about the value
relationships

responsibility (Healey and

in Afiica

(Healey and Sybertz 1 12).

The

in

practice of human

people of the

suffered unspeakable sorro\\^he resuh of tribal, clan, and civil

continent have

wars;

despots thirst for

at every level. Relational difficulties abound. PEFA
power; and, govemment cormption

Westbury
has its

own

pocket of relational turmoil situated in the Westem region,

and to
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some

degree, the Rift Valley region. (These findings will be detailed in later presentation.)
The Church and Its Purpose
This

question probed how survey participants woxdd freely

understanding of the purpose of the local
12.4 percent of Westem

Notably,
"no

response" to this

this

explanation:

chmches that

they pastor (see Figure 5.5).

region respondents, the highest of the five regions, had

survey issue. The research reflection group from this

Those who failed to record responses

are

importance and sacredness of God's call

itself carried
in

general.

into

so

much

Education

into

region had ingrained in

not a

requirement

To

ministry.

weight that it negated need for education
was

for effective

and

them, the call of God

ministry preparation

ministry because those called

ministry coidd expect to fulfill their vocation enabled by the

ministry call and empowered by the Holy Spirit.

region offered

probably from the older, less

educated group of pastors. Years ago, the older pastors of the
them the

express their

one

responsible for the

Those who held tiiis

disposition toward

ministry then immersed themselves into their life's work with a Ihnited knowledge
When
purpose and fimction of die church.
not feel

adequate (or compelled) to clearly
In

ofthe

inquired about die issue on a survey, they
express their

did

thoughts.

short, accordmg to die reflection group, tiiis issue about die identity ofthe

church and its function became

problematic for tiie

12.4 percent of Westem

region survey

chose to leave it alone
participants when presented in questionnahe form; tiierefore, they

ratiier tiian record

a

response. Since the sacredness of die

philosophy of PEFA

in die whole nation of Kenya

proposed explanation could easily apply to the

ministiy call

was a

founding

during die early days of die work, this

rest of die survey

participants from

other

Westbury

regions

who did not
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respond on this issue.

Total

Respondents: 1,181

Legend: Evang=Evangelism; Kingdm Rep=Kingdom Representation;
Wrshp=Worship; Fellow/Rel.=Fellowship/Relationship;
Growtii/Matur.=Growth/Maturity; Educat./Know.=Educational/Knowledge;
Genrl=General; No Resp=No Response
Note: All numbers are percentages. Totals for each region will not add up to 100 percent
because some survey participants recorded responses in more than one category.
Abbreviation

Figure

5.5

The Church and Its

Purpose

Regarding this particular survey item, I diought
to

formulate their

own

statement

existence. The survey item
die Church and its

In

important to

allow

participants

regarding die definition of die Church and its purpose of

appeared as follows:

purpose."

it

"Write your

analyzing die responses fi-om

own

brief statement about

survey

participants,

I
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identified keywords, phrases, terms, and themes

as

they emerged for the

purpose of

creating categories that were analytically similar and to differentiate between answers
that

were

different (Fowler 126). This strategy

helped to classify responses into the

prominently expressed categories. Words, phrases,
participants

were

classified

as

and themes offered

most

by survey

follows:

Category/classification

Kev words,

Relational

Relationship, gathering, bringing together, meeting
together, joined together, coming together,
encouraging, building up, uniting, reconciling,
fellowshipping, living together, sharing

Evangelistic

Show

people to heaven, propagate the gospel,
preach the gospel, get people saved, spread the
gospel, preach to sinners, evangelize, witness,
preach the good news, bring people from dark to
light, reach the world, to reach lost souls

Kingdom Representation

Reflect the kingdom/God's glory on the earth,
represent the kingdom, show the ways of God,
make God known, make the plan of God known,

phrases, themes,

and terms

reveal Christ to the world, to be an extension of
God on earth, bear witness of Christ, to fulfill God's

plan in the world, to accomplish God's glory in the
earth, to be salt and light, to fulfill God's purpose
on

Growth/maturity

the earth

body of Christ, establish people in the
Word/God, to promote growth and maturity,
responsible Christian life, to live a good life, to

Build the

mature

believers,

to become steadfast in

Christ,

to

help in personal development, to be disciples, to
develop the whole person, to fulfill the Great
Commission
Service God/otiiers

Serving God, serving one anotiier, helping one
another, prepare people for works of service, teach

people how to serve God

Knowledge/Education

people, teach people to know God, develop
knowledgeable and capable students, teach people

Educate
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the Word, to enlighten people, people leam the
Word, where people seek to leam

Worship

Worship, adoring God, praising God, prayer and
worship, worship in spirit and in tmth

General

Note:

Responses were too vague to classify (e.g.,
"the church is the body; the church is good")

When these terms,
classified in

one

keywords,

of the above

responses dealt with
one

more

classification. For

and/or themes

appeared in respondents'

categories (left column of page).

than

one

Some

category. These responses

example, the following response by

a

were

answers,

they

were

participants'

assigned more than

Central/Mt.

Kenya region

pastor was designated to be representative of both categories of "worship" and

"evangelism":

"The purpose of the church is to

commission of evangelism." Considerable

data. I, alone,

worship God

care was

taken to

.

.

.

and fidfill the great

consistentiy categorize

performed the task of categorization to enhance quality confrol

the

of data

classification.

Probably the greatest contribution that the data from this particular question
makes to the research is that it

strengthens the point that "relational" concems (between

God and human beings and among human

beings) dominate consideration of the

Church's existence and the purposes of its ministry. On this issue I maintain
The relational

high

confidence in the tmstworthiness of the data and its

analysis.

highlights every dimension of Afiican Christianity.

The Afiican Christian does not stand

alone

as an

isolated

independent agent but is

invested in

On other survey items I discovered that survey

dynamics both poshively and negatively.
reconciliation, harmonious relationships

That is,
were

all

quality

community.

participants expressed relational

unity, cooperation,

mutual

goals worthy of attainment.

obligations,
These
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qualities

rank

high when one considers the purpose

of the Church and conditions for its

effective ministry. Set in contrast, and also freely expressed by respondents,

were

the

negative relational qualities that oppose right relationships between God and humans
among

humans,

and that

and

negatively impact the ministry practices of the respondents.

Finally, the CentrahMt. Kenya region registered the highest percentage of
responses in the

(in the

oral

"evangelism" category on this

survey item

(38 percent).

history. Chapter 2), evangelistic activity abounds

city of Nairobi.

As

a

result of the

competitive pressure

organizations, the PEFA churches in the Nairobi

As noted earlier

in and around the

capital

fi-om other Christian

area are

compelled to

match

evangelistic

efforts with the other groups if they want to have their share of new converts.

Church

and Activities

Programs

Figure

5.6

depicts the

survey responses

regarding the chinch programs

by PEFA

churches in each

region.

activities conducted

indicated the lowest percentages in
The Westem
the leaders ofthe

a

clear

region's responses

eight out of ten categories represented by the graph.

region's seeming lack of progress in miiustry programs was put to

region for their discussion.

This group believed that the

performance in the ministry areas are additional
possess

The Westem

understanding of the function

development in areas

such

as

regions.

of the church; therefore,

Sunday school, evangelism training,

The

region's

low

evidence that many pastors do not

ministiy

men's

visitation, youtii ministry, Bible study, and women's ministry does not
that it does in other

and

representatives of the

Westem

ministry,

occur

to

die extent

region add that the

depressed economic conditions of the region demotivate pastors to develop ministries in
which

they cannot anticipate immediate financial income. Thus, the region's leaders

Westbury
themselves confess

to
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shortsightedness among the region's pastors regarding ministry

development.
hi this

area

Central/Mt. Kenya

and

region exceeds the other regions.

The churches of the Central

ministry

training,
whose

and

leaders have far

expertise.

foreign

sponsors

information and

The

more access

city

to resources,

access.

Pastors

material, literature, equipment,

is almost saturated with every brand of Christian faith

provide the indigenous leaders with

are

obvious.

proximity to the capital city

a

continual flow of

techniques on the latest strategies in many ministry

churches' broadcasts

areas

of the church.

Several of the Westem world's mega-

available via local and satellite feeds.

The churches in this

The

close

reasons are

people are more available and easier to

Religious television programming abounds.

populace.

programming, PEFA's

Some of the

region are located in or in

of Nairobi. Means of travel for

and

every other area of chmch

virtually

region encounter the challenges of a consumerist-oriented

ever-expanding youth population is exposed to cable TV and satellite

dishes, cellidar phones, the Intemet, multiple

news

and information sources,

Hollywood

movies, the West's message-packed music videos, and the many other factors that

persuade cultural
leaders ofthe

shifts around the

globe.

This puts pressure

on

pastors and church

region to develop ministry programs that more comprehensively address

the needs of people if they want to

impact the communities in which they minister.

Therefore, the Central/Mt. Kenya region's development of more specialized ministries
are more

advanced than those of PEFA's other regions.

All of these factors, the

general competitive atmosphere

of the

city,

the PEFA churches
muhiple Christian religious organizations stimulate

and the

in the Central

Westbury
region to

be

more

progressive

Central/Mt. Kenya region
be about

in most

were more

ministry areas.

As noted
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earlier, respondents in the

inclined to believe that church ministries

ought to

establishing believers in the Christian faith through new birth followed by a life

of growth and

development, leading to spiritual vitality and maturity.

A wider range of

ministry programs offered in this region demonstrates the prominence of this belief that
persons ofthe faith

respondents

ought to be progressing more toward Christlikeness. Survey

from Central/Mt.

single parents' ministry,
leaders'

training,

Kenya were the only ones to

missions'

and radio

as

include

teaching seminars,

preparation, couples' ministry, discipleship mimstry,

ministry formats to

enhance the

spiritual growth of

believers.
One additional item merits comment

Coast

on

this issue of church programs. While the

region data compared reasonably with the Rift and Nyanza regions

categories,

a

marked difference

indicate that the Coast

particular ministry?
pastors,

as a

group,

would the data

lags significandy behind both the Rift and Nyanza regions in

The
are

emerged regarding Bible study. Why

in most

explanation probably

lies in the fact that the Coast

diis

region

the least educated bodi in the secular and biblical realms. Given

their educational Ihnitations, Coast pastors

are

study ministries and groups in their churches.

probably not as likely to develop Bible

Westbury
Total

No

Respondents: 1,181

Resp

Sun.

Evan. Child. Men's Visit.

Yth.

Sch.

Train

Min.

Min.

Min.

Min.

O Nyanza

63.4

42.8

32

17.5

52.6

�Westem

48.1

36.8

25.2

13.6

? Rift

63.8

40.2

21.3

79.8

42.1

60.9

38.8

Valley

� Central/Mt.

Kenya

100

80

60

40

20

� Coast
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Bible Worn Evan. Com.

Other

No

Study

Min.

Min.

Serv.

54.1

41.2

51.5

48

12.9

1.5

4.1

31.8

33.7

26.7

27.9

21.3

7

1.2

5

16.1

40.2

45.4

49.4

46

43.1

4.6

1.2

5

43.8

34

59.9

75.1

60.6

75.1

72.4

8.1

3.6

1

37.2

19

53.1

53.5

31.4

52.3

44.2

6.2

2.8

4.3

Resp.

Abbreviation legend: Sun. Sch.=Sunday School; Evan. Train.=Evangelism Training; Child.
Min.=Children's Ministry; Men's Mm.=Men's Ministry; Vish. Min.=Visitation Ministry; Yth. Min.=Youth
Com. Serv.=Community
Ministry; Worn Min.=Women's Ministry; Evan. Min.=Evangelism Ministry;

Service; No Resp.=No Response
Note. All numbers are percentages. Totals for each region will

not

add up to 100 percent because survey

participants recorded responses in more than one category.

Figlue 5.6
Chiuch

Programs and Activities

Westbury
Church

Signage

Figure

5.7 demonstrates to what extent PEFA churches have

identification that is visible
the

142

to the

region of concem when this

surrounding community.

issue is

The Coast

probed. Combining the

outward form of

an

region becomes

survey

participants who

indicated "no" along with those who had "no response," the data indicates that perhaps
58. 1 percent of PEFA churches in the Coast
to

the

surrounding community of their meeting places.

suggested the explanation that many
as

region offer no physical,

meeting halls

or

school

advertise the location.

churches in the

A research reflection group

region meet in rental facilities

buildings, in which case the churches

Additionally,

some

pastors. That is, preachers begin their

own

churches

outward indication

are

are

such

not allowed to

"personal start-ups" by founding

churches with

a

small group of believers.

Many of these pastors do not receive financial help from the churches that they pastor,
nor

do

they receive

any

support from PEFA's central office. (Coast pastors

the lowest in the category of being
the

among

fully supported by the church; furthermore, they have

highest unemployment of the five regions

result in limited

are

allegiance to PEFA by many

9.1

�

percent.)

of these

These combined factors

stixiggling churches in the

Coast

region. Signage is not inexpensive; therefore, pastors and chinches who are already
having difficulty
dedicate

meeting the most basic

of financial

obligations are not compelled to

precious funds toward commissioning the production of a sign for the church.

These factors
more

in

are

obviously applicable to die otiier regions

rural areas, but

in the Coast

region.

of PEFA,

particularly in the

tiiey probably do not impact the other regions to

die

same

degree

as

Westbury
Total

143

Respondents: 1,181

100

Note: All numbers

due to

percentages. Totals for each region may
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure
Church

Kinds of Evangelistic
I wanted to

because

an

is the most

area

of a

Signage

focus has been at die heart of the denomination's
PEFA pastors in all five

identity

since its

regions indicated that house-to-house

50

usually two by two

percent. House-to-house evangelism
�

meet

sessions witiiin its

area.

occius

when

together to knock on doors in a particular

village or neighborhood. Sometimes an existing church

evangelism

churches

widely practiced form of gospel outreach, with all regions

reporting greater participation than
�

5.7

probe the kinds of evangelistic ministry conducted by PEFA

evangelical

church members

add up to 100 percent

Ministry

inception (see Figure 5.8).

evangelism

not

coordinates the

On odier occasions, believers from

locale will conduct door-to-door visitation for the purpose of pioneering

a

church in

a

church in

one

an

Westbury
area

that has

people

are

no

PEFA church. Research reflection group members indicated that many

willing to accept visiting Christians

into their homes

Christians). Sometimes they respond out of curiosity,
want

the

visiting Christians to pray.

people has resulted
the
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or

serve

to fan the

are not

they have needs for which they

PEFA pastors claim

in miracles which

(even if the hosts

that, in

some

cases, prayer for

flames of curiosity and interest in

neighborhoods where visitation takes place.
The other two

prominent forms of evangelism within PEFA

open-air meetings. By description open-air meetings
the local church. The believers go to

a

are

conducted

a

prominent location and begin to sing, testify,

elements of the

gospel.

Those who conduct the

responds back to the local

church for

a

Crusades

are

of their

different than

The

meetings usually feature

and

are

a

main

typically preceded by some

made in advance to

as

and

few

people from

sometimes with

and/or

accordions).

preach the

essential

Savior

are

in

beginning

counseled, personal

they are nurtured toward a church that will

care

spiritual growth.

open-air meetings

level of planning and coordination and

a

meeting along with practical helps

information about them is obtained, and

during the initial stages

by

will then invite anyone who

meetings

their Christian life. Persons who receive the Lord

for them

crusades and

busy open market in the area,

simple portable public address equipment and instruments (guitars
They choose

are

are

in that

they usually require

a

higher

generally sponsored by more than one church.

speaker, require permits by municipal authorities,

form of advertising and

respond to anticipated converts

so as

publicity.

Plans

are

also

to channel them in the best

direction for the initial stages of their Christian experience.
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Total

Note: All nmnbers

because survey

are

Respondents: 1,181

percentages. Totals for each region will

participants recorded responses
Figure

in

more

than

not

one

category.

5.8

Kinds of Evangelistic

Ministry

Survey results indicate that crusades and open-air meetings
the Cential/Mt. Kenya region. The
three million
one

people.

mile above

Most ofthe

sea

capital city of Nairobi

Its almost ideal climate

add up to 100 percent

is

a

are

most

prominent in

sprawling city of over

(being near the equator with an altitude

of

level) provides excellent opportunities for outside evangelistic efforts.

population is pedestiian. Nairobi, the metropolitan area, and all

of its

scores of open-air meetings
burgeoning suburbs feature almost weekly crusades and

market and other populated

areas.

Pastors in the Centi-al

region's pastors instill an evangelism emphasis

in their

in

region say that many of the

congregations to the

extent

diat.
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sometimes,

over

half the local church will

participate

in

open-air evangelistic meetings.

Welcoming Visitors
The

importance of community in the African context is apparent in Figure

Making visitors
that Christians
and/or

feel welcome in

are

political

bonded

values

a

church

what the literature asserts,

setting demonstrates

together by more than whatever family, clannish, tribal, social,

they might share. They are

brotherhood and sisterhood in Christ. The great

Christ

5.9.

linked

together through imiversal

family is the African community

in

(Healey and Sybertz 127).
Visitors to PEFA chiuches

tell where

they

Sometimes

are

generally

allowed to stand, introduce themselves,

from, bring greetings from their homes, and offer

personal greetings are passed on from

visitor is from to

greetings

are

a

an

brief testimony.

individual in the chinch where the

person in the host church. Several times I have delivered verbal

and letters from persons in

one

locale to persons in another. The concept of

bringing and taking greetings emphasizes that every member of the
large extended family connected in and through Christ Jesus.
Nyanza commented on the

One

Church is part of a

participant from
part of

important for the

visitors to feel

as

respondent from Mt. Kenya wrote,

"We teU them

[visitors]

survey, "It is very

the church flock." Another

this is the house of our Father and they

[are]

to be

happy."

Sometimes, after the church service, visitors
refreshment.

a

Ahhough statistics

were

not

are

given some tea,

compiled on its frequency,

a

a

soda,

or a

number of

to
a
a
respondents indicated that their churches provide meal, perhaps place sleep,

financial assistance for ti-avel back to the visitor's home.

small

and

Westbury

Finally,

while all

147

regions overwhelmingly demonstrated that visitors to PEFA

churches receive adequate welcoming, the Nyanza region data indicated that churches in
this

region are the most hospitable.

This

the

predominant tribe

region, the Luos.

of the Nyanza

Total

cohesive

qualities

inherent in

Respondents: 1,181

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

due to

finding affirms the

are

Figure
Welcoming

5.9

Visitors

New Convert Follow-up
Pastors from all PEFA

regions indicated very high responsibility to follow up

diat much of
ministry to new converts (see Figure 5.10). Interviewed pastors explained

diis

follow-up is linked to Bible study ministry

addresses

are

obtained from

new

converts who

in church members' homes. Names and
are

saved in

evangelistic meetings (open

Westbury
air and/or
are

a

crusades), through house-to-house evangelism,

or

in the church. These persons

then connected with home group leaders, elders, women, and

passion for caring for those who

then

slowly assimilated

their initial

into the

have

newly come to the Lord.

appropriate

100

The

new

demonstrate

converts are

social groups of the church that will advance

-

60

�

20
0

Respondents: 1,181

1

80

40

�

�

-

1

i

No

Yes

No

80.6

11.2

8.1

85.9

12.8

1.3

85.6

9.8

4.6

�Westem

86.8

7

6.2

Q Nyanza

81.4

8.2

10.3

a Coast

�Central/Mt.

Kenya

Valley

Response

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

due to

youth who

spiritual progress.

Total

? Rift

148

are

Figiue
New Convert

The

indicate the

high percentages of positive

5.10

Follow-up

responses,

as

indicated

by each region, do not

quality ofthe follow up ministiy conducted in each region nor denote the

retention rate of new converts
indicator ofthe

over

any

period of time.

The survey results

are

only an

degree to which PEFA pastors believe their churches effectively perceive

Westbury
and

respond to the needs of new converts

Needs ofthe Christian
All five PEFA

the Christian faith.

Family

regions strongly indicated that ministry in local

the needs of Christian families

interviewed pastors

m

149

(see Figure

reported that most

5. 1

survey

churches addresses

1). When I probed this finding,

participants were probably thinking of

general spiritual needs that would be addressed by virtue of the family being a part of the
local

body.

church

are

That is, pastors
met because

According to

were

reporting diat the needs of families

the pastor of the church is available to meet the needs.

interviewed pastors,

respondents were not necessarily indicating that local

churches featured

specific routine programs

addressing family

related needs. Rather,

counsel, and general encouragement
rare

cases,

who attend the

and/or focused ministries

respondents meant by "yes"

were

targeted

at

that prayer,

made available when the needs determined. In

pastors might respond to special family related needs (e.g., by encouraging

church members to

did not have the

help contribute toward a dowry for a young man in the church who

resources).

In

short, chinch ministries

are

thought to be generally

responsive to family related needs by PEFA pastors as those needs arise and on a caseby-case basis.
However,

true to Luo tribal

form, churches in the Nyanza region have initialized

proactive program that addresses essential Luo habits, behavior,
ways of living and

a

and their characteristic

dying. Many Luo PEFA churches have implemented an annual

membership program (sometimes called a burial fee) whereby church members annually
contribute into
is used to

a

special

fund. This annual fee, which is determined by die church board,

help cover die all-important burial

expenses of church members when deadi

Westbury
occurs.

In the events

home two

or

three

pay last respects.

150

involving a typical Luo funeral, the deceased is kept at his/her

days prior to the burial where family members and friends gather to
During those days the home

people ofthe community who socialize,
members, and generally demonstrate

of the deceased is surrounded

express their

a sense

by the

sympathies to the surviving family

of solidarity which is characteristic of the

Luo tribe.

Total

100
OU

Respondents: 1,181

1
'

60

-

40

�

II

1

200

No

Yes

No

72.1

23.6

4.3

76.8

21.5

1.7

77.6

19

3.4

�Westem

76.7

19

4.3

? Nyanza

81.4

16.5

2.1

B Coast
� Central/Mt.
? Rift

Kenya

Valley

Response

percentages. Totals for each region may
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All munbers

due to

�

are

Figure

not

add up to 100 percent

5. 1 1

Needs of the Christian

Family

Premarital Counseling
While

premarital comiseling is strongly advocated and practiced in PEFA

151

Westbury
churches (see Figure 5. 12), according to survey data, it
In

a

few

places (mostly

in

more

urban

occurs

in

a

wide

settings and in larger churches)

a

variety of forms.
pastor may begin

premarital counseling a couple of months prior to the anticipated wedding day. The

counseling will cover relational dynamics of marriage, biblical principles for marriage,
expectation issues about the marital relationship,

compatibility,

and medical discussions

However, this
in

a

more

areas)

conducts

on

personality

comprehensive approach to premarital counseling is practiced

only one

ceremony, and does little

discussions

(including HIV testing and results).

very minimum of PEFA churches. The

rural

some

session with the

more

spiritual aspects of marriage,

majority of PEFA pastors (especially in the
prospective couple,

than confirm the decision of the two,

and perhaps

requires

a

week before the

a

briefly refers to the

letter that indicates

negative HIV

status of each person.

In

some

very remote rural areas,

family compounds without the sanction
those cases, when the

conducted after

a

people are already livmg together within the
of a ceremony

proper

couple is ready to be formally married,

Sunday service,

with

no

announcements

No matter the extent tiiat PEFA pastors prepare

the

or

or

a

legal registtation.

brief ceremony is

has been at the center of tradhional Afiican

usually

fanfare.

couples for marriage, the pastors,

prospective couples, and their families find themselves in a quandary.

marriage

In

While

society, the shifting values

today's Afi-ican society has introduced confusion to the institution.

in

As Waruta and Kinoti

Westem Christian missionaries
write, the relentless and sometimes critical influence of

(especially their insistence on monogamy as the only acceptable
marriage), the new socio-economic realities facing Afiicans,

form of Christian

and increased

mobility

and

Westbury
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urbanization have generated uncertainty and produced anxiety in the African society

regarding marriage (108). Negative and puritanical commands regarding polygamy,
umealistic

Christian

expectations about widowed and young divorced persons, and expensive

weddings that try to mimic the grand displays

themselves

on

the traditional foundations of the Afiican

communal customs and

in the West have

marriage

imposed

institution based

on

family integrity (1 10).

Total

Respondents: 1,181

100

No

Response

Yes

No

�Coast

89.1

7

3.9

�Centrat/Mt. Kenya

89.9

6.7

3.4

? RiftVaUey

90.8

6.3

2.9

�Westem

79.1

14.7

6.2

O Nyanza

89.7

9.3

1

Note: All numbers

due to

rounding to

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figiue
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Premarital Counseling

The concept of family in the
terms

(Waruta and Kinoti 1 17).

fluctuating society almost eludes defining in Afiican

The traditional culture has been eroded

by the

modem

Westbury

situation, yet the

hope.

unstable modem situation has

All of this to say that, survey

large percentages
all

�

recorded

no answers or
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strategies adequate to fix

participants who answered "yes" to this question in

a nervous

gloss that concealed a perplexing issue for

pastors, families, youth, prospective couples, and the modem African society that is

trying to find its
of years but is

way in

now

a

culture that

once

reinventing itself in

remained stable and

unchanging for hundreds

less than the span of one

generation.

Needs of Children

Special

The

(Coast) to

"yes" responses on this issue

80.9 percent

among PEFA

(Nyanza) (see Figure

regions ranged from

5. 13). A research reflection committee

speculated that the mission movement away from Kenya's coast to the
colonial times is the

reason

that the

64.7 percent

interior

during

Nyanza Region registered the highest (see pp.

125-

26). Missionaries who wanted to establish missions among the indigenous populations
were

compelled to begin schools by the

westem

colonial govemment.

Nyanza is Kenya's most

region and located on Lake Victoria. Therefore, Nyanza experienced

a

proliferation of mission stations by many different groups that were established for both
educational and religious purposes. Children and youth
the Christian education programs;
focus

on

consequentiy,

children's needs that has carried

responses

on to

die

were

die missionaries' targets of

early mission stations began the

the present

era as

evidenced in die survey

by Nyanza pastors.

Children's ministry in PEFA is
for children ages two to twelve.

primarily

conducted in tiie form of Sunday school

Typically, Sunday

school takes

place one hour before

the main

worship service on Sunday moming and is taught by volunteers.

children

usually are responsible for bringing tiieir younger siblings.

The older

The format

Westbury
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customarily consists of opening prayer, singing of songs, the leaming of a memory verse,
the

teaching ofthe lesson,

are

expensive

and

and difficult to obtain,

teachers in the

more

only the more

mral PEFA churches have to

Total

0

Because

closing prayer.

teaching materials

develop their own lessons.

Respondents: 1,181

-

No

No

64.7

31.4

3.9

68.4

29.3

2.4

76.4

20.1

3.4

�Westem

71.3

24.8

3.9

? Nyanza

80.9

18.6

0.5

�Coast

? Rift

Kenya

Valley

Note: All numbers

due to

resources

urban churches have them. The

Yes

�Central/Mt.

and

roimding to

percentages. Totals for each region may
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

Response

not

add up to 100 percent

5.13

Special Needs of Children

Children's Ministry outside the Church
This

church?"

question,

was

"Are children taught stories ofthe Bible in

settings

outside the

included because the literature insisted that Afi-ican children and

grounded in their cuhure through the means of

oral narrative in which

one

youth are

generation

Westbury
establishes

a sense

of history, custom, tradition, human value, and

following generation.

I wanted to

see

if religious

teaching,

were

younger

generations in informal settings in which

are

same

way. That

destiny in the

principles,

and Christian

is, is the Christian faith instilled into

tradition

imparted the

faith

155

song, story,

proverb, dance,

and drama

shared and demonstrated?
The

findings

of the survey

did not include information
the above-described

that children

are

this issue

by family members

Education. Christian

inconclusive.

Survey participants

widespread pattems of

portion of this particular question

The "commenf

15.6 percent of all

taught the

were

comments that described in detail

phenomenon.

yielded the following:
stories of the Bible

or

on

respondents indicated that children

are

taught

in the home, and 20. 1 percent of respondents said

stories at school

through

a

program called Christian

Religious Education in Kenya's public

school system

Religious

was

originally established by the dozens of mission organizations who, during colomal
were

required to

education

was

set up schools as

part of their missions' efforts. Obviously, Christian

at the core of the curricula. After

independence

established Kenyan govemment continued to depend
missions'

Kenyan govemment has assumed total jurisdiction

some

of it

on

in 1963, the

a

over

newly

personnel supplied by the

organizations to teach and administrate the country's schools.

schools in the country. As

tunes,

tiie

primary

and

Over time, the

secondary

result. Christian teaching has been reduced in die schools,

taught by non-Christians. Still, over 20 percent of PEFA pastors report diat

children affiliated with their chmches receive

some

form of Christian education in die

schools where die children attend. Somewhat remarkable is tiiat tiiis percentage exceeds

Westbury
the percentage of pastors who say that children

are

taught stories
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of the Bible in the

home.

Survey participants in the Nyanza region indicated that children receive spiritual
education outside the church in 71 .6 percent of their churches
its closest

the most

rival) (see Figure 5.14).

This

(11.8 percent greater than

finding further highlights the

relationally and communally conscious region of Kenya.

which of the two factors

�

high community

I did not

orientation among the Luo tribe

educational/spiritual emphasis of early missionary labor described earlier
responsible for survey respondents'

answers

in the

Nyanza is

fact that

�

measure

or

the

is the most

region. Additionally, the high

percentages of positive responses by the Nyanza and the other regions do

quality of the overall ministry geared toward the needs of children

not measure the

conducted in each

region.
A distinctive feature of ministry conducted outside the church for children

Kenya region. Although not large,

in the Central/Mt.

respondents indicated that,
on

"outings" (not

shown

on

reflection group from this
on

picnics

or

field

on

7. 1 percent of this

When asked about

region indicated that

"outings,"

a

museum,

orphanage where they enjoy recreation and spiritual teaching from
phenomenon furtiier testifies

to die

opportunities tiiat are features of PEFA churches located
Nairobi.

a

are

taken

research

sometimes groups of children

tiips to places like the city park, die airport,

from the church. This

region's

occasion, children affiliated witii PEFA churches

Figure 5. 14).

occurs

or

are

taken

die anunal

children's workers

unique environment and

in and around die

city of
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Total

Respondents: 1,181

Yes

No

51.6

41.9

6.6

46.1

51.9

2

? Rifl Valley

59.8

38.5

1.7

�Westem

57.4

36.4

6.2

? Nyanza

71.6

27.8

1

�Coast
� Gentrai/Mt.

Kenya

Note: All numbers

due to

rounding to

percentages. Totals for each region may
the nearest tenth percent.

Children's

changing.

add up to 100 percent

5.14

Ministry outside the Chiuch

youth ministry of PEFA struggles

for relevance in

The survey data indicates that PEFA pastors

of the yoimg

people

in their churches

research reflection and
the most part,

are

are

a

cidture that is

rapidly

fairly confident that the needs

being addressed (see Figiue

5.

15), but based

personal conversations with pastors, the confidence is shaky.

on

For

ministry is limited to weekly youth meetings that are not much different

regular church services.

The elements of opening prayer,

testimoides, offering, preaching/teaching, and closing prayer

meetings, the youtii
air

not

Ministry
The

than

Response

are

Figure

Youth

No

go door-to-door

evangelistic meeting.

Sometimes

singing of songs, praise,

are

standard. After

some

witnessing or to a market place to conduct an

youth

members

participate

in church

open-

cleaning after

Westbury
their

regular meeting.

about specific

areas

In

youth groups, mostly urban,

of interest and

1 believe that the
are

some

concem

to

discussions

are
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conducted

youth.

high percentages of responses indicating that the

needs of youth

being addressed only point to the fact that pastors are aware that youth meetings

are

being conducted as part of the ministry regimen of the churches, districts, and regions
(i.e., weekly youth meetings

in

churches, district youth conventions, regional rallies,

leadership committee meetings,
gave little indication

acknowledged,

and the annual

let alone

meaningfully addressed.

Respondents: 1,181

percentages. Totals for each region may
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

survey data

(via comments) that the complex issues of adolescence are being

Total

due to

youth convention). However,

are

Figure
Youth

5.15

Ministry

not add up to 100

percent

Westbury
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Ministry to Crisis Needs
Responding to crisis needs usually means providing food and clothing; offering
financial assistance for medical bills, burial expenses, and school fees; and, visiting those
in need and

surrounding them with prayer and encomagement. Typically, when

needs arise in PEFA churches,

readily

available benevolence funds

help, the church usually conducts a fimdraiser or receives

a

are not

financial

available. To

special offering for the

ones

in need.

Total

percentages. Totals for each region may
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

due to

Respondents: 1,181

are

Figure

5.16

Ministry to Crisis Needs

not add up to 100

percent
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Four PEFA

ranging from

regions responded fairly consistently on this

76 percent to 82

issue

("yes"

responses

percent). Only the Westem region fell below these

percentages (67. 1 percent) (see Figure 5.16). The explanadon for this probably lies in the
factors that tend to diminish the region's

section).

The inclination toward

the Westem

sense

of unity

fragmentation

region are not as responsive to the

is the

(discussed

awareness

and

following

likely reason that PEFA churches in

needs of church members who

crisis. On the other end of the spectrum, data from PEFA's

greatest

in the

experience

Nyanza region indicates the

responsiveness to members' needs.

Leadership Positions Recognized by the Church
In the

leadership graph (see Figure

5.

17), the data

seems

to indicate that less than

100 percent of PEFA churches have pastors. This is due to the fact that in
one

pastor may

serve more

than

one

church. The data also

points

a

few

cases

out that the Westem

region recognizes the poshion of "elder" at a lower percentage (55.8 percent) than the
other four

regions. Insight

into the relational realities of the

the heart of understanding this and other

Luhya family of tribes

findings of the study.

I met with the executive

committees of the three

subregions that comprise the Westem region to

interpersonal dynamics

and the relational difficulties of the

confirmed what seemed
told in

a

discussion with two

(Luhya) hails
The

emerging in

area

These groups

one

whose

family and tribal

affiliation

of Kenya.

Luhyas (prominent in the

Westem

up about 12 percent

comprises more clan, family,

region.

discuss the

the survey data and reinforced what I had been

Kenyan colleagues,

from the westem

largest tribe and make
tribes

to be

is at

region) are considered Kenya's

ofKenya's population.

The

and dialectical divisions within the

second

Luhya family

larger tribal

of

group

Westbury
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than Kenya's other main tribal divisions. This
reality is coupled with the fact that the

Westem region features

no

large

cities and towns. Much ofthe

commerce

and business

conducted by its people is done at the local level in the tribal
languages and in dialects of
the

area.

such

as

Therefore, the people

English,

or even

not

are

compelled to be

unified

by a common language

Swahili, for the buying and selling of goods and services

daily basis. These characteristics

of the

on a

region increase the tendency for the different

clan, family, and dialectical lines of the Luhya tribe to become cliquish. Consequently,
the Westem

region's

social fabric is characterized by the

tendency of each subgroup

relating to the other with wariness, mistrust, sometimes-controlled hostility,
These uneasy

suspicion.

feelings that permeate the enthe region

conflicts in church life when different
I embrace the

Figure

5.32 p.

194).

respondents

interact.

ministry,

Both

in the Westem

Further

as

leadership problems (see

categories registered higher than any other of PEFA's

five

substantiating the data is the fact that one

subregions that comprise the survey's

Westem

oversight of a commission imposed by PEFA's Coimcil
of funds

data confirms

region cited spiritual problems

and 14 percent of them cited

regions on those two respective issues.
of the three

produce relational

validity of this rationalization especially when the

that 17. 1 percent of the
obstacles to effective

subgroups

also

and strong

region is currently under the

of Elders due to

mismanagement

by the region's leaders. Commission oversight means that the regional leaders

have been

temporarily relieved of all

of their

tightly supervised administration directiy
matters in the

authority and the region

set under a more

answerable to PEFA's Council of Elders until

region have been rectified.

Further, ANBS conducted

a

pastors'

seminar for the Westem

region

23-28

April

Westbury
2001

.

At these annual seminars, much of the

regional business is conducted, including the
office (called the
over

"unity offering").

region's credentialing for pastors
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and

collection of funds for PEFA's central

The General

Secretary of PEFA reported that ofthe

100,000 Kenya shillings that the region should have tumed in, only five thousand

shillings

were

in office for

collected

seven

(Deyahs, Telephone interview). Addhionally,

In

and

problems regarding the Westem region

short, the problems within the region remain intense.

each of the Westem

region's three subregions has, at one time,

direct administration of a commission

mismanagement of funds,

imposed by PEFA's

among other

been

In

In the last four years,

placed under the

Council of Elders for

problems. That churches

suffer from constant relational turmoil and divisiveness. Church
occurrences.

having been

months, the present General Overseer of PEFA reports that his file is

already full of complaints, allegations,
(Mwatha).

after

in the Westem

splits

region

are common

short, formally recognizing elders in many churches poses

a

threat of

potential leadership that might ultimately persuade members of local congregations to
change their allegiance from the pastor to the acting elder. Therefore, pastors

in the

region are hesitant to expose their source of livelihoods supplied by congregations
form of offerings because
Other
and

an

a

competitor for that financial support.

leadership positions (youth leaders, children's workers,

evangelism leaders) are

when

elder represents

also

represented in smaller percentages

compared to PEFA's other regions.

explain these findings

of the survey.

The

in the

same

rationalization

women's

leaders,

in the Westem

probably

region

serves

to

Westbury
Total

Respondents:

Pastor Elder

1181

60

40

20

0

Youth

Child.

Asst.

Wmen

Lder

Wkr

Pastor

Ldr

80

Evang Tcher
Ldr

Dvlpt

Men's

Ldr

Ldr

100

Other

No

Resp

El Nyanza

92.3

79.4

79.9

66.5

21.1

80.4

52.6

30.4

4.1

0.5

3.5

1

�Western

85.3

55.8

63.6

57.4

34.5

61.2

26.7

23.6

6.6

0

0.8

2.3

? Rift

86.2

79.9

73

58.6

46

74.1

35.1

35.1

13.2

1.7

4

0

�Central/Mt. Kenya

93.6

86.5

84.2

67.3

30.6

84.2

41.4

31.6

3.7

1.7

9.7

1.3

�Coast

85.7

81.4

75.2

61.6

50.8

72.9

27.9

19.4

1.9

0.4

2.4

3.1

Valley

Abbreviation

Legend:
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Youth Lder=Youth Leader; Child. Wkr=Children's Worker; Asst. Pastor= Assistant

Pastor; Wmen Ldr=Women's Leader; Evang Ldr=Evangelism Leader; Tcher=Teacher; Dvlpt
Ldr=Development Leader; Men's Ldr=Men's Leader; No Resp=No Response
Note. All numbers are percentages. Totals for each region do not add up to 100 percent because survey
participants recorded responses in more than one category.

Figure

5.17

Leadership Poshions Recognized by the

Church

Westbury
The fact that the Coast

region registers the highest percentage

of "assistant

pastors" of all PEFA regions is initially somewhat difficuh to understand. How can

region that

is

one

ofthe

economically weakest and whose pastors are among the

educated register the highest in this category? A research reflection group

ironically, the region's

weak economy is the

Because senior pastors

are

they

financial support
services to local

are

serve as

congregations

will be
as a

finding that deserves

on a

own

leadership,

some

attention

nor

that many

a

person who is called

a

more

and

presides over any other functions

is called jakwath
Luo

(Luo

for

given the high

as a

communal

Most

Nyanza region churches

responsibilities mirror the

preaches and teaches in the absence of the pastor

of the church in the

pastor's stead. The chief elder

shepherd) or jaduong (Luo for elder),

congregations regard this person as

offerings.

churches would have assistant pastors. The

chief elder of the church whose

role of the assistant pastor. This person

is he concemed

of recognizing the role of assistant pastor

of the local church. One would think that,

region,

senior pastor

regards the fact that the Nyanza

explanation involves the matter of name and not function.
have

that,

churches in which

voluntary basis. Therefore, the

threat to his

region registered the lowest percentage

characteristic of the

states

their assistants know that the prospects of

that both he and his assistant will have to share the church's meager

leadership position

least

almost nonexistent. That is, assistant pastors know that their

does not view the assistant pastor

Another

a

key reason responsible for the finding.

already poorly supported financially by the

serve, those who choose to

164

second in

and the

people of the

authority only to the pastor of the

church.

Although I included "Sunday

school teacher"

as a

leadership position that survey

165

Westbury
respondents could select, less than
This

1 percent ofthe

respondents checked the category.

finding seemed strange when one considers that from 48.1 percent (Westem region)

to 79.8 percent

school

was a

could the

(Central/Mt. Kenya region)

of the

respondents

indicated that

ministry conducted in their local churches (See Figure

same

5.6 p.

Sunday
How

141).

respondents indicate such low percentages of Sunday school teachers?

A

research reflection committee advised that due to the almost non-existent data in the

category of Sunday school teacher, the incongmity lay (1) with the fi-aming of the survey

question and (2)

identified

perspecdve of survey respondents. Respondents interpreted the

ask if Sunday school teachers

question to
status that

with the

are

more

a.

�

with the title "children's worker"

as a

leadership position. Indeed,

about

(roughly matching that of Sunday school ministry conducted) of survey

participants

indicated children's workers

as

functioning

The data indicates that men's leaders,
are

as a

leaders in the local church.

recognized position

almost nonexistent. In all but the Central

region,

conducted in less than 20 percent of PEFA churches (see
reflection group from Rift
name

in PEFA churches

Sunday school teachers apparently do not enjoy. Survey respondents

60 percent

churches,

recognized leaders

because most

men

an

men's ministries

Figure

5.6 p.

141).

are

A research

Valley argued that men's ministry is not acknowledged by

in rural PEFA churches

ministry, mostly as church elders.
cuhure represents

in local PEFA

are

already immersed

in

some

form of

When I asked the reflection group if anything in the

obstacle to encouragmg and

establishing men's ministries

in local

churches, they said, "No." In fact, they mentioned that, in African culture, the concept of
men

exclusively gathering together for fellowship to discuss

regarding the community is well established.

In short, the

issues of importance

explanation regarding the

lack

Westbury
of formalizing men's
are

already busy

in

ministry seems to

ministry. Further,

provide few opportunities

for the

men
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center on the fact that the men in most churches

work schedules and transportation difficulties
in the church to

formally organize

a

ministry.

Ministry Planning Oversight
The purpose of this
in the local church
was one

in

that

Figure

was a

question in the

survey

was

to determine if ministry

function reserved for the senior pastor

or

if the

planning

responsibility

shared among several persons in the church. The survey data

was

displayed

indicating that 71.8 percent of Rift Valley region pastors assume

5. 1 8

responsibilities for ministry and plarming oversight cannot be ignored.
percent higher than the closest region, Westem, and

Nyanza region

the

�

a

This is 12.5

remarkable 33. 1 percent above the

only region to report a preference to multiple church members'

oversight of ministry planning.
A research reflection group from Rift

where many tribes

(Luhya, Kalengin, Kikuyu, Luo, Kisii,

region cannot be described as a melting pot
ethiuc groups have been
many ethnic

even

�

a

and

violence.

continue

During

is

others) live. Yet,

one

die

locale where these different tribal and

brought together and committed to

backgrounds and qualities

great tension and

Valley reasoned that their region

to assert

some common

good.

The

themselves, sometimes creating

1992 serious tribal clashes occurred that

involved tiie Luhyas, Kikuyus, Kalenjins, Kisiis, Masai, and Luos. During this time

people ofthe region suffered much bloodshed, property destiiiction,
came to an

almost

end when

none

these factors

and deadi diat

only

govemment autiiorities and peacekeeping forces intervened. Still,

of these tensions has been eradicated. The reflection group

might still

be

suggested that

responsible for pastors in the Rift Valley region, and to

some

Westbury

degree

in

Westem, being hesitant to

and activities to venture far

allow planning and

organizing of church ministries

beyond the awareness and oversight ofthe pastor.

Total

Respondents: 1,181

Planning

Other

Board

Individual

52.3

39.9

3.9

0

3.9

51.5

45.5

1.3

0

1.3

71.8

23

0

2.3

0

�Westem

59.3

26.4

6.6

0.4

7.4

? Nyanza

38.7

56.7

1

0.5

3.1

Pastor
�Coast
� Central/Mt.
? Rift

Kenya

Valley

Note: All numbers

due to

roimding to

167

No One

No

percentages. Totals for each region may
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

Response

not

add up to 100 percent

5.18

Ministry Planning Oversight

At the other end of the spectrum lies the

tribe members, where

a

Nyanza region mostly comprised of Luo

majority of survey participants (56.7 percent) indicate that

multiple members of the church have the responsibility for the church's ministry

planning.

This

swing from

what the other

regions report is probably attributed to an

Westbury
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undeniable characteristic of the Luo tribe�its strong communal quality. Of all Kenya's

major tribes, the Luos group-centric values define their identity the
center of gravity is

best. The social

located in the group. Interdependence is the focus and shapes self-

understanding; therefore, the fact that the survey results from this region favor ministry
planning and organizing from a multiple-member perspective might be expected.
Ministry Planning
Three

questions

on

the survey

because

they all

church.

Survey respondents from

advanced

deal with issues of planning for
all five

strategizing is contemplated in

local church (see
considered any
survey

(questions 18, 19, and 20)

Figures 5. 19

and

5.20).

In

from the

fact,

In

some

goals of the

no matter

that

some

form of planning is

being

and that factors

considered in

are

explicitness.

occurs

A

sampling of the comments

to meet the overall

ministry goals of

were:

plans for the

church."

"The elders of the church meet."

"All

19, 1

how vague, to indicate that the

"Church leaders meet every month."

"Each

1 8 and

ministry (question 19).

"What kind of planning

"We have financial

together

method of

compiling the data on questions

goals (question 18)

most of the responses lacked

question,

the church?"

for effective

indicated that

order to achieve the purposes and

participant intended to communicate

developing strategies

considered

ongoing and fiiture ministry of the local

regions

positively-expressed response,

conducted to meet overall ministry

are

department presents its proposals."

planning is done by the leader together with the entire church."

Westbury
"The various committees meet, and then

plans

are

brought to the

169

church."

"We collect funds to assist the work ofthe Lord."
"We pray

first,

and then meet to

"We sh and have

plan."

agenda."

an

"Development is planned, and the people like
"We set up the

objectives ofthe

"Different ministries

Question

19

on

it."

church."

bring plans to the

church board."

the survey asked, "What factors

goals ofthe church?" Again,

most responses

were

are

considered in

vague. A

planning for the

representative sampling

follows:
"A committee is

put in place

to deal with the matter."

"We think of raising fimds for the need."
"We consider the children and
"We consider how to

run

fair,

people."

money."

"We think of the needs of the
To be

nursery school."

the affairs of the church."

"We think of the needs of the
"We think of how to get

a

not all responses lacked

community."

specific goal

factors:

"We want to contribute towards what we want to do:
fulfilling the responsibilities of the church."
"We want to
"We have

upgrade the church and reach the

plans to buy a piece of land for the

church."
"We want to have

a

health clinic."

building, chairs,

and

unsaved."

church and have

a

garden for the

Westbury
"We want to

"We

begin evangelism, Bible study,

and visitation."

plan to begin projects for the needy (poor and children).

"We think of ways to

buy a plot and build a church building.'

Total

Some

Planning

Respondents: 1,181

No

Planning

No

Response

�Coast

89.9

0.8

9.3

�Centrai/Mt. Kenya

95.6

0.3

4

? Rift

87.9

2.9

9.2

�Westem

90.3

0.8

8.9

? Nyanza

86.1

7.2

6.7

Valley

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
roimding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note; All numbers

due to

170

are

Figure

5.19

Ministry Plaiming (Overall Goals)

Westbury
Total

Respondents: 1,181

No Factors
I Coast
I Central/Mt.
? Rift

Kenya

Valley

I Westem
? Nyanza

Note: All niunbers

due to

rounding

to

171

No

Response

0.4

12.8

1.3

8.1

0.6

10.9

0.4

10.5

5.7

4.1

percentages. Totals for each region may
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

not add up to 100

percent

5.20

Ministry Planning (Factors)

Finally, question 20 probed to what extent the

local church considers

short,

middle, and long-range goals in ministry planning (see Figure 5.21). The responses to
this

question were quite

similar to the

that church leaders consider in their
two

questions on the

survey

previous question on the survey about the factors

goal planning. Survey participants interpreted the

(numbers

19 and

20) to be somewhat overlapping in their

inquiry. Responses that contained specific goals included a full
that

a

local church

range of needs and issues

might consider in undertaking and performing effective ministry (e.g.,

buying land, purchasing sound equipment, conducting crusades, making repairs, starting
new

ministries programs, raising farm animals to generate funds, raising school fees for

Bible school students, and

buying uniforms for the choir).

Westbury
Total

Respondents: 1,181

Yes

No

82.6

12

5.4

93.6

5.1

1.3

? Rift Valley

83.9

12.6

3.4

�Westem

93.8

4.7

1.6

? Nyanza

87.6

11.3

1

�Coast
�Central/Mt.

Kenya

Note: All niunbers

due to

rounding to
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No

percentages. Totals for each region may
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figiue

Response

not add up to 100

percent

5.21

Ministry Planning (Short/Middle/Long Range Goals)

In summary, the

percentages of "yes" responses

on

the three survey

questions

regarding ministry plarming were astounding. However, in analyzing the data I suspect
that while

some

PEFA pastors may make

goal planning an important part of their

comprehensive approach to ministry, many of the
themselves
issues

more

credit in this

area

than

they deserve.

comprised in these three questions

personally admit actually occurs.

me

that just

do not

respondents may give

The

positive responses on the

correspond with what most pastors will

A discussion about the matter with two members of

PEFA's Council of Elders confirmed

informed

survey

prior to 2001

suspicions.

One of the members of the Council

he asked the pastors fi-om PEFA's most

district (the Nairobi district comprised of over forty churches)

to submh in

progressive

writing their
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ministry plans for the upcoming year.

He told them in advance,

black and white." He reported that ahnost no
most

detailed accounts

were

long.

seminar with the pastors from the Central

May 2001), I informally asked the

group

Region (7-1 1

(almost two hundred pastors) about die

goal planning is definitely a part of their ministry.

believe that, for the most part, survey

in

prepared their assignment and that the

less than one-half page

During the most recent

A few insisted that serious

one

"Bring your goals

matter.

I still

participants interpreted ministry "goals" to refer to

future dates and events associated with

upcoming youth conventions, women's

conventions, pastors' seminars, district planning meetings, fund-raising events, crusades,
and the various

leadership meetings at every

attainability, achievability,

and

level

more

than to refer to the consideration,

measurability of future mirustry objectives

within the

context of the local church.

Budgeting Concerns
In

no

region

local church has

a

did less than 72 percent of the survey

practice of dedicating financial

objectives (see Figure 5.22). However,
research reflection group
that the survey

probed.

seem

The

respondents indicate that the

resources

interviews with pastors and

to indicate that the

question read,

a

discussion with

respondents did not answer the

inquiry about the existence

budgetary plarming and implementation in PEFA churches

and

specific ministry

"Does the church dedicate finances to

ministries in the church?" I intended to make

planned specific expenditures

toward

in the various

issue

specific

of systematic

in which church leaders

ministry departments to accomplish general

specific ministry objectives and goals during the course of some specified time

frame.

a
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One member of a research reflection group informed

me

that the notion of

establishing annual budgets for ministry activities, needs and projects, allocating funds
for them, and then

actually spending funds as

allocated is

familiar to most PEFA pastors, especially to those who
The reflection group

"borrowed idea" and

serve

in rural

areas

one

not

of Kenya.

suggested that when survey respondents answered "yes"

question, they answered with an understanding that the
ministries

a

dedication of funds to

on

this

specific

primarily meant that church leadership would, first, identify a need that

required financial

resources.

to solicit funds for the

Then,

an

organized fundraiser (a harambee)

would be held

project or ministry.

Total

Respondents: 1,181

�Coast
� Central/Mt.

72J
75^3
78�

Kenya

? Rift Valley

�Westem
? Nyanza

I

to

20L1

|

^-^

l�i
10-3

j

2.1

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
rounding to the nearest tenth percent-

Note: All numbers

due

87.6

0�
4�

27^3

are

Figure

5.22

Budgeting Concems
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Community Awareness of Church Ministries
Respondents

from all

that the communities

church (see

regions

seemed

surrounding their local

Figure 5.23).

The Coast

fairly confident (62.8 percent and higher)
churches

were aware

of the ministries of the

region (62.8 percent) and die Rift Valley region

(63.8 percent) are significantly lower than the other three regions.

Regarding the Rift Valley region, the reason for its lower percentage is probably
due to the factors that work contrary to its cohesion

of the

Luhya tribe, the fact that no large metropolitan

nudge it toward a united whole,
Rift

and the

area

migratory rush

clan and dialectical groups

exists in the whole

of many different

region that

peoples into the

Valley after Kenya's independence (1963) that furtiier contributed to fragmentation.

A member of a research reflection group

did their

own

thing. Everyone was

not a concem,

goal,

Another

or

a

possible

reason

added, "Because of these

a

for the

awareness was

desire.

finding might be that the Rift Valley region

during the colonial

founding days of PEFA, people

reasons, everyone just

stranger in the land." Community

for that matter,

lacked mission stations
the

multiple

�

of the

era.

Where mission stations

were

present in

surrounding area would focus attention for

information, help in time of material need, security in time of tribal and clannish

squabbles,

and

The

spiritual edification and sustenance.

reasons

for the similar

findings

different. Muhi-ti-ibe habitation and the

contribute
rather

to low

large area.

in the Coast

region are probably

somewhat

region's economic difficulties certainly

community awareness. Additionally, several
These combined factors, economic and

small tiibes live in

a

geographical, and diminished

interdependent tendencies compel the people ofthe region

to focus more on

day-to-day
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sustenance.

Total

Respondents: 1,181
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�Westem
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15.5

2.7

? Nyanza

79.4
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1

�Coast
�Central/Mt.
? Rift

Kenya

Valley

percentages. Totals for each region may
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

due to

No

are

Figure

Response

not

add up to 100 percent

5.23

Community Awareness of Chiuch Ministries

Training of Leaders

According to survey data, pastors of every region overwhelming demonstrated a
sense

that leaders

are

adequately trained for ministry (see Figure 5.24). Survey results

along with research reflection

group discussions revealed that pastors believe that the

following factors qualify persons in the local church for ministry:

inherent

ministry founded in mimstry calling, spiritual anointing, periodic

seminar attendance

leaders, and personal oversight and training by local pastors. One

concem

passion for

should be

by

Westbury
noted. Even though

the question

as an

responsibilities

during the

survey, 1

emphasized that respondents ought to consider

inquiry about persons in the local

over

the various

177

churches who have

departments of ministry,

some

leadership

pastors may have

interpreted the question to be making inquiry about the tiaining of pastors.

Total

Respondents: 1,181

100
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Yes

No

79.8

13.1

7

87.2

12.1

0.6

78.7

17.8
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�Westem

86.8

10.5

2.7

? Nyanza

85.6

12.4

2.1
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Kenya

Valley

Note: All munbers

due to

rounding to

Response

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

5.24

Training of Leaders

Preaching/Teaching That Cover Essential Church Doctrines
When the

questionnaire was administered, I read the question and explained it in
year, would he/she have

this fashion: "If a person attended your church for

a

understanding of tiie basic doctiines of PEFA

result of die

as a

a

good

preaching/teaching

Westbury
conducted

at

the church?"

describe their nunistry
the church (see

as

Imtially surprising was the finding that Westem region pastors

placing a high emphasis on covering the essential doctrines

Figure 5.25).

In

questions occurring earlier in the

lagged behind the others when responding to
function,

and

178

issues about church

survey, the

of

region

identity, the

church's

ministry programs.

Total

Respondents: 1,181

100

Note: All numbers

due to

rounding to

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

5.25

Preaching/Teaching That Cover Essential Church Doctrines

How

can

data from the Westem

region indicate a limited knowledge

of the

church's identity and function; yet, in conti-ast, data also indicate that the region is strong
in

articulating the essential doctrines of the church?

1 met with the executive committees

Westbury
ofthe three
the Westem

leaders

subregions (North Western,
region leaders to

saw no

South Western, and East

discuss this
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Westem) that comprise

phenomenon of incongmity. The regional

discrepancy but asserted that the high percentage of "yes" responses (86.4

percent) reflects the

survey

participants' confidence in that their preaching contained

material vital to PEFA's tenets of faith.

However, further inquiry revealed that preaching and teaching themes may
focus

on

doctrinal issues at all but

dress and

makeup codes

lifestyles,

and other issues

of these critical and
were

and

on

behavioral and

legalistic

"dos" and "don'ts,"

not

on

expectations, on the condemnation of sinful practices and

regarding strict adherence to religious

puritanical preaching themes

are

and moral codes. Much

leftovers from missionaries who

compelled to put an end to the indulgent customs of "morally depraved natives"

(Wamta and Kinoti 108). This explanation helps reconcile the lack of correspondence in
survey

findings between

probably applies,

church doctrine and church function. This line of reasoning

to some

extent, to every

Preaching and Teaching Applicable
Somewhat

region.

to Real Life

dovetailing with the previous issue is the question that asked

respondents if tiie preaching/teaching conducted in the local church was applicable to real
life.

Every region registered high confidence that PEFA pulpits provide members with

what

they need to

be linked to

a

cope in the real world

(see Figure 5.26). This high confidence has to

strong belief in die following dynamics: die sanctity of the "preaching"

call, the timeless relevancy of the declared Word of God, the Holy Spirit's promise to
enable and empower the
God

to

proclaimer of die gospel, and the authority of the man/woman of

stand and say, "Thus saith tiie Lord" (see pp. 1 82-84 and die material about

Westbury
church members' utilization of the Word that further substantiates this

Total
ivv
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point).

Respondents: 1,181
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Response

not add up to 100

percent

5.26

Preaching/Teaching Applicable to Real Life

The Faith of PEFA Believers
A

but I

question to pastors

thought it helpful

to

about the

quality of church

(comprised of PEFA leaders) was asked how respondents

might have interpreted "strong faith" on this question.
faithfulness to church attendance and
was

might be unfair,

get local pastors' perspective about the issue (see Figure 5.27).

A research reflection group

members

attenders' faith

participation

the best barometer. He added that

in

One leader

suggested that

ministry opportunities by chmch

beyond these considerations the

status

Westbury
of someone else's
In three

personal faith is difficuh to know.

regions (Central/Mt. Kenya, Western,

members' strong faith

was

negative view was

a more

relational
concems

may be

concems

held. The Rift Valley

conveyed by

survey

and Nyanza)

In two

positively expressed.

opinions

about church

regions (Coast and Rift Valley),

finding might be

linked to the strong

respondents on other questions and the high

about the influences of traditional

religions on question 40.

The Coast results

partly attributed to pastors' realization about their own region's educational

status, which ratdcs lowest among PEFA's five
their

181

own

lack in formal educational

pursuits is

regions.
a

That is,

they may believe that

detriment to strong faith among church

members.

Total

1181

percentages. Totals for each region may
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

due to

Respondents:

are

Figure

5.27

The Faith of PEFA Believers

not add up to 100

percent

Westbury
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Members' Utilization of the Word
One ofthe most remarkable

findings of the

survey

regards the astoundingly high

confidence that PEFA pastors have in their preaching/teaching
utilization and

application

registered over

ofthe Word of God

congregations

in

members have

when asked, that

this issue. What makes this

access

Note: All numbers

rounding to

finding

than 25 percent of members of PEFA

probably less than

In

fact, pastors from the Coast

15 percent of their chmch

to Bibles.

Total

due to

on

Kenya have personal copies of Bibles.

region commented,

encourage

(see Figure 5.28). Every PEFA region

89 percent affirmative responses

especially remarkable is that probably less

ministry to

Respondents: 1,181

percentages. Totals for each region may
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

5.28

Members' Utilization of the Word

not add up to 100

percent

Westbury
What I did

not

anticipate is that, according to

research reflection groups, the

183

high

percentages of "yes" responses represent the high confidence that survey respondents
have in their

own

status

be criticized. A very
Much
oral

proclaimers

important part of African culture

communication; therefore, in one

with

of the Word. This confidence is not

necessarily to

is the power ofthe narrative geme.

cultural, social, and spiritual heritage is embedded and transmitted by means of

especially
an

if the church member has

irdierent

marginally

this

sense, the

no

pastor

is the church

Bible. That is, the

member's Bible,

typical PEFA pastor ministers

cognizance that his/her ministry must be shaped for those

literate

worship or to
on

as

or

who have

no

written copy of Scripture to refer to

read at home. Some of the

participants

included the

who

are

otdy

during corporate

following comments

particular question:
"We

see

them

living according to the teaching they have

"Because that is what
"Because

they

are

received."

taught."

they have good teaching."

"Through preaching and good teachings."
"Because

they hear."

My favorite:
"I have done all I should do to them."

These comments indicate tiiat

their

some

PEFA pastors

believe, overwhelmingly, that

preaching/teaching ministries have the effect of imparting material of value and

relevance to life. This

finding points to

a

key characteristic

of oral cultures where the

transmitter of information carries significant weight and authority. The communicator's

disposition

is that his/her hearers do not

actually need a Bible if they will

take heed to the

Westbury

facts, information,
How

and

knowledge communicated.

People Learn
Survey participants were asked to

"What statement best describes how

select the best

people leam?"

hearing; (2) They leam by seeing; (3) They
Participants from every region chose
The data

option.
and

184

by doing;

concurs

govern and

answer

or,

question,

(4) All of the above.

frequentiy than any other

more

with the literature. Skills for vocation

guide interpersonal relationships, and

features that sustain the identification of communities within the African
leamed

the

options were: (1) They leam by

The

"All of the above"

displayed in Figure 5.29

life, foimdational principles that

leam

option to

society are

through the process of apprenticeship where the young hear, observe,

and

practice what has been modeled by the older and experienced members of the
community.
Another
first statement,
survey

interesting phenomenon occurred in the

data from this

"They leam by hearing," emerged as a strong

second

question.

The

option among

participants from every region but particularly among the Coast Region

respondents. During the early days of PEFA's forming and especially after the Osbom
revival

on

the coast

(1957) began to

have its dramatic

hnpact in the country,

emphasis on evangelism permeated the burgeoning organization.

a

strong

Romans 10:17

("Consequently, faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through
the word of Christ") became

a

mantra for those who

had

Commission. The gospel had to be preached. If people
hear the

good news.

I believe that the stress

on

the

a

passion for fulfilling the Great

were

to be saved

they had to

importance and power of responsive

as
hearing to evangelical preaching has been sustained

a

significant characteristic

of

Westbury

Kenya's PEFA to this day.

began

That the Coast

185

^where the revival

region participants

�

registered the highest percentage (35.3 percent) in this response category further

�

substantiates the hypothesis.
A final observation is in order. The Central/Mt.

recorded the lowest percentage of responses
These

participants

People

citizens.
run

Suspicions

high. People

wariness

(17.2 percent)

live and minister in the closest

in and around the

Kenya region participants
in this category

(hearing).

proximity to Kenya's capital, Nairobi.

city follow the country's politics more closely than more rural

about unsubstantiated stories that circulate in the world of politics

in the

city are naturally more suspect about what they hear.

helps explain the

diminished percentage of responses

on

the

This

"hearing" option on

this survey item.

Total

0

-

Respondents: 1,181

1_

Hearing Seeing

Doing

Ail
Above

No

Multiple

Resp.

�Coast
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4.3
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0
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41.4

0
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�Westem
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1.2

13 Nyanza

28.4

3.1

14.9

51
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2.1

Note: All numbers

are

percentages. Totals may

not

add up to 100 percent due to

tenth percent.

Figure 5.29
How

People Leam

rounding to the nearest
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Identifying Strengths and Weaknesses, Growth
All
responses

and Decline

surveyed regions indicated strong evaluative qualities. That is, pastors'

point to their ongoing concems about how effectively the church is conducting

ministry among members and community (see Figures
written comments
responses

on

On
two

186

a

on

most ofthe

5.30 and

5.31). However, lack of

questionnaires probably weakens the significance of the

this issue.

related matter, the General Secretary of PEFA reports that the minutes of

previous PEFA Armual

General

Meetings

'

disconnecf between rhetoric and action.

in 1998 and 1999 demonstrate "a

(The Armual

General

Meeting is

the most

important business meeting of PEFA leadership where the orgatuzation's business is
conducted, policies

organization's

are

proposed and enacted, department reports are presented, the

overall condition is

generally reviewed,

and

plans

for the future

are

put

forward, discussed, and implemented.) According to Deyahs, fairly strong discussion
about matters and persons who need corrective attention

on

issues of financial

mismanagement, infidelity, and other ministerial discretions
However, in the past, follow-up

general

failure

on

these

concems

occurs

in the

has been almost nonexistent. This

by leadership to apply evaluative strategies, to correct,

conditions within the

and to

improve

organization that have needed reform has had the negative effect of

members
breeding a lack of respect for forms of audiority. Ministty

the

meetings.

overlooking of matters by leadership,

of PEFA get used to

and this characteristic permeates the entire

organization (Deyahs, Personal interview).
Another issue that
the fact that PEFA is

a

probably contributes to this characteristic

in the

organization is

Pentecostal body of faitii. In the early days of hs forming.

Westbury

emphasis

was

placed on the equalizing effect of the Holy Spirit encounter on believers.

That is, persons who received the
received

baptism of the Holy Spirit were taught that they

spiritual vitality and authority as

a

believer. This aspect of PEFA's

heritage translated into an emphasis on personal spiritual empowerment
overcome

the

187

devil,

power to live in

power to cast out

spiritual

power to

�

demons, power to heal and perform miracles, and

victory. Essentially implied in this authority was an autonomous

personal quality that endowed every Spirit-baptized believer with the ability to hear the
voice and directives ofthe Lord for him/herself Pentecostal believers

sought the

personal leading of the Lord over a vast array of matters.
Thus, these two issues, (I) PEFA's leadership's failure to follow up
leaders' lack of compliance and

characteristic

ministry effectiveness (which

filtering down through the

entire

independence taught and claimed by those

organization),

who

on

church

has contributed to that

and

(2) spiritual

professed baptism in the Holy Spirit,

persuade me to at least partially negate the data that indicates high evaluative quahties
among PEFA churches in

evaluate
even

copiously the

Kenya. Leadership in the local churches

various

ministry programs of the church.

include accurate assessments of how the various

ministry

may discuss and

Those discussions may

arms

of the church

or
performing; however, implementing meaningful strategies to remedy improve

programs

requires

a

determined effort not easily imposed

on

the

systemic realities.

are

Westbury
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Obstacles

to

Ministry

Every region indicated a wide
effective

distribution of issues

ministry in the local churches (see Figure

obstacles expressed by PEFA pastors is

sampling of pastors
In

and themes

analytically

126).

A

194).

probably not much

as

survey

The

variety of perceived

different than that of a

participants, I identified keywords,

they emerged for the purpose

similar and to differentiate between

This strategy

categories.

5.32 p.

regarded as obstacles to

from any other denomination in other mirustry contexts.

analyzing the responses from

phrases, terms,
were

189

of creating

answers

that

categories that

were

different

(Fowler

helped to classify responses into the most prominently expressed

sampling of words, phrases,

and themes offered

by

survey

participants and

their classification appears in Table 5.2.

The most notable category of obstacles involved survey
Westem and Rift

Valley regions of PEFA.

ofthe obstacles to ministry in these
Westem

two

Relational issues

regions.

respondents from the

comprised over 31 percent

What is most

significant about the

region is how profoundly negative the respondents described the category of

relational

problems

among the

involved church leaders. A

people in general

and the extent that the

problems also

sampling of responses follows: gossiping, fornication,

differences, lack of unity, greed, divisions, selfishness, quarreling, unforgiveness, pride,
envy, laziness,

misunderstandings, politics,

thirst for power,

opposition, backbiting,

leaders squandering funds, leaders
people rebelling, cormption, leaders who are crooked,

interfering.
to

the

same

None ofthe other four

degree.

As discussed

conversations with people of the

regions registered these kinds

of relational

complaints

earlier, research reflection discussions and personal

area

confirmed that die many subgroups of westem

190

Westbury
Table 5.2
Obstacles to

Category/classification

Ministry

Kev words,

phrases, themes,

and terms

Environmental

Poverty, drought, flooding, poor means of
travel/communication, meager/poor incomes of the
people, poor job opportututies, weakness, sickness,
weakness of the people caused by sickness

Faithfulness/Commitment

Lack of commitment/faithfulness,

people not

dedicated, low attendance, lack of consecration,
lack of giving, lack of devotion, church, lack of

cooperation,
Relational

lukewarmness
envy, pride, hatred,
covetousness, church divisions,

Lack of cooperation,

quarrels,

misunderstanding,
infighting, lack of trust,

lack of love

Financial

Lack of funds/money/finances, lack of support

Organizational

Accountability, no help from district, lack of good
planning, transfer of pastors, poor communication
from district/region/central office, poor plarming

Equipment/Building

Lack of instruments/PA

Leadership

Poor

Spiritual

equipment/soimd systems,
lack of land/buildings/permanent church structures,
lack of nursery schools/clinics/development projects
leadership (district, region, and national
levels), love for position, lack of good leaders,
of vision, irresponsible leaders

lack

Lack of unity, lack of prayer/faith/God's Word, sin,
living in sin, unbelief, lack of evangelism, lack of

preaching
Education/Training

Lack of training, lack of trained pastors, lack of
education, lack of seminars/books/Bibles, lack of

training overseas, lack of teachers
Cultural

Tribalism, tribal conflicts, tradition, traditional

practices, holding on to the
witchcraft

old ways, idol

worship,

Westbury

Kenya's Luhya tribe resist being unified into harmonious
region.

The

within the

and shared interests within the

Luhya family of tribes comprises more clan, family,

many groups since

periodic

resuhing in property destruction, bloodshed,
One

same

degree that the

tribady fragmented.

that relational

violence has

has attracted

erupted in the region

and loss of life.

problems

Westem and Rift

Valley regions did, that the region

While 15 percent of the survey

frustrate

respondents did indicate

ministry objectives, their complaints

negatively as the Westem and Rift Valley region participants.

from the Coast

region offered the following explanation.
vast arid area. The land is not

are

scattered

has

no

the

region are more separated from one another.

that

area

might expect the Coast region to express significant relationally-oriented

obstacles to the

as

land of the

independence (1963), but the various peoples have experienced much

relational turmoil. As mentioned earlier,

as

and dialectical divisions

larger tribal group than Kenya's other main tribal divisions.

Regarding the Rift Valley region, the rich and fertile

is just

191

across a

major cash crop as do the

other

contentment with what

they have and are

not

expressed

prominent pastor

The tribes of the Coast

particularly fertile,

regions of Kenya.

impacts the Westem and Rift Valley regions.

A

were

As

a

and the

region

region

result, the tribal groups of

This diminishes the

competitive factor

Coast inhabitants tend toward

less inclined to embrace

a

a

greater

frame of reference

that looks toward betterment of prevailing condhions. The concept of competition and
the need to

manipulate power stmggles are not characteristic of the region.

In

fact,

people from the Central and Rift Valley regions have been the ones who have typically
politics

in the Coast

region. Only

recently have the people of the Coast awakened to the pohtical

realhies and

advantages of

held the

prominent leadership positions

in business and

Westbury
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indigenous power in each region.

Remarkably, the Central/Mt. Kenya region reported financial
biggest hindrance to the realization of mimstry objectives.
fact that this
is

area

is

This

was

obstacles

and

technological

the

surprising given the

Kenya's financially richest. Nairobi, Kenya's capital

Kenya's business, industrial, transportation,

as

and

hub. The

largest city,

region

is

agriculturally rich. Kenya pastors who do not live in the region believe strongly that the
area

enjoys financial blessings about which they can only dream.

from this most

ministry?

human natiue. The old

than I'm

blessings

in

additional

can

the pastors

financially rich region indicate that lack of finances represents the greatest

obstacle to effective

more

How

I believe that the

adage applies

^'How much is

�

making right now."

Kenya, pastors

resources

explanation lies,

That is, while the

and church leaders of the

an

degree,

adequate salary?

Just

a

in

little bit

region enjoys the greatest material
area are

prone to

imagine

what

could accomplish.

One must remember that PEFA leaders in the Central/Mt.

surrounded by many different denominational groups,
numbers of missionaries,
this translates into

to some

more

more

Kenya region are

most of them

conunanding greater

property, buildings, and equipment for mimstry. All of

human and material

resources

fi-om abroad for those groups.

from Europe and the
(Since independence many ofthe founding missionary organizations

United States still pour
churches and

resources

of all kinds into the country to assist the

leadership of their affiliate denominations.)

able to maintain almost

no

In contrast, PEFA has been

support fi-om Elim Fellowship in Lima, New York. As

resuh, financial shortages and crises
I

indigenous

are

a

routine.

hypothesize that PEFA pastors and church leaders

m

the Centi-al/Mt.

Kenya

Westbury
region

are

the most

aware

of the financial pressures that accompany

They witness what other groups are able to do

when financial

193

day-to-day ministry.

resources are more

accessible.

They are

to the more

contemporary, progressive churches in and around the city of Nairobi. They

realize that, in

a

aware

that the young

sense, PEFA churches

people from their own churches are

attracted

compete with the better-funded denominations.

Therefore, they are painfully aware that unavailable financial assistance often translates
into

an

inability to keep up with cutting-edge ministry programs.

Westbury
Total

194

Respondents: 1,181

Fthfulness

SpirtI
Equip BIdg
Educ.

Financial

Finan

cial

Educ.

60

40

20

100

80

Fthful Ldrsh Orgnz Envm
Equip
Cultrl
Spirti ness
atnl mntal
P
BIdg

Relat

nal

Other

No

Resp

O Nyanza

64.4

4.6

11.3

5.7

16

6.2

3.6

7.2

5.2

7.7

3.5

9.8

�Westem

39.1

5

10.5

17.1

12.8

14

2.7

12.8

6.2

31.4

1.6

7

? Rift Valley

29.3

6.3

6.3

132

14.4

9.2

5.7

14.4

6.3

31.6

0

8

�Central/Mt. Kenya

72.1

13.1

22.6

5.4

16.2

8.4

10.4

18.9

10.1

5.4

4

3

�Coast

45.3

10.9

26.4

11.2

13.2

4.7

3.1

17.1

3.1

19

1.2

11.6

Legend: Educ.=Educational/Training; Equip Bldg=Equipment and Buildings; Sprd=Spiritual;
Fthfulness=Faithfulness/Commitment Issues; Ldrshp=Leadership; Orgnzatnl=Organizational Issues;
Abbreviation

Envmmntal=Environmental Issues; Cultrl=Cultural Issues; Relatnal=ReladonaI Issues; No Resp=No
Response
100 percent because some
Note: All numbers are percentages. Totals for each region will not add up to
survey

participants recorded responses in more than one category.

Figure

5.32

Obstacles to Ministry
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Impact of Traditional Religions
The Rift

who tend to

Valley region reported a remarkably high tendency of PEFA Christians

cling to traditional religions (see Figure 5.33). Contributing greatiy to this

phenomenon

is the fact tiiat

than to other

regions

later to Rift

Valley

Up until Kenya's national independence in 1963,

white

Christianity

of Kenya.

colonial settlers who maintained

Missionaries did not boast
were

in the

area were

existed. After

not

a

huge farms dominated the

strong presence in the

came

fertile Rift

area, and the

independence the colonial

missionary

farmland

was

establish themselves

invaded

groups who

on

the land that the colonialists

ofthe

The

valley.)

along with the already-present Kalenjin, brought with them their
and

With

sttong gospel force

traditional

religious belief systems

traditional

religious influences, the beliefs and practices continued to prevail

peoples'

of

by many varieties

gradually evacuating. (The Kalenjin are the indigenous tribe

different tribal groups,

Valley.

strongly evangelical. Consequentiy no strong gospel impetus

indigenous Kenyans who hoped to
were

among the inhabitants

lives. Thus, the

practices.

late-arriving missionary

and

no

gospel

work after

the Rift

Valley was not as effective in rooting out the traditional

in other

areas.

to

and

diminish

impact

independence in

faith systems in

place

Therefore, survey results that indicate that these systems still maintain

as

a

significant foothold are not surprising.
The General

Secretary of PEFA

notes that

only recently have the Kalenjin

(indigenous to tiie Rift Valley region) risen to positions of leadership in PEFA.

He

the Rift Valley prior to independence; (2)
suggests that (1) because colonialists controlled

because after

independence die region

saw

stt-ong immigration by Kikuyu, Luo, Luhya,

and
Kisii, and wilderness groups who all brought their traditional religious beliefs

Westbury
practices; and, (3) because the late-arriving gospel was not able to
traditional belief systems, the Kalenjin, who
regard the Rift Valley

only now beginning to produce

leaders in Kenya's PEFA

Total
100

as

their homeland,

are

(Deyahs, Telephone interview).

Respondents: 1,181

rounding to

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure
The

The

water down these

-r-

Note: All numbers

due to

196
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Impact of Tradhional Religions

Impact of Witchcraft
Most everyone

among the least

impacted by fear of tiiose who claim power in die spirit world (see Figure

5.34). Exposure to the
to lessen the

expected church members of the Central/Mt. Kenya region to be

West

along witii the hustie

and bustie of big

city living has

grip ofthe witchdoctor on die lives of urban and suburban Kenyans.

served
The

Westbury
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findings from the Rift, Western, and Coast regions are not surprising given the awareness
and respect that rural Africans

generally have for supernatural phenomena However,

data collected from this
question
raised

eyebrows

Luos ofthe

regarding the Nyanza region was imtially surprising and

among the Africans who served

even

Nyanza region have

belief in tiiose who claim that

a

on

research reflection groups. The

reputation of maintaining rich traditions regarding

they can manipulate the supematural

Witchdoctors in the region engage in serious and powerful
did the data firom the

die

for

good and/or evil.

spiritual practices. How, then,

Nyanza region indicate that Christians ofthe

by the Central/Mt. Kenya region in their lack of fear of those who

area are

exceeded

claim to have

only

spiritual

power?

Total

Respondents: 1,181

No

Yes
I Coast

35.7

59.7

4.7

ICentral/Mt. Kenya

18.9

79.8

1.3

35.6

61.5

2.9

39.5

58.1

2.3

23.2

73.7

3.1

? Rift

Valley

I Westem
? Nyanza

Note: All numbers

due to

Response

rounding to

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
the nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure
The

5.34

Impact of Witchcraft
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The data
survey

might be explained in the following ways.
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First of all, the responses of

participants are not indicators of how the general populace

in Nyanza

regards

witchcraft and those who claim power in die reahn ofthe
supematural. The survey
responses

are

the

perceptions diat pastors have

local PEFA churches.
still be intense where

about die members and adherents of die

Secondly, while die practices of witchdoctors and spiritualists may
they

are

conducted, among Christians dieir powers have been

diminished. Rev. Peter Deyahs, the General
Secretary of PEFA,
exist in PEFA's

history of whole communities

result ofthe witchdoctor in die

area

and

notes diat oral accounts

villages coming to know the Lord as a

becoming a Christian (Deyahs, Personal interview).

Church Location
I framed this

question (regarding church location) primarily to

percentage of PEFA churches
rural

are

located in

unexpected insight. Upon analysis,
among survey

fi-om 2.3 percent

no

it revealed

(Rift Valley) to
were

located in

6.2 percent
a

of perception

or

"city" (see Figure 5.35).
or

of the Central/Mt.

In this case,

misperception

and small town.

Most would

Westem

regions large

Kenya region, Mombasa

region, and Kisiunu of the Nyanza region are of sufficient

population to command that designation.

an

(Coast) of survey participants

large urban areas exist in either of the Rift Valley

enough to be considered cities. Only Nairobi
ofthe Coast

degrees

participants as to the definition of a city, large town,

indicated that their churches
agree that

and small towns, and

However, the results of the survey indicated that the question yielded

areas.

Anywhere

Kenya's cities, large

determine what

size and

pastors of the Rift Valley and

Westem

regions were not accurate in stating that their churches were located in cities.

failed

consider that many of the pastors in these two regions may have

to

never

I

been far

Westbury
out of their

Mombasa,

respective regions. That is,

or

some

of them may have

never

199

been to Nairobi,

Kisumu; therefore, they have no basis of perspective when comparing the

sizes of small towns,

large towns,

and cities.

Total

Respondents:

1181

100
90
80
70

60
50
40
30

20
10

m

0

City
I Coast

I Central/Mt.

? Rift

Kenya

Valley

I Westem
El Nyanza

Town

SmaH Town Rural /\rea

Slums

No

Response

6.2

6.2

12.4

72.5

2.7

5.1

6.4

28.3

57.6

2.3

5.7

13.2

75.9

2.9

4.3

4.7

8.1

80.2

2.7

3.6

3.6

16

75.3

1.5

0.3

2.4

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All munbers

due to

Large

are

Figure

5.35

Church Location

That aside, smvey

respondents

Kenya are rural churches, which

is in

indicated that the

majority of PEFA

chinches in

keeping witii die general demographics of die

who indicated that diey
country. The 28.3 percent of Cential/Mt. Kenya respondents

200
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mmister in small towns
are, most

and townships that surround the

likely, pastors

in the dozens of suburban communities

capital city of Nairobi. Finally,

Central/Mt. Kenya region indicated fewer churches in rural

regions (an expected finding), the
Central/Mt.

areas

data does not indicate that

Kenya region churches

are

located in the

city,

while pastors in the

a

than the other Kenya

larger percentage

when

ofthe

compared to the other

regions (an unexpected finding).
Biblical Educational Level of Pastors
On this survey item,

participants were to provide

attained biblical

training (see Figure 5.36).

forms seemed to

betray the high educational

matter, I have
Westem

region

concems

region.

For

about the

The

information

regarding levels of

marginal quality of completed survey

claims of some

participants.

On another

consistency of gathered data, particularly from the

example, the responses

indicated that pastors in this

from survey

region have the

participants of the Westem

lowest level of Bible education in

Kenya (13.6 percent in the category of having completed studies necessary to receive
three-year diploma).
indicated the

In contrast to this

finding,

survey

respondents in the

highest percentage (60.9 percent) that have had "some Bible

education. I discussed this apparent discrepancy with PEFA

same

a

region

school"

leadership and one

particular Bible school administiator (of Kaimosi Bible College) who is familiar with
most survey

respondents

from this

region. They explain that

survey

respondents must be

crediting themselves with "some Bible school" education by virtue of their regular annual
attendance in seminars conducted by ANBS since 1968. The annual seminar for die
Westem

region is conducted on the campus

where the above-referenced Bible school

administrator has served since 1969. He annually attends the seminars and knows the

Westbury
pastors. (He is

an

ordained minister with PEFA.) Aware that such

"some Bible school" education
their actual attendance

as

as

indicated by survey

students at Kaimosi Bible

PEFA leaders believe that
survey respondents

considered their seminar attendance

as

respondents

201

high percentages of
is not congruent with

College, this administrator and other

especially in the Westem region

equivalent to "some Bible

school"

experience

(Chacha).

Total

Respondents: 1,181

diploma; 3 Y
Dipl.==Three-year diploma; Some B. Sch.=Some Bible school; Corresp.=Correspondence
Note: All numbers are percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
due to rounding to the nearest tentii percent.
Abbreviation Legend: Hghr than 3 Y dipl.=Higher than

Figure

a

diree year

5.36

Biblical Educational Level of Pastors
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Contributing to this notion may be the fact that everyone who attends seminars
conducted

by ANBS receives a certificate of attendance that includes the

at the seminar with the

plentiful

signatures of the

seminar teachers. Anecdotal accounts

of how seminar attenders have used these certificates to
escape

scrutiny about credentialing issues.
PEFA work in Zaire

One

(present Congo)

courses

offered

are

governmental

legendary story is told about how the head of the

used his collection of certificates to

keep the

govemment from decertifying the entire denomination and banning its presence in the

country.
Research reflection group discussion also addressed the
of "no

response"

groups believed

indicated

especially in the Coast, Westem,

that, generally,

completed any Bible

a

"no

notably high percentages

and

Nyanza regions. The

response" indicated that the respondent had not

school education but chose not to

respond.

Secular Education Level of Pastors
I

expected that the CentrahMt. Kenya and Nyanza regions woidd comprise more

pastors who have completed
Cential/Mt. Kenya
the

region

a

"form four" level of education (see

surrounds

Kenya's capital
and

country's business, industiial, educational,

employment and educational

advancement

are

Also, the schools in the Nyanza region have

previously in the paper,

education

was a

a

and

Figure 5.3).

''

The

largest city, Nairobi, which is

technological

hub.

Opportunities for

considered to be in and around the

history of quality education.

city.

As cited

strong emphasis ofthe early missionaries.

Mission efforts kept moving from Kenya's east coast further into die interior. During die

"form
"Above form four" is considered some achieved level of education beyond high school;
diree" is considered eleventii grade (American educational
four" is a high school diploma equivalent; "form
"standard eight or below" is eighth
"form two" is tenth grade; "form one" is ninth grade; and,

system);
grade or below (American educational system).

Westbury
colomal

era

ofKenya's history, the schools

in the

203

Nyanza region (Kenya's most interior

region) had a reputation for being some of the best in Kenya.
respondents who have achieved a "form four level"

The survey data

of schooling reflect the

regarding

remaining

educational emphasis in the region.

Total

� Coast

ICentral/Mt. Kenya
D Rift Valley

7.4

12.8

11.1

27.9

5.7

18.4

3.4

17.4

�Western
� Nyanza

3.9

8.2

25.3

3.1

Respondents: 1,181

0.4

15.1

5.8

4.3

50.4

11.4

3.7

41.8

12.1

2.9

47.7

6.9

12

5.8

48.4

6.2

7.7

5.2

47.9

2.6

Abbreviation legend: St. 8 or below=Standard eight or below; No Resp=No response
Explanation of categories: "Above form four" is considered some achieved level of
education beyond high school; "form four" is a high school diploma equivalent; "form
three" is considered eleventh grade (American educational system); "form two" is tenth
"form one" is ninth grade; and, "standard eight or below" is eighth grade or below

grade;
(American educational system).
Note: All numbers

due to

rounding to

percentages. Totals for each region may
die nearest tenth percent.
are

Figure

5.3

Secular Educational Level of Pastors

not add up to 100

percent
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Finally, beyond this observation about the "form four" category, the differences
between the regions tend to flatten out when
comparing the other categories of education
levels. As the

graph clearly demonstrates, the largest group of PEFA pastors finds itself

in the "standard

eight or below" category. Addhionally,

when

one

response" (15.1 percent) and the "none" (0.4 percent) categories
"standard

into the Coast

region's

eight or below" (50.4 percent), the data indicates that nearly 66 percent ofthe

region's pastors

have

equal to

or

less than the American

education. The 15.1 percent of the "no
indicate

factors both the "no

no

equivalent of an eighth grade

response" category might even be considered to

formal education at all.

Employment, Source of Income
Rift
who

are

Valley region

survey

fully employed by the

factor that

church

(51.7 percent) (see Figure 5.37).

might explain this finding lies

youngest in this region. The
but

participants reported the lowest percentage of pastors

reasons

for this

in the Rift

pastors in this region
vocation

phenomenon have
most

difficulty fully supporting their pastors.

supported pastors

as

are

the

significant

in the realization that the PEFA work is the

according to a research reflection group,

and have

A

been enumerated above,

of the churches in the

region are

small

The low percentage of church-

Valley region helps explain the data that indicates that PEFA

highest percentage of pastors who both claim

their chief means of support

(23 percent) and who are

some

bi-vocational

other

(19.5

percent).
Data from the Coast

Region also demonstrates the economic

from die region
pastors. Only 53. 1 percent of pastors

percent of them

are

either bi-vocational

or

depend on

are

strains

on

PEFA

fully employed; nearly 30

some

other

source

of income.

Westbury
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Perhaps most teUing regarding the economic hardships that pastors face in the region are
the combined totals of those who indicated that
they
gave "no

were

either "not

employed"

or

who

response" to the question (17.1 percent).

Total

Respondents: 1,181

100
90
80

70
60

50
40
30
20
10
"

0

j

I

1

Fully Employed Other Vocation

Both

Not

Employed

No

Response

�Coast

[

53.1

14.3

15.5

9.7

7.4

�Central/Mt Kenya

1

69.4

8.8

18.5

1

2.4

? Rift Valley

51.7

23

19.5

0.6

5.2

�Westem

70.6

9-7

11.2

0.4

8.1

? Nyanza

62.4

14.9

13.9

3.6

5.2

percentages. Totals for each region may not add up to 100 percent
rounding to the nearest tenth percent.

Note: All numbers

due to

are

Figiue 5.37
Employment,

Source of Income

PEFA's Internal Census
that collaborate with the
Qualitative studies are enhanced by sources of evidence

findings.

In 1997, PEFA's central office

sought to compile its

own

statistical information

Westbury
on

the churches affihated with the denomination. The forms

were

provided to each district overseer and asked for the

of each PEFA pastor in the

district, the

name

church's construction (permanent,
the church property. While the

name

was

and identification number

assembly, the

census

forms

were

The data from the forms

was

number of

founded, the type of each
and the

semi-permanent, or temporary),

disposition of

assigned to the district superintendents

in 1997, it took two years for the forms to be collected

only in part.

employed for the purpose

of the each local

church members in each church, the year each church

206

by PEFA's

compiled by PEFA's

central office, and then

General

Secretary in

my

home in Atlanta,

Georgia, during the General Secretary's vish in August and September

2000. Table 5.3

displays the

PEFA's General

Secretary (including his

census

data should be
I believe that

statistical information for each PEFA
own

rationale

as

to

region as compiled by

why and to what extent the

amended).

analysis of PEFA's attempts

churches, pastors, and their

status is

helpfid

at

establishing its

own

official count of

for the purposes of the overall

study.

The

following insights emerge. First, the prolonged time (over two years) required to compile
basic statistical information is evidence that

affairs is not

a

cential office. In

are

sometimes not

sense

regional

responsive to the directives that flow firom PEFA's

practice, the denomination

local churches exercise
of 120

strong, centralized administration of PEFA

feature ofthe denomination's govemment. Church leaders at the

and district level

out

a

is

a

cooperative fellowship in which the

significant autonomy. Second, the fact that thirty-four districts

fiuther suggests that a
(28.3 percent) never submitted their statistical reports

of responsibility to PEFA's central affairs does not permeate the rank and file of

the denomination. The local pastors and distiict

overseers

may have had

difficulty

Westbury
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negotiating the forms and, therefore, never fdled them out. Third, PEFA's own statistics
are

somewhat

research

helpful

in

determining what percentage

project. The General Secretary ofthe

denomination

number of pastors of 1,308 should be increased

districts failed to submh their reports
submitted is 28.3 percent

increasing the
an

(34

of 120

number of pastors but

on

of PEFA pastors

participated m the

suggested that the total

by 40 percent because that number of

time. The actual percentage of reports not

reports).

I followed the

applied the

approximate number of PEFA pastors.

more

secretary's rationale for

accurate 28.3

The calculation

percent to determine

yielded a figure

pastors. The total number of survey participants for the research project

of 1,678

was

1,181. If

1,678 PEFA pastors exist in Kenya, then 70.4 percent of those affiliated pastors

participated in the

Fourth, sometimes, comparing outside

survey.

Christian Encyclopedia) is
under

study.

In this case,

helpful

no

in

substantiating the

consulted

dispute the findings of the study.

Given the

at all levels of leadership and in every

work that

effort
most

sources

sources

(e.g..

World

statistical presence of the group

provided

information to confirm

or

twenty-five years of association with PEFA

geographical region, the intensive

and intimate

produced the oral history of die denomination (see Chapter 2) and the rigorous

required for this study,

I maintain

high confidence tiiat the study represents the

detailed and accurate account of the

organization from

any

source

to

date.
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Table 5.3
PEFA

PEFA

Region

Kenya Churches Summary
Number of
Districts

Number
of

2000

Number

ofPastors

Churches

District

Reports
Received

District

Reports
Not

Received

1

South

12

73

72

8

4

10

98

89

5

5

Coast
2

North

Coast
3

Central

13

131

117

7

6

4

South

19

244

232

15

4

9

56

56

6

3

Nyanza
5

West

Nyanza
6

Rift

Valley

13

156

141

8

5

7

Mt.

Kenya

16

194

173

15

1

8

141

141

5

3

12

169

165

10

2

8

123

122

7

1

120

1,385*

1,308*

86

34

8

North
Westem

9

South
Westem

10

East
Westem

TOTALS

?NOTE:

(1) These statistics are for 1997.
(2) Considering the time lapse, 1997 when these statistics were
submitted [requested] to [by] the Office, and 2000 the time of their
compilation as well, as the number of statistics received against
those not received, these figiues represent about 40% of the exact
totals. (40% of the Districts never sent in their Statistical Reports to
the office at the time of compilation of this data. To get the
approximate totals, increase the totals by 40%.) (Deyahs, "PEFA
Kenya Churches")

Table 5.3 is

presented in its actual form including the (somewhat confusing) explanatory note

provided by the secretary.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In 1998
to whom my

an

oral

history project (see Chapter 2)

led to

a

renewed

passion for those

primary ministry is directed, the Kenyans of PEFA. My desire to be

of

ministry assistance to them motivated me toward an inquiry into the ministry practices
conducted among PEFA churches; into the systems and structures that inform, enhance,

fiiistrate, and define those ministry practices; into the quality of interpersonal

relationships;

into the

organizational dynamics

of indigenous and Westem influences
members. The
context with

on

of the denomination; and, into the

the Christian faith embraced

project was designed to better equip me to

engage the

impact

by PEFA

Kenyan ministry

greater understanding, compassion, effectiveness, and competency. The

following material that summarizes PEFA's ministerial environment expresses the
gleanings from the study that contribute to that end.
Disquieting Scenario
A

comprise

more

comprehensive understanding of the ministry setting and the people who

it has resulted in

a

greater awareness of the personal and relational need areas

of those among whom I minister and

increasingly feel

a

part of dieir lives. Most of die

PEFA pastors that attend the seminars have had Ihnited Bible school education to

tiiem for tiie task of shepherding the flocks

responsibility.
intensive

For twenty years I have

over

which God has

developed

given diem

seminar curricula that offered brief

study courses tiiat are basic to pastoral mimstry. However,

years, die seminar

ministiy has focused more

on

equip

interpersonal

for the last duee

relational issues

marriage relationships, parenting issues, and anger management).

I have

(e.g.,

recognized diat
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the

challenges of pastoral mimstry are addmg ever-increasing pressures to the pastors that

attend the seminars. African
pastors
and pressures related to

are no

different than American pastors in that stress

marriage, raising children, finances, ministry,

daily survival represent serious challenges to well-being.
that they

are

and sometimes

PEFA pastors

increasingly feel

being pulled apart and taken to the breaking point due to the combined

pressures of life and

ministry.

Furthermore, Kenya's youth feel disenfranchised and constantiy confront closed
doors of opportunity.
world's young

They are

people but are

has to offer. The

aroused

frustrated

by the

same

stimuli that titillate the rest of the

by their inability to

crave

experimentation.

been weakened. Traditional values

are

Parental

hand of colonialists. However,
in the govemment;

they

system. They make up

Kenya at

are

world culture

authority have

witness and

they daily

and abuse that took

one-half of the Kenyan

place

at the

experience the rampant corruption

shut out of the job market; and,

over

and

guidance

techno-age

questioned and challenged. Today, Kenya's

youth have no memory of the exploitation, mistreatment,

the rise in

what this

youth of Kenya are fully exposed to the contemporary

and demand freedom and

on

access

they feel

abandoned by the

population. Anger and hostility

are

every level.

AIDS threatens to annihilate entire

generations of some rural communities,

leaving the hardest hit communities with only grandparents and grandchildren�totally
eradicating the middle generations.
have

In recent years, etimic

cleansing and racial

violence

unfavorably featured the continent. Unspeakable poverty squishes under die

of die

extremely wealtiiy and privileged.

every level.

Govermnent

cormption

is

a cancerous

soles

reality at

Westbury
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address in

a

result ofthe

more
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study and in response to the above, I sense an urgency to

detail, through pastors' seminars conducted by ANBS,

the

developmental issues regarding children and youth, interpersonal relational principles
essential to members of God's

society, the concept and practice

churches, and the existential realities

community of Christian faith.
Christian

I want to

community that lives

what remains to be fulfilled

kingdom of God.

�

of the

explore, through teaching, the

in tension between what Christ has

between the actualized and

ministry endeavors (e.g..

ministry, ministry to families) to

offer

care

in PEFA

kingdom of God and their import on the

guidance

and

meanmg of the

already attained and

anticipated aspects

I will encourage the leaders of PEFA to

of national and district level

of pastoral

move

toward the

of the

development

Christian education, men's

ministry assistance to

its

approximately two thousand churches.
My Ministry Ideology

My

concems

regarding relational issues trom

sometimes invites clashes of cultural
African culture

runs

ideology

cross-cultural

among those where

perspective

ministry occurs.

deep in traditional and tribal belief systems and practices that

sometimes have littie in

common

reinvent itself every five to

seven

with

an

American middle class culture

(that is

said to

years). However, I do not desire to incite disagreement
the way tiiat Africans relate to

or

impose ill-fitting Westem standards

to

provoke the PEFA bretiwen to consider the quality

spouses, children,

a

on

one

of relationships tiiat

another but

diey have widi

colleagues, peers, church members, authorities, subordinates, friends,

and enemies.

Cultural

predispositions on botii sides represent barriers

that undermine effective

Westbury
communication. I try to
culture

weave

(any culture) might ignore, deny,

(particularly the less powerful,
needs because
come

into my teaching

into the

demonstrate

relational issues this

and

children),

but it cannot

they are inherently present,

God-created

kingdom of God,

divine cuhure that calls

an

enter a

we

major theme:

and suppress the relational needs of its

women

e.g.,

on

to

A

people

change their

qualities. Furthermore,
us
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once we

recognize

understanding of our relational responsibility within the kingdom.

and
Our

atthudes, activities, and lives become a picture of what life should look like where God

reigns.

Our lives should take

peace, justice,
we are

generosity,

the basic moral virtues,

and respect for other persons

committed to surround those within

that will enhance

the

on

personhood to

highest culture

�

its

sphere

rejoices,

body of Christ,

all the members

as

God's

and values of love,

image

of influence with
As Christians

highest potential.

the culture of the

the members suffer; if one

our

obligations,

bearers. Thus,
an

environment

we are

members of

where if one member

suffers, all

rejoice.

Transition of Leadership

This section
at the time of this

Within

a

highlights a dramatic occurrence

writing, is impacting the shape

within the PEFA

organization that,

and function of the denomination.

period of fourteen months (January 2000-February 2001), three ofthe seven

members of PEFA's Council of Elders died. One of them. Rev. Bud Sickler,
veteran

was a

missionary for over fifty years and was considered "die old man" of the work by

die Africans. Kenya

eighteen years

still under die British colonial govemment

in Afiica. Sickler's

in many ways. He

of PEFA in tiie

was

Sickler's first

passion and vision for die work in Kenya is evidenced

shepherded over die

ensuing years;

during

he served

1957 revival
as

afterglow and die explosive growth

PEFA's first General Overseer; and, he

was
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chiefly responsible for the final form of PEFA's constitution and by-laws.
years, Sickler

provided crucial leadership for PEFA.

threatened that
ways. In

a

For

over

fifty

He weathered many storms that

leadership and, by his own admission, never lost some of his colonial

sense, Sickler's

passing in January 2000

marked the end of an

era

within the

PEFA denomination.

Another leader. Rev. Erastus Otieno, died while in office
of PEFA, the first and
1962. Otieno

only Kenyan to serve

brought a stiong,

sometimes

and to the work. He and Sickler
death in October 2000,

leadership vacuum.
in

in that

represented a commanding leadership tandem.

Generally speaking, African governments

as

problem.

Even

and

donor nations of the

a

incredible

few months later

situation.

organizations have

not

execute their ambitions on

templates imposed by European colonialists have

today,

an

His

handled

people have suffered incredible hardships

power-hungry, tyrannical despots

land. Govemment

left

Chege's death, another council elder,

transitions of leadership well. The African

in

imposing, leadership presence to his position

occurring only nine months after Sickler's,

Rev. Daniel

the General Overseer

capacity since PEFA's inception

February 2001 only exacerbated an already tenuous

heartaches

as

the

and

people

and

contributed to that

developed world and those who

control the

commitments ofthe Intemational Monetary Fund make modem African governments

jump through bureaucratic hoops to get the financial

resources

that

are

desperately

needed. Even in countries that have democratic stmctures of govemment, tiie montiis

leading up to national elections

are

filled witii tension, outbreaks of violence, property

PEFA lost three of
destiiiction, and deatii. The point is, in die span of fourteen montiis,

its

seven

Council of Elders. Two of tiiem had

especially influenced, given shape to, and

Westbury
left their

"fingerprints" on the denomination for its first ft)rty years.
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The Afiican context

suggests that, with their sudden departure from the leadership scene, PEFA will go

through a tense period of transition as the organization tries to

stabilize itself in

a

storm or

leadership uncertainty.
As ofthe time of this

writing, the

the denomination. First, since PEFA's

Mombasa, the

coast

city where Rev.

loss of leadership has had

inception, the

central office has been located in

Sickler lived and

years, discontentment with the situation and

significant impact on

pastored.

For the last several

central office to

rumblings about moving the

the Nairobi area, the

capital of Kenya, have grown.

the central office has

effectively moved to Nairobi and is currently functioning out of

office space

Since Sickler's and Otieno's

provided by the Nairobi Pentecostal Bible College,

educational institutions. Furthermore, PEFA is

one

passing,

of PEFA's

actively pursuing the purchase

of

permanent office space in Nairobi to house the central office of the organization. Second,

although Mombasa is the second largest city in Kenya,
been formed within PEFA. That is,

Evangelistic Church,

was

only the

along with a district committee
Third, three
to the

is

Mombasa district had

church that Sickler

sanctioned within the

Mombasa district has been formed with

no

seven

organization.

churches in

As of this

operation.

shepherding the activities

men, who have served in

pastored,

of the

on

the council

A district

overseer

newly-formed district.

regional leadership positions, have been appointed

prior to the deaths of those previously mentioned.

appointment ofthe three

the Elim

writing, a

organization's Council of Elders, bringing the number of members

number

ever

has been done in

representation from Kenya's geographical

a

way to

accomplish a balance

and tiibal

areas�a

to seven�the

The
of

crucial stiategy if PEFA
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hopes for a sense

of unity to

prevail as

it

moves

cautiously through this transitional

period.
I asked the present Council of Elders to list what

PEFA since the

on

considered to be the

impact

passing of the tiuee leaders. They were aware that the information

might be used for this project; therefore,
general

tiiey

what

they provided was couched in guarded

and

terms. An almost verbatim account of their brief
report follows:

The

organization has been shaken fi-om its complacency; and there is a
wind of change in the air. The leaders and pastors are now energized with
an excitement and desire to
participate, work harder, and get things done.
There is an urgency to get the organization moving and to encourage
PEFA's adherents to not get left behind. Discussions in meetings are now
more open and there is wider participation among all members. The
younger members of leadership within PEFA are being tapped by the
Council of Elders for input on issues pertinent to PEFA's welfare.
(Deyahs, Telephone interview)
I believe that the next three years
In

meetings with the leadership,

deliberate the issues of the

I have

are a

most crucial

encouraged them

organization. They

period for the denomination.

to seek

should seek

"stability"

integrity

in

as

they

leadership.

Organizations that experience vacuums in leadership areas are vulnerable to those with
less than pure motives who

purposes of personal

might

seek ways to infiltrate

leadership circles

gain.

Regarding finances, PEFA is not financially strong.
have

no

outside mission

assistance.

financial
some

die

for the

As mentioned earlier,

organization to which tiiey can tirni for substantial

They are in almost desperate need to

formulate

a

plan

they

financial

tiiat encourages the

PEFA
participation of its affiliate regions, distiicts, and local churches to give

financial credibility. The

plan must remove die bureaucratic layers tiiat jeopardize

accountability of those who handle

finances.
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I

question the wisdom of the decision to,

the Coast
central

city of Mombasa to the Nairobi area.

location,

the

move

may undermine

so

quickly,

move

the central ofdce fi-om

While true that Nairobi represents

a sense

of unity that is needed in the

organization at this time. Securing adequate office

space in the

capital city requires a

significant amount of capital that is not available to the organization now.
disenfranchise the people ofthe Coast region who have taken

knowing that the
potential

central office

of raising

Cential and Mt.
their

area,

have

a

hi

suspicions

was

located in their

in other

Kenya regions

region.

a

degree

The

The

some

move

may

of pride in

also has the

move

regions about the motives of leaders

who have, for

a more

in

Kenya's

time, wanted the central office in

short, the fairly rapid move of the central office to the Central region may

destabilizing effect on the organization in areas of trust, unity,
Another

concem

regards the tendency within PEFA during

and finances.

recent years to

keep

forming new regions and districts. Originally, PEFA existed as four main regions. Now,
ten

regions

and

more

than 120 districts

are

officially recognized.

writing and since the passing of the three members
earlier), the formation of two

new

new

in that

administrative units when

districts too

they demarcate prevailing attitudes

the present trend to

rapidly and for reasons other dian to facilitate

accommodate

The need to form

growth dictates more efficient management of additional

acknowledged. However,

growth is dangerous.

(mentioned

is well under way.

ministry and ideology cmcial to effective ministry in the region.

churches must be

new

of the Council of Elders

regions and several new districts

Regional divisions may be helpful
about

At the time of this

When

new

develop new regions and

effective administration

regions and distiicts are

over

subdivided to

personal ambition for those who desire leadership positions

or

to

slough
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off a troublesome
group of churches, then the work is destabilized, and the
the church is

mimstry of

seriously impaired.
The Power ofthe

Recentiy,
States for further

I asked

a

Gospel

PEFA leader

in Oral-Aural Societies

why African pastors desire to

come

to the United

theological training when church membership in many of this coimtry's

(USA) denominational churches
go?" Perhaps the emphasis
leaders has caused them to

is

declinmg.

of westem

His

answer

style theological

condescendingly view the

was, "Where else is there to

instmction for Africa's Christian

inherent

genius of their own

oral

systems for leaming, preserving, and transmitting the essential elements of the Christian
faith. Some PEFA pastors
them for

more

additional written material and

crave

will

resources

help the various miiustries of the

effective and relevant may discover that the
who do not read well may not be
more

prominent.

at the very heart ofthe
to the ethnic

the very

core

as

indigenous

majority of the people

comfortable if dependency

Klem writes that

indigenous

social order.

equip

ofthe conflict of cultures in Africa
uso�westem

in their

more

congregations

written materials

oral communication systems

are

of ethnic cohesion. It appears that at

today

is die

printed media,

(aural) media. Perhaps even die survival

on

church be

They have great social significance vital

identity ofthe people and the survival

communication the people will
audio

tools to

competent and effective ministry; however, pastors and church leaders

who believe that these

becomes

resource

of the

question
or more

indigenous

of which kind of

indigenous

oral-

social order is at stake

{Oral Communication xix).
Walter J.

Ong asserts tiiat oral societies,

writing, do not ventiue far away

even as

tiiey progress toward literacy

and

firom the notion diat vocalization embodies die presence
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of something relevant to life's situation. That
is, the
with

reality and actuality {Presence of the

sophistication,

spoken word contains

Word 33). Oral cultures exude

one

New Testament

were

came

when the oral-aural world

was

arena

being.

Even the

slowly being reshaped by the force

history when oral

None of the above argues

cultures

a

of writing and

general population,

prevailed (Ong, Presence of the

against increasing availabihty of God's

and

and sustenance in

life and

or

written word

increase

literacy

(and

The

though essential

�

propagation ofthe gospel

and

�

enduring

important element for spiritual

health

ministry.

The first century must have featured thousands of committed and

believers who could not read

188-91).

^need not

the Word of God�the most

personal

Word

a

lead

not) mimic Westem methods.
on

literacy.

through the theological training of those called to

Kenya. However, training of leadership

Christian faith rest

of the

world rife with human need at

through Bible tianslation into indigenous languages, through efforts to

should

epistles

during a fifteen hundred year window of time

The "Word made flesh" himself gained entrance into
in

into

delivered to and read to members of oral societies. That is, the

Word of God entered the human

the Church in

primitive

speaking.

Oral cultures dominated when the Bible

among the

contact

absent abstract categorization of thought. Words communicate the

presence and persuasion ofthe

precise time

a

some

who had little

or no access

to written

unfaltering

copies

of Scripture

the intensely entienched belief systems,
(Klem, Oral Communication 66). Furthermore,
that the early missionaries
knowledge, and ti-aditions of tiibal Afiica

certainly not sustained by way of literate
to the next

media but

through rituals rooted in cuhure and

were

encountered

were

passed on from one generation

in oral-aural systems. The formidable

Westbury
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challenges confronting the perpetuation ofthe Christian faith among Kenya's PEFA
churches

notwithstanding, I leamed that effective mmistry among those churches

continues to

occur

because (1) God has ordained that every cultural

context

manifest his presence, (2) his Word is sufficient to teach Afncans how
they

uniquely
must

live out

their faith in God�their life of reconciliation in Afiican
forms, and (3) the oral-aural

systems of conveying the Christian faith are hamessed to the divine authority ofthe Word
of God and to the

promise that he who began a good work in the lives of the precious

believers in Kenya will carry it

on

to

completion until the day of Christ Jesus (Phil. 1 :6).
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Statement for Questionnaire

MINISTRY PRACTICE

QUESTIONNAIRE

This

FOR P.E.F.A. PASTORS

questionnaire represents part of a research project

conducted

by the researcher, Ron Westbury, regarding

mirustry issues of P.E.F.A.

churches in

By completing the questioimaire,

participate in the study.
will be tieated

match

the

names

are

you

be used to

questions

No efforts will be made to

of respondents with responses.

conducted

agreeing to

All responses to the

confidentially.

questions will

Kenya.

Responses to

identify a profile of ministries

by P.E.F.A chinches

in

Kenya.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR WILLINGNESS
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE STUDY.

Ron

"

presented

Questionnaire has been reformatted to

on

A4

(210 x 297mm) sized page.

Westbury

fit standard 8.5

x

11 in page. Actual

questionnaire

was

Westbury
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APPENDIX B

Fifty
Page

Item

Ministry

Practice Questionnaire

(English Version)

1

Ministry Practice Questionnaire for PEFA Pastors
1

(Check one) Which statement do you think best defines the purpose of the ministry
practices ofthe church?
The ministry of the chinch prepares the believer to be an enthusiastic witness of
the gospel to the whole world.
The ministry of the church prepares the believer for responsible Christian life and

leadership.
The ministry

and

capable

students of the

of the church seeks to promote growth and
in order to know and experience God's purpose and plan.

maturity

of the believer

of the church

develops knowledgeable

Word.

The

mimstry

ministry of the church prepares God's people for works of service and a
productive life.
The ministry of the church prepares people to develop a worshipful relationship
with God and to relate to others as a functioning, cooperative member of the
body of Christ.
The

brief statement that defines the church and its purpose of existence.

2.

Write your

3.

What local church activities and programs
the church?

own

are

conducted to meet the

ministry goals

of

Youth ministries

Sunday school
Evangelism tiaining
Children's ministiy
Men's ministry
Visitation ministry

Bible

study groups
Women's ministry
Evangelistic crusades
Community service (health clinics, benevolence)
Others

4.

Does the church have

a

sign (or

some

form of outside

identification) indicating

it is?
Yes

^No

Comment:
5.

What kind of evangelistic

ministiy does the church conduct?

what

Westbury
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6.

Does the church have
Yes

a

good method for making visitors feel

welcome to the church?

No

Comment:

7.

Does the church have follow up

Christian

ministry

for

new

converts to

help them

in their initial

growth?

Yes

No

Comment:

8.

Do

ministry programs
Yes

of the church address the needs of the Christian
No

family?

If "yes" how?

9.

couples, who are preparing for marriage,
counseling on understanding Christian marriage?

Do

Yes

receive

help

such

as

teaching

or

No

Comment:

10. Do

ministry programs of the church address the special
Yes

needs of children?

No

Comment:

11. Are children in the church

taught stories

of die Bible in

some

setting

otiier than at

church?
Yes

No

If "yes", describe:

12. Do

the special needs of youth (teens)?
ministry programs ofthe church address
Yes

Comment:

No

Westbury
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Page 3
13. Does the chiuch offer
ministry for those experiencing
death in the family, serious illness, financial

special

or

crisis needs

(i.e.,

crisis)?

Yes

No

Comment:

14. What

course

15. What

leadership positions are recognized in the

meetings are conducted during the
(List them).

of a week

local chiuch?

local church?

Elders

Assistant pastor
Teachers

Youth leader

Women's leader

Children's worker

Evangelism

Pastor

by the

leader

Odiers

16. What kinds of meetings

occur

during the

course

of a month for church

leadership?

List them below:

17. Who

oversees

the

planning and organizing of the various ministries of die church?

18. What kind of planning

19. What factors

are

occurs to meet

the overall

ministry goals

of die church?

considered in developing die ministries of church?

Westbury
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20. Does the overaU

ministry of the church have short-range goals (goals for this week),
middle-range goals (goals for this month), and long-range goals (goals for this year)?
Yes
If "yes,"

No

Explain.

21. Does the church dedicate finances toward
Yes
No

specific ministries

in the church?

Comment:

22. Is the

community

aware

of the various ministries of the church?
No

Yes

Comment:

23. How

are

Christian leaders and workers selected for dieir

responsibilities?

24. Are Christian leaders and workers in the church trained for their
No
Yes

If "yes" how

25. Are tiiere

are

they tiained?

for training Christian
tiaining ministiies outside of PEFA available

and teachers?
Yes

No

diem?
If "yes" does the local church benefit from
No
Yes
Comment:

responsibdities?

leaders

Westbury
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26. Do those involved in church ministries understand their
Yes
No

responsibilities?

Comment:

27. Does the

preaching and teaching include the essential

Yes

doctrines of the chiuch?

No

Comment:

28. Is the content of the

preaching and teaching applicable to real

Yes

life?

No

Comment:

29. Do you believe that most Christians who attend the church possess
No
Yes

a

stiong faith?

Comment:

30. Are tiiere any

teaching

resources

(i.e., printed lessons, pictures, literature, teaching

supplies) available for the Christian education ministries ofthe church?
No

Yes

If "yes," what is available and how is it obtained?

31. If material is available, are
used to illustrate the lesson?

"European"

characters

African

European

(people)

no

or

"African" characters

material available

church members to utilize the Word of God for
32. Do ministries ofthe church encourage

themselves?
Yes

Comment:

No

Westbury
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strengths

and

Page 6
33.

(Check one) What statement best describes
They leam by hearing
They leam by seeing
They leam by doing

how

people

leam?

All of the above

34. Does the church have
weaknesses in ministry?
Yes

a

process

by

which it identifies its overall

No

Comment:

35. Does the

leadership

understand the

examine the

reasons

growth and

decline pattems of the chiuch to

for either?
No

Yes

Comment:

36. What

37.

physical

space is available to conduct the various ministries of the church?

Briefly describe

Youth

a

typical:

meeting:

Women's

meeting:

Sunday school session:

Westbury
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38. Does the church
Yes

keep records of attendance

for the various church ministries?

No

Comment:

39. What

are

the greatest obstacles that prevent the church from

achieving its ministry

goals?

40. Do Christians still tend to
Yes

cling to traditional

African

religious practices?

No

Comment:

41. Have fears of witchcraft and fears of those who claim to have power in the
world interfered with Christians' spiritual growth?

spirit

No

Yes

Comment:

provide the greatest
church ministries in Kenya?

42. What would

43.

assistance to the local church in the

widi is located m:
(Check one) The church tiiat I am associated
A
A

city
large

town

A small town
A rural

area

development

of

Westbury
Pages

44. What is the

highest level of Bible education you have achieved?
Higher than a three year diploma
Three year diploma
Some Bible school
None
Other

45. What is the

highest

level of education

(other than Bible) you have achieved?

Above Form 4
Form 4

or

Equivalent

Form 3
Form 2

Form 1

Standard 8

46. What is yom

or

below

age?

PEFA

47. What is your PEFA District?

48. hi what

49. How

capacity do you

serve

Region?

the local church?

long have you served in diat capacity?

50. Are you

fully employed by die church you serve

or

(Check one)
Fully employed by die church
By other vocation
Serving both

by odier vocation?
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APPENDIX C

Fifty Item Ministry Practice Questionnaire (Swahili Version)
Ukurasa 1

MASWALI KUHUSU ELIMU YA KIKRISTO KWA WACHUNGAJI WA P.E.F.A
1.

(Weka alama

(

^

)katika mojawapo

ya misemo ifuatayo) Unafikiri ni msemo gani
unaoeleza kwa kikamilifu maana ya huduma ya Elimu ya Kikristo kanisani?
Elimu ya Kikristo yamtayarisha mwamini kuwa shahidi mshupavu wa
ya

Injili kwa ulimwengu wote.
Elimu ya Kikristo yamtayarisha mwamini kuwa Mkristo anayewajibika na
kuwa kiongozi mwema.
Elimu ya Kikristo huwafanya watu kuwa wanafunzi wenye ufahamu na
uwezo katika neno la Mungu.
Elimu ya Kikristo huleta ukuzi
kufahamu na kupata makusudi

na

maendeleo kwa mwamini ili

na

mpango

Elimu ya Kikristo huwatayarisha watu
wawe na maisha yenye manufaa.

aweze

Mungu maishani mwake.
wa Mungu kwa kazi ya huduma
wa

ili

Elimu ya Kristo huwatayarisha watu kuendeleza uhusiano wa kiibada na
Mungu na kuwa na uhusiano na watu wengine kama mwili wa Kristo

unaofanya kazi na unaoshirikiana pamoja.
ufupi, ukitumia maneno yako mwenyewe,
kwamba yaeleza maana ya kanisa na majukumu yake.

2.

Andika kwa

3.

Ni

shughuli gani

na

mipango gani

ya kanisa

mambo

yanayoendelezwa

yale ambayo unafikiri

ili

kuyafikia malengo

ya Elimu ya Kikristo?

Shule ya Jumapili
Mafunzo ya kueneza

Huduma ya Vijana
Makundi ya kujifunza Biblia

Injili

Huduma ya akina mama
Mikutano ya hijili

Huduma ya Watoto
Huduma ya wanaume
Kuwatembelea waamini

Huduma ya kuwasaidia watu (Kliniki,
misaada ya chakula na kadhalika)

Nyinginezo
4.

kueleza jengo hilo ni la nini?
Je, kanisa lina alama yoyote (iliyoandikwa nje) ya

Ndio

Andika maelezo

5.

La

hapa chini.

Je, kanisa linaendeleza aina gani ya Uinjilisd?
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6.

Je, kanisa lina njia na mpango mzuri
wamekaribishwa kanisani?
Ndio

kuwafanya wageni wajisikie

kwamba

La

Andika maelezo

7.

wa

hapa chini:

Je Kanisa lina hudmna ya kuwafuata na kuwafikia waongofu wapya ili kuwasaidia
katika ukuzi wa mwanzo katika maisha yao ya Kikristo?

Ndio

La

Eleza:

8.

Je, mipango ya huduma ya Kanisa yashughulikia mahitaji ya jamii ya Kikristo?
Ndio

La

Iwapo jibu lako ni "Ndio" basi

9.

eleza ni kwa jinsi

gani.

Je, wale wenzi wawili wanaotaka kuoana, hupata msaada kama vile mafunzo
mashauri ili waelewe
Ndio

na

ya ndoa ya Kikristo?
La

maana

Eleza:

10. Je,

mipango ya huduma ya kanisa hushughulikia mahitaji

maalumu ya watoto?

La

Ndio
Eleza:

1 1. Je, watoto

wa

kanisa wanafundishwa hadidii kutoka kwa Biblia mahali

penginepo,

mbali na kanisani?
Ndio
_La
maelezo:
toa
"Ndio"
Kama jibu ni

mipango ya huduma
miaka 13
19)?

12. Je, ile

ya kanisa

-

Ndio

Eleza:

La

yalenga mahitaji

ya

Vijana (Wenye

umri

wa
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13. Je, kanisa lina huduma kwa watu
wenye
maalumu (kama vile, kifo kwenye

mahit^i maalumu
jamii, ugonjwa mbaya,

waliopatwa na janga
au upungufu mkuu wa

au

pesa)
Ndio

La

Eleza:

14. Je, ni mikutano ya aina gani
Ziorodheshe hapa chini.

15. Je, vyeo

katika juma nzima?

yanayofanyika kanisani

gani vya uongozi vyatambulikana kanisani?

Mchungaj i
Wazee

wa

Kiongozi

Msaidizi
kanisa

wa

Mwalimu

wa

Vijana
Watoto

wa

Mchungaj i

Waalimu

Kiongozi
Kiongozi

wa

akina Mama

wa

Uinj ilisti
Mengineyo

16. Je, ni mikutano

Ziorodheshe

17. Ni nani

1 8. Je,

gani hufanywa mnamo mwezi mmoja kwa viongozi

wa

kanisa?

hapa chini:

anayesimamia mipango na utaratibu wa huduma mbali

mbali

za

kanisa?

huduma kamilifu ya kanisa?
mipango gani hufanywa ili kuafikia malengo ya

19. Ni mambo

gani hufikiriwa wakati mipango

ya maendeleo ya kanisa

yanapowekwa?
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20. Je, huduma yote ya kanisa ina
malengo ya muda mfupi (kwa mfano, malengo ya juma
hili), malengo ya muda wa katikati (kwa mfano, malego ya kutimizwa mwezi huu),
na

malengo ya muda mrefu (kwa mfano malengo ya kutimizwa mwaka huu)?
Ndio

La

Kama jibu lako ni

'TSIdio", Toa maelezo:

2L Je, kanisa kuweka kando fedha kwa huduma maalum kanisani?
Ndio
^La

Andika maelezo

yako hapa chini:

22. Je, jamii ya watu wanoishi kando kando ya kanisa wanaelewa huduma mbali-mbali
kanissa?

za

La

Ndio
Eleza:

23.

Viongozi

24. Je,

na

Viongozi

wa

wanachaguliwa kwa njia gani

kazi

wa

Kikristo

Kikristo

na

Wafanyi kazi

Wafanyi

wa

kwa kazi zao?

kanisa wanapata mafunzo kwa kazi

zao?
La

Ndio

Kama "Ndio" je, wanafundishwa kwa

njia gam?

25. Je, kuna mashirika ya kutoa mafunzo

viongozi Wakristo

na

mawazo

yako:

ya P.E.F.A. ambao hutoa mafunzo kwa

waalimu?

Ndio
Kama "Ndio" je, kanisa
Toa

nje

La

hupata msaada kwa mashinka hayo?
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26. Je, wale wanaohusika katika huduma
ya kanisa wanaelewa wajibu wao?
Ndio
La
Eleza:

27. Je, mahubiri
Ndio

na

mafundisho ya kanisa yahesabu madhehebu muhimu ya kanisa?
La

Eleza:

28. Je, yale mambo yaliyomo katika mahubiri
katika maisha hasa?

Ndio
Eleza:

na

mafundisho ya kanisa yaweza kutumiwa

La

29. Je, unafikiri kwamba
thabiti?

wengi

wa

Wakristo wanaohudhuria ibada

za

kanisa

wana

imani

La

Ndio
Eleza:

masomo yaliyochapishwa, picha,
pana vifaa vya mafundisho (kama vile,
maandishi, vifaa vya kutumiwa katika kufundisha) kwa huduma za elimu ya Kikristo

30. Je,

ya kanisa?
Ndio

La

Kama "Ndio", ni aina

gani

ya vifaa

vinavyopatikana na vyapatikana wapi

na

kwa

njia

gani?

31.

Iwapo pana vifaa vilivyochapishwa, je, picha zenye
hutumiwa di kueleza

somo

32. Je, huduma za elhnu ya Kikristo
Neno la Mungu wenyewe?

Ndio
Eleza:

_____

"Mzungu"

au

"Mwafiika"

linalogundishwa.

^Mwafrika^

Mzungu

sura za

yawatia moyo

Hapana vifaa
washirika

wa

kanisa kutumia vyema
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33.

(Weka alama ya (

) katika mojawapo ya haya)
Je, baadhi ya njia hizi zilizonakiliwa hapa chini,
jinsi watu wanavyojifunza?

ni

njia ipi ambayo

hasa

yaeleza

Wanajifunza kwa kusikiliza.
Wanajifunza kwa kuona
Wanajifunza kwa kufanya.
Kwa njia zote zilizotajwa hapo juu.
34. Je, kanisa lina
Ndio

njia zake

za

kupima nguvu zake

na

unyonge wake katika huduma?

La

Eleza:

35. Je,

hali ya maendeleo na hali ya kurudi
kuelewa hali hizo zinasababishwa na kitu gani?

Viongozi huchunguza

waweze

Ndio

nyuma kanisani ili

La

Eleza:

36. Je, pana nafasi ya kiasi
za kanisa?

37. Kwa

ufupi

Mkutano

Mkutano

gani

au

eleza jinsi mikutano

wa

wa

Vijana:

Akina Mama:

Darasa la Shule ya

Jumapili:

vyumba

vya kutosha kwa kuendeleza huduma kadha

iliyotajwa hapo chini zinavyoendenshwa:
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38. Je, orodha ya majina ya washirika
kanisa huwekwa na kanisa?
Ndio

wa

kanisa wanaohudhuria huduma mbali mbali

za

La

39. Je, ni vizuizi
huduma?

40. Je, Wakristo
Ndio

ama

vikwazo

wangali

na

gani vinavyozuia

kanisa lisitimize

ile hali ya kushikamana na desturi

na

mila

malengo yake

za

ya

kiafrika?

La

Eleza:

41. Je, ile hali ya kuogopa uchawi pamoja na ile hah ya kuwaogopa wale wanaodai
kwamba wana nguvu katika ulimwengu wa kiroho yazuia maendeleo ya kiroho ya

Wakristo?
La

Ndio
Eleza:

huduma zake
42. Je, ni vitu gani vinavyoweza kusaidia kanisa katika maendeleo ya
elimu ya Kikristo katika Kenya?

43.

(Weka alama (

^

) katika mojawapo ya yaliyotajwa)

Kanisa ninalo shirikiana nalo limo:
Katika Mji Mkuu

Mjini
Mji mdogo
Kijijini

na
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44. Je,

umepokea elimu gani ya kibiblia?
Juu kuliko miaka mitatu ya Diploma
Miaka mitatu ya Diploma
Kiasi fulani ya mafunzo ya Biblia

Zinginezo
45. Je. Elimu

yako ya juu (pasipo kufikiria elimu ya
school" ) ni ipi?

Shule ya

Upili

-

"secondary

-

Kupita Kidato cha 4
Kidato cha 4 (Au inayofanana nayo)
Kidato cha 3
Kidato cha 2
Kidato cha 1
Darasa la 8 au chini
46. Una umri

wa

miaka

yake.

mingapi?

Miaka

47. Unatoka katika

Mkoa

Wilaya gani?

48. Unatumikia kanisa katika

gani?

ngazi ipi?

49. Je, umetumikia kanisa katika ngazi

hiyo kwa muda wa miaka mingapi?

Miaka

50. Je,

umeajiri

kwa kikamilifu

Weka alama ya (

na

kanisa lile unalolitumikia

au

) katika mojawapo ya yaliyotajwa hapa

Nimeajiri

kwa kikamilifu

Nimeajiriwa kwinginepo
Yote mawili

na

kanisa

umeajiriwa kwingineko
chmi:
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APPENDIX D
Statement of Faith: Pentecostal

Evangelistic Fellowship

of Africa

PENTECOSTAL EVANGELISTIC FELLOWSHIP OF AFRICA
"STATEMENT OF FAITH"
1

.

2.

We believe the Bible to be the inspired, authoritative Word of God (2 Peter 1:21).
We believe the Godhead consists of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit (2

Cor.
3.

13:14).

We believe in the
in His

Deity of Jesus Christ,

bodily resurrection,

in His

virgin birth, in His atoning death,
ascension to the right hand of the Father (1 Tim.
in His

3:16).
4.

We believe in

evangelistic and missionary fervor and endeavor (Ac. 1 :8;

Mk.

16:15-18).
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
1 0.

11.

12

13

We believe in salvation through the

redeeming blood of Christ (Heb. 9:22).
We believe in the keeping power of God and a holy walk, not after the flesh but
after the Spirit (Ju. 24; Rom. 8:4).
We beheve in the Baptism of the Holy Ghost according to Acts 2:4; 10:46; 19:6,
and the present ministry ofthe Spirit in and through the believer as manifest in the
ministries, gifts, and fhihofdie Spirit (Eph. 4:11; ICor. 12:8-1 1; Gal. 5.22, 23).
We believe that divine healing is obtained on the basis of the Atonement (1 Pet.
2:24).
We believe in Christ's bodily retum in power and great glory (Ac. 1:11; Rev.
20:4; Dan. 7:14).
We believe in the resurrection of both the saved and die lost; they diat are saved
unto the resurrection of etemal life, and they that are lost unto the resurrection of
etemal punishment (Jn 5:28, 29; Rev. 20:15).
We believe in the behever' s baptism in water by immersion. We believe that
such a baptism is a testimony to the world of an inward work of Grace. This is a
confession of one's personal experience of Salvation. We do not consider
individual's personal experience of
baptisms which take place previous to die
Rom. 6:3;
salvation as Scriptural (Matt. 28:19; Mk 16:16; Ac. 2:38; 10:48; 22:16;
1 Cor. 12:13; Gal. 3:27; Col. 2:12; and 1 Pet. 3:21).
the sanctity of mamage. We
We believe in Holy Matiimony. We believe in
Matt. 5:32;
believe tiiat tiie Scriptiual Teaching is diat of monogamy (Gen. 2:24;
Heb. 13:4).
Mk. 10:7-9; Rom. 7:2; 1 Cor. 7:10, 11; 1 Tim. 3:12;

\X is our belief diat Christian parents
We believe in the dedication of infants.
Sam. l:24-28;Mk. 10:13-16).
should dedicate theh children to the Lord (1
Lord's Supper (Matt. 26:26; Mk. 14:22; Lu.
We believe in the fellowship of die

2:19; 1 Cor. 10:16; 11:23).
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APPENDIX E

Statement Read Prior
The purpose ofthe survey in which
you

are

to

Survey

about to

participate

seeks

understanding of the nature of ministry conducted in PEFA churches, Kenya.
answer

It is

each

question, please

consider

only the

local church in which you

an

As you

presently

important that your responses to all questions reflect actual present condhions

realities. Do not

answer

hope things to be,

questions as to how you wish things

or even

honestly, truthfully,

and

how you

plan them to be at a later time.

accurately.

intentions to make judgments about

provided by survey participants.

could be or,

There

are no

right answers;

and

how you

Answer each

nor are

personal ministry performance

or

serve.

question

there any

based

on

responses
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East African

"Apostles"

EAST AFRICAN "APOSTLES"
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Regional Map
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(Five Region Version)
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APPENDIX H

Regional Map ofKenya's PEFA (Ten Region Version)

Mt.

Rift

Kenya

Valley

North Westem
East Westem
South Westem

West Nyanza

South

Nyanza
North Coast
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APPENDIX I

Subjects

of Courses Offered

by ANBS (1996-2001)

The Pentateuch

1 and 2 Peter

Marriage Relationships

Ephesians

1 and 2 Thessalonians

The Sermon

The Tabernacle

The

Dealing with Anger

The Ten Commandments

Principles of Chddren's Ministry

Biblical

Philippians

Parenting

Leadership Principles

The Parables

Basic

Cults

Accounting Principles

An Overview of the Old Testament

on

the Mount

History of PEFA

1 and 2

Typology

Timothy
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APPENDIX J
Tribes of Kenya

Tribes of Plains and Mountains
Maasai
*Okiek

Tribes of Lakes and Highlands
Kuria
Luo

*Ndorobo

Kikuyu

Tharaka

Kipsigis

Mbeere

Sabaot

Mbeere

Taita-Taveta

Suba

Luyha (Abaluyha)
(Bok, Bongomek,
Koney, Sebei)

*Njemps

Gusii

Nandi

Embu

Iteso

*Ilchamus
Mem
Kamba

Tribes ofthe Desert
Twken (Tugen)
Marakwet
Turkana
*Gabbra

Sambum

Tribes of the Sand and Sea

Keiyo

Boran

*

Pokot

Pokomo

*Bajun
Mijikenda
*Burji

*Dassanich
*El-Molo
Rendille

(Swahili, Shirazi)
(Giriama, Digo,
Duruma, Chonyi,
Jibana, Ribe,
Kaambejlabai)

Somali

?Orma
*Boni

(Waliangula,
Dahalo)

?Segeju

*

Indicates tribes umeached with the

gospel according to PEFA leadership

Mohamed, Duncan Willetts, and Brian Tetley, eds. The Beautiful People
ofKenya. 2nd ed Nairobi: Text Book Centre, 1997.

Source: Amin,
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